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Notes on this Catalogue

Strikes will be regarded as dispatch usage unless otherwise noted. All covers will be regarded as 
regular (#8) size, unless otherwise noted.

Dates and other information such as rarity factors have been taken from the Fifth Edition (2001) 
of the Squared Circle Cancellations of Canada, a handbook of the British North America Phila-
telic Society Ltd. by the Squared Circle Study Group, edited by (the late) John S. Gordon. Available 
through Sparks Auctions, and referred to in this catalogue as “the Handbook”.

Many of the covers and cards still have their original purchase prices, as well as sometimes prov-
enance notes in light pencil, which we have left intact.

Symbols used to denote what is included in a lot are:  = on stamp or piece,  = on cover, and 
PC = on post card.

Squared circle postmark descriptions will be qualifi ed as fi ne (partial impressions), very fi ne (full 
impressions), etc in the description of the postmark eg. “A fi ne strike”.  We have sometimes added 
a qualifi er such as light or very light when required. Impressions on stamp have been described as 
socked on the nose if well centered, or a percentage (%) if partial, and in some cases a descrip-
tion of the legible letters has been added. The qualifi er at the end of a description (before the rar-
ity factor) will be for the covers, post cards, stamps or lots themselves. Faults are only described if 
immediately obvious (such as fronts only, or large tears, etc.) as the emphasis of our descriptions 
is on the postmarks. Viewing is recommended.

Except in rare circumstances, we have refrained from using terms such as rare or scarce and  
instead use the published rarity factors (RF). Because of recent unavailability of many of  
these items, we believe these rarity factors to be sometimes lower than what the recent market 
has to offer

When counting the number of stamps in a lot, the multiples (pairs, etc) were counted as one.

A dash “-” in the RF section is used when the RF given in the handbook refers to another time 
mark than the one being described. For example, RF 7.5 given for Paris Ont is for time mark B 
only, and would not be used if a lot contains other time marks.

All other Terms and Conditions, as described on page 110 apply as usual.

Stéphane Cloutier

The Postal History Society of Canada will soon be adding to its growing list of online postmark 
databases a new Squared Circle postmark database. The new information contained in this sale 
will be included, and the PHSC is seeking the help of collectors to add any new information not 
contained in the Handbook. Please contact president@postalhistorycanada.net to participate in 
this ground-breaking project. All information in these online postmark databases is constantly 
kept up to date by dedicated specialists and the collaboration of all collectors is always welcome.



Ted Kerzner was a partner in the law fi rm Kerzner, MacDermid, McKillop dealing with commercial liti-
gation and professional regulation.

Fellow stamp collectors and dealers always found Ted to be a delight; he was one of those special 
people you meet in the philatelic world. He was THE most important buyer and student of squared 
circles for all countries. While he was an extremely private individual, he was gregarious at stamp 
shows, sharing his incomparable knowledge, unless he was lost in considering the merits of a particu-
lar squared circle cancel. Every dealer whom he dealt with really worked at fi nding something special 
for him; you could see the delight and excitement when a new rare or interesting postmark was ac-
quired. He was always willing to go for a coffee and chat, preferably when one had squared circles to 
show him…

There are many “Ted” stories. How could he justify leaving the legal practice of which he was a founder 
and senior partner to fl y to a stamp show in New Zealand?  And his explanation was really obvious, 
and one that only a collector could understand. Every show dealer had an envelope waiting for him, 
with stamps and covers saved since the last time they had crossed paths. While he was extremely 
serious about his profession,  it was in a way really only a means to fi nance his hobby. He even negoti-
ated trial dates with judges to suit the timing of major stamp shows, so many of which he attended all 
over the world.

 A chance meeting at Crystal Beach with Allan Steinhart, who became the doyen of postal history deal-
ers in Canada, probably began Ted’s serious philatelic life. They had gone to the same high school in 
Toronto, and the connection and interests led to a friendship. Ted became a fi xture at Allan’s table at 
the St. Lawrence Hall stamp show, and every other week he would receive a new package of covers, 
returning the residue from the previous batch, which only then would be shown to other collectors. 
And the pattern was repeated in London or Sindelfi ngen or Amsterdam; there was always an envelope 
for him. It seems somehow right that both Allan and Ted ended their days at a show, doing what they 
loved to do.

Sparks Auctions in honoured to be chosen as the venue to carefully lot, then accurately describe, 
and now present at auction these top quality squared circle stamps and covers.

Ted Kerzner
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The Ted Kerzner Canada Squared Circles 

Type One, Thin Bars 

3001 /PC/ ALDERGROVE B.C. 2 covers, a post card and a 
few pieces, each with fi ne or better strikes. Very partial AU 
19/05 on Edward cover, fi ne MY 18/98 on 2c Leaf cover, fi ne 
and partial MR 7/96 on 2c Edward post card, two very fi ne 
strikes (1895 and 1903) on piece and a partial DE 4/95 on 
3c SQ on piece (the reported reversed 4). A fi ne lot. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3002 PC ALDERGROVE B.C. a fi ne-very fi ne free strike -/AU 10/07 

on a picture post card (salmon fi shing on the Fraser River BC) 
to Los Angeles. A diffi cult strike to fi nd clearly legible, and in 
our opinion this is nicer than the pictured item in the handbook 
described as probably the nicest strike known. Very fi ne. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3003  BEAVERTON ONT. very fi ne free strike PM/AP 30/96 on an 

8c Small Queen registered yellow cover to Rennie in Toronto. 
Stamp is tied by a second strike. Back has two very fi ne ad-
ditional strikes plus a partial Toronto receiver. Very fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3004

3004 /BEAVERTON ONT. four items, with a very fi ne receiv-
er AM/JU 26/01 on back of an OHMS free franked cover from 
Deputy Postmaster General in Ottawa (keyhole cancel on 
front), being the latest recorded date for this hammer (bit of 
soiling). Also a partial strike on 3c SQ stamp -/MY 4/93 being 
the earliest recorded date for this hammer, plus a 50% strike 
on 1c SQ stamp PM/NO 10/96 (with unreported inverted PM 
time mark) and a socked on the nose strike -/AU 25/93 on a 
5c RLS. A very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200

    
x3005

3005 /PC BEAVERTON ONT. group of 20 covers and cards, 
mostly with very fi ne strikes, dispatch and receivers, and in-
cludes a set of receivers on 2 postcards on same day with 
AM and PM (JY 14/99, a lovely corner card 3c Jubilee cover 
(scarce), and much more. Overall very fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3006

3006 /PC/ BEAVERTON ONT. group of seven covers or cards 
plus three stamps, showing time mark chronology, includ-
ing the latest recorded date for the blank TM, etc. We note a 
lovely registered cover, a few covers and cards clearly illustrat-
ing the clerk’s habit of using this hammer to both cancel the 
stamp and printing a free strike (upside down) in the bottom 
left corner. Also an illustrated private post card, and more. 
Mostly very fi ne strikes and a nice group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

      
x3007

3007 /PC/ BEETON ONT. a very fi ne free strike MR08/00 on 
a 2c Numeral cover (the recorded zero spacer), a very fi ne 
free strike SP 13/00 on a letter card, a very fi ne free strike AP 
18/00 on a 2c Numeral cover, a very fi ne strike JU 17/93 on 
a 3c SQ stamp being the unreported new earliest known date, 
and only report for 1893 for this hammer (4 years before pre-
vious ERD), and a partial strike FE 15/01 on letter card being 
the latest recorded date for this hammer. A very fi ne and use-
ful lot. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $350
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x3008

3008 PC BEETON ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/MY -0/98 on a 1c 
Leaf post card addressed to Schomberg (MAY 31 receiver on 
back). This indicia error is listed in the handbook, and since 
the message is dated MY 30, it is logical to assume that the 
missing day indicia is a 3. Very fi ne. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

           
x3009

3009  BROCKVILLE ONT. group of six stamps with interesting 
strikes, etc. With a lovely socked on the nose -/AP 28/93 on 
a 3c SQ being the earliest recorded date for this hammer, a 
90% strike PM/JA 4/78 on 3c SQ and PM/JA 3/78 on 1c SQ 
(1898 intended), two 2c purple Numerals (one a jumbo copy) 
each with MR/PM 14/99 and MR/PM 15/99 strikes plus an 
8c SQ with a socked on the nose strike -/JU 4/94. A very fi ne 
group. RF 5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3010

3010 /PC/ BROCKVILLE ONT. group of seven cards and cov-
ers plus 3 stamps, with 78 for 98 error on a cover and stamp, 
a lovely illustrated 1c Numeral private post card (depicting a 
furnace), a strike used as a transit, a unrecorded new earliest 
known date for the use of the PM time mark PM/JY 31/93 
(handbook says PM/AU 2/93), two strikes used to illustrate 
damage to lettering in postmark, etc. A very nice group, with 
mostly very fi ne strikes. RF 5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3011

3011 /PC/ BROCKVILLE ONT. group of 21 covers and cards, 
mostly with very fi ne strikes. We note a Small Queen regis-
tered cover (3c + 5c), two 8c Small Queen registered covers, 
a 1c Leaf illustrated post card, a 1c Jubilee private post card 
from the Canada Carriage Company, with a roller precancel, 
some corner card covers, an OHMS free franked Notice of Un-
delivered Publication, etc. Also includes 6 stamps, each with 
socked on the nose strikes. Overall very fi ne. RF 5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

  
3012  BYNG INLET NORTH ONT. a fi ne (but partial) strike on a 3c 

Small Queen, showing ...T NORTH and 26 plus part of the year 
date which could be 1894. The earliest and latest confi rmed 
dates are -/JY 24/93 and -/JY 25/95. According to the write-
up on the owner’s page, there are only 14 rostered copies. 
Stamp is a little soiled, still a rarely seen postmark. RF 130.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

  

      
3013 / BYNG INLET NORTH ONT. a fi ne and partial strike NO 

22/?? ties a 3c Small Queen to a cover front to Knowlton, Qué 
(an unreported fi rst cover), plus two purple strikes on 3c SQ 
stamps: NO 21/93 and DE 21/93. A useful lot. RF 130

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 
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Type One, Thin Bars continued

    
3014 PC COLEMAN ONT. a fi ne receiver strike -/MY ?/93, being the 

earliest recorded date on a post card mailed from Stratford 
on MY 10 / 93 (duplex) and addressed to Coleman. The day 
and month of this squared circle are not clear, but the dis-
patch postmark plus the MAY 20 1893 date of the message 
on back confi rm at least the month to be May. This is one of 
only two known covers and there are two more (partial) strikes 
on stamp. Mounted on owner’s page with interesting historical 
provenance and an explanation as to how it was found, etc. Very 
fi ne and one of the rarest squared circle postmarks. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $3,000

    
3015  CUMBERLAND ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/OC 20/97 

on a registered Small Queen cover (3c + 5c tied by oval R) to 
Ottawa. Very fi ne and a rare usage for this hammer. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3006

3016 PC/ CUMBERLAND ONT. two items: a very fi ne (but light) 
strike -/MR 2/94 cancels a 1c QV on a post card to L’Orignal 
Ont. Also a very fi ne (but light) receiver strike -/NO 27 95 on 
the back of a 3c QV letter card mailed from Ottawa (with Type 
I Ottawa dispatch). Both very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3017  DUTTON ONT. very fi ne strike -/AU 10/94 ties an 8c Small 

Queen to a registered cover to St Thomas (squared circle re-
ceiver on back). Reduced at left still a very fi ne cover. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $125 

    
3018  DUTTON ONT. a very fi ne (bit doubled) free strike -/DE 

20/97 plus a partial second strike tying an 8c Small Queen 
to a cover mailed to Waterville, Maine. Two additional strikes 
on back, alongside two different RPO datestamps, a Montreal 
squared circle precursor and a Portland ME receiver. Open on 
three sides, very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3019

3019 /PC DUTTON ONT. group of eleven covers or cards from 
1895 to 1908, showing different time marks, frankings, us-
ages (dispatch, receiver, free strike, obliterator), rates (regis-
tered, etc), an advertising cover, etc. A nice group and gener-
ally nice strikes. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3020 /PC/ DUTTON ONT. group of 4 covers, 8 post cards and 
10 stamps (some on piece), mostly with very fi ne strikes. We 
note the rare (the only two reported) TM 4 on a 1c Leaf card 
(4/SP 22/00) and 2c Numeral stamp (4/SP 26/00), rare (the 
only reported) TM 10 on a 2c Numeral stamp on piece (10/SP 
27/00), a 1c Edward card to NY with -/JAN 17/11 being the 
latest recorded date for this hammer, (plus another similar 
item dated the day before the LRD), plus other blank and PM 
strikes. Overall very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3021

3021  GRIMSBY ONT. two very fi ne free strikes on 8c Small 
Queen registered covers: PM/MR 15/98 to Toronto (stamp 
tied by a scarce Grimsby roller) plus a -/DE 27/95 to Spring-
fi eld Mass (reduced at bottom). RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3022

3022 / GRIMSBY ONT. a very fi ne (proof-like) strike PM/OC 
10/98 ties a 3c Numeral to a lovely illustrated cover from 
The Lincoln House in Grimsby. Also a group of 4 stamps: -/
AU 15/93 (fi ne, on a 5c RLS), socked on the nose strikes on 
3c SQ and 3c Numeral, a socked on the nose strike PM/MR 
30/99 on 2c purple Numeral stamp, being the latest record-
ed date for this hammer. A very fi ne group. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3023

3023 /PC GRIMSBY ONT. group of 5 covers and 7 cards, mostly 
all with very fi ne strikes, including an uprated registered sta-
tionery cover (2c +3c SQ) to Toronto, an OHMS free-franked 
Notice of Undeliverable Publication, a 3c SQ cover with Grims-
by Gold Mining Coy. Ltd corner card, a double sided bulk mail-
ing receipt (one side with one 1c SQ the other with a pair 1c 
SQ), etc. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 15.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3024 PC// GRIMSBY ONT. group of 6 items: a very fi ne strike 
-/AP 27/96 on a 3c SQ stamp, very fi ne free strike -/AP 19/94 
on post card, very fi ne strike PM/MY 26/96 on post card, two 
3c SQ covers with very fi ne strikes showing AM and PM us-
ages, and a blank TM on an 1898 post card. An ideal group to 
study the time mark habits of this post offi ce. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3025  KINGSVILLE ONT. two fi ne strikes on a (re-joined) horizon-

tal pair of 1c Small Queens FE 4/95, being the only recorded 
strikes for this hammer. The Handbook notes that this pair had 
been split, so only one date of use is recorded. Very fi ne. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $3,000 

    
3026 PC LONDON ONT. 1st State a very fi ne strike PM/AP 28/93 

on a 1c post card to St Thomas, being the earliest recorded 
date for State 1 hammer. Also includes a creased card dated 
5/AP 24/97.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3027  LONDON ONT. 1st and 2nd State group of 10 stamps, 
each with indicia errors, etc. Starting with a very light, but leg-
ible strike MY 9/93 on a 3c SQ stamp, with all of the indicia 
inverted. The rest of the stamps have errors such as inverted 
time marks, days, month, etc. A very fi ne group and diffi cult to 
assemble.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3028 /PC LONDON ONT. 1st and 2nd State a free franked 
death notice with a proof-like strike PM/MY 3/93, a 1c SQ 
uprated card to England PM/JU 20/93 (small stains), and a 
1c SQ uprated card to England 5/JA 22/98 (vertical crease). 
A fi ne group.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3029

3029 /PC/ LONDON ONT. 1st and 2nd State group of 50 
covers and cards plus 30 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne 
strikes. We note many different time marks, etc. A nice lot for 
further study, and overall very fi ne. RF 5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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Type One, Thin Bars continued

    
x3030

3030 /PC LONDON ONT. 2nd State group of three illustrated 
advertising items, with covers: 1895 Lawson & Jones Lithog-
raphers & Printers 3c SQ and 1898 Scandrett Bros. Western 
Fair 3c Numeral. Also a 1c SQ private post card from Hobbs 
Hardware & Co. A very fi ne trio. RF 5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3031 /PC/LONDON ONT. 2nd State group of matched sets, 
(1, 5) on JY 14/97 (on a cover and a post card). The rest are 
on mostly 3c Jubilee stamps: (1, 5) on JY 26/97, (3, 4, 5) on 
AU 21/97, (1, 4) on SP 8/97. The rest are combinations of 
squared circle matched sets including ORBs on 3c Jubilees: 
(2, 18 latter is ORB) on AU 13/97, (23, 24 both ORBs) on AU 
13/97, (2, 15, 16, two latter are ORBs) on AU 28/97. Also 
includes a lone 1/JY 10/97 3c Jubilee cover to St Thomas. A 
very fi ne lot. RF 5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3032  LONDON EAST ONT. very fi ne free strike -/DE 26/95 

on an 8c SQ registered cover, with a second strike tying the 
stamp, plus a further two nice strikes on back. Also a Hamil-
ton R cds and a London cds, plus two different NY registration 
markings on back. Very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3033  LONDON EAST ONT. very fi ne strike -/AU 6/98 ties a 3c 

Numeral stamp to a lovely colour illustrated cover from the 
G.R. Somerville Paper Boxes and Fine Chewing Gums, depict-
ing two gold coins, etc. Very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3034

3034 /PC LONDON EAST ONT. two items: very fi ne receiver 
strike -/AP 26/01 on front of a picture post card from Spain 
and a very fi ne (light) strike -/SP 13/01 tying a 2c Numeral to 
a E.S. Jarvis corner card cover to St Jacobs. Both very fi ne last 
year usages. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3035

3035 /PC/ LONDON EAST ONT. a lovely illustrated 1c SQ 
Imperial Oil Co. London, Ont private post card with a very fi ne 
strike -/SP 10/97, a card showing lower indicia bar damage 
on MY 11/00, a 3c stationery cover showing no lower indicia 
bar damage (got fi xed?) on -/MY 7/01, a very fi ne -/FE 21/99 
card, a partial strike 30% -/JU 2/93 on a 3c SQ stamp, be-
ing the unrecorded new earliest known date for this hammer, 
plus 9 other strikes on stamps, including a 2c RLS and a 5c 
RLS. A very fi ne lot. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3036

3036 /MANSONVILLE QUE. two fi ne strikes on covers, in-
cluding an 1895 8c SQ registered to Philadelphia (stamp is 
stained), 1898 3c Leaf cover, plus 7 stamps, including a sec-
ond day of use (JY 6/93), some purple strikes, a 5c RLS and 
the reported MR 3/98 strike (with reversed day and month) 
on 3c Leaf. A very fi ne group. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3037

3037 PC/ MANSONVILLE QUE. two items: fi ne-very fi ne strike -/
JU 5/97 cancelling a 1c Jubilee stationery card and a very fi ne 
socked on the nose strike -/AU 8/93 on a 3c SQ. A diffi cult 
hammer to fi nd easily readable, which these two are. Very fi ne 
and both on written-up page. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3038 PC MONTREAL CANADA. fi ne-very fi ne transit strike -/JU 

22/93 on a post card mailed from Constantinople, Turkey 
(MAY.27.1893) to Montreal (carrier marking dated June 8). 
The addressee could not be found and the card was sent to 
the D.L.O. on JUN.28.1893. This squared circle was proofed 
on 2/MY 19/93 and this unique example has never been re-
ported until now. Accompanied by a lengthy write-up, indicat-
ing that when this item was discovered in 2013 it was prob-
ably the most signifi cant fi nd in Canadian squared circles in  
fi fty fi ve years. RF 250

 .................................................................................Est $7,000

    
3039  MOUNT FOREST ONT. very fi ne free strike -/AU 15/96 

on an 8c SQ registered cover, with a second strike tying the 
stamp, plus two further nice strikes on back. Very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3040 PC/ MOUNT FOREST ONT. 5 post cards and 3 stamps, in-
cluding a very fi ne strike -/DE 21/-8 (missing year digit) on 
a 1c Leaf card, some dispatch and receiver strikes, a lovely 
socked on the nose strike on a 1c SQ stamp and a fi ne (light 
and blurry double strike, but readable date) -/JU 1/93 on a 3c 
SQ stamp, being the earliest recorded date for this hammer. 
Fine to very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3041

3041  NEW GERMANY ONT. very fi ne (but light) free strike 19/
JY 30/04 on a 7c Edward registered cover. The TM is very light 
on this, the latest of only two reported dates for 1904 (there 
is one later date reported but handbook states present owner 
not known). Mounted on a written-up page explaining that the 
19 is probably a split year date and not a time mark. Two differ-
ent RPOs on back plus a St Jacob’s receiver. Very fi ne. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3042

3042 /PC NEW GERMANY ONT. a very fi ne free strike NO 
22/97 on a post card, plus a very fi ne free strike JA 1/02 on a 
2c Numeral cover to Waterloo. Both very fi ne, and two of only 
12 covers known. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3043 PC/ NEW GERMANY ONT. a fi ne strike AP 4/9- on a 3c SQ 

stamp (with missing year digit), a very fi ne strike OC 7/95 on 
piece, and a very fi ne receiver 19/DE 30/04 on back of a 
post card mailed from Breslau, Ont. This strike is the latest re-
corded date for this hammer, and had been recorded without 
mentioning the 19 time mark. Very fi ne. RF 60

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3044  OTTAWA CANADA. 3 Jubilee stamps dated SP 15/97: 3c 
(TM 3), 1c (TM 7) and 1c (TM 8). Very fi ne. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type One, Thin Bars continued

3045  OTTAWA CANADA. group of fi ve 3c Jubilee stamps, all dat-
ed DE 15/97 (one of them could be DE 13), with time marks 
2, 5, 7, 8 and 9. A very fi ne set. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3046  OTTAWA CANADA. group of 9 more unusual stamps, each 
with a fi ne or better strike, with 7c Edward, 10c Edward, 1c 
Québec Tercentenary (nude strike), 1c Jubilee, 3c Jubilee, 6c 
Small Queen (dated 4/MY 4/93, the second known day of 
use), 20c Widow Weeds, 15c Large Queen, and 10c Special 
Delivery (E1). A diffi cult group to assemble. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3047  OTTAWA CANADA. a very fi ne receiver strike 5/JY 21/95 

on front of a lovely mourning cover mailed from London N.W. 
(squared circles tie 3 GB stamps) to Ottawa. The cover is ad-
dressed to The Senator and was re-directed by a purple FREE 
Senate Crown c.d.s. dated JUL 22/95 to Barrie Ont (receiver 
on back). Very fi ne and unusual. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3048

3048 / OTTAWA CANADA. group of two covers and two 
stamps: very fi ne strike 8/OC 21/97 ties 3c Jubilee to Exche-
quer Court of Canada cover with House of Commons receiver, 
very fi ne free strike 2/MY 15/95 on free franked cover to Dr. 
Bell, plus two stamps clearly showing the scarce TM 1: 3c SQ 
1/SP 1/95 and 2c SQ 1/OC 1/ 94. A nice group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3049 / OTTAWA CANADA. four Jubilee covers and a stamp, 
all with very fi ne strikes. Two 3c covers have 3/SP 18/97 and 
8/SP 18/97 strikes (one has many backstamps, including 
Blackburn Ont broken circle, a second report for that ham-
mer), an Ottawa Fruit and Produce Exchange corner card 1c 
cover is dated 8/JY 28/97 (faults at upper right), a 1c front 
addressed to EB Eddy in Hull is dated 4/AU 2/97 and a 2c 
stamp is dated the same day 8/AU 2/97. A very fi ne group. RF 
2.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3050 / OTTAWA CANADA. same day strikes (AU 12/97) on 1c 
Jubilee (TM 5) and 2c Jubilee (TM 1) plus same day strikes 
(OC 1/97) on 4 items a piece with 1c + 2c Jubilees (TM 6), a 
cover with pair of 3c Jubilees (TM 6) and a 3c Small Queen 
cover (TM 7). All very fi ne. RF 2.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3051 / OTTAWA CANADA. lot of matched sets of dates and 
time marks on mostly Jubilee covers and stamps (except for 
two 2c SQ items, a cover and a stamp), with the following: AU 
25/97 (TM 3, 4, 5, 6), JU 30/97 (TM 5, 8, the latter is on a 
2c SQ front from the Canada Atlantic Railway Co to Hull), OC 
9/97 (TM 3, 6), AU 19/97 (TM 2, 5), NO 17/97 (TM 6, 7). A 
mostly very fi ne group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3052 / OTTAWA CANADA. group of indicia error items, with 
a 4/JU 6/93 receiver on front of a cover from Kansas (JU is 
inverted), 7/JA 31/01 dispatch on stationery cover (21 is in-
verted), two 3c SQ stamps, each dated NO 20/93, one with 
year inverted, one shows it was corrected on the same day. 
The following are all on stamps: ?/SP 1/93 (inv. SP), 5/NO 
24/97 (inv NO and 24), set of three stamps dated OC 2/93 
(each with inv. OC, on TM 4, 5, 6), 6/OC 31/93 (inv. OC), 3/3 
OC/93 (inv. day and month), a set of three dated on JY 12/93 
(with time marks 6 and 7, each with inv. JY and 12). A very 
fi ne group, some of which may or may not have been report-
ed. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3053 / OTTAWA CANADA. group of 5 items with nude strikes, 
with a 1c Edward Queen City Oil Company corner card cover 
(backstamp dated OC 16/08), rest are on stamps: 1c Admi-
ral, two 2c Admirals (one is signed by a Government offi cial 
A. Johnson (with write-up of this item). Also includes a 2c Nu-
meral dated -/DE 27/ 00 missing TM and indicia bar at top. A 
diffi cult group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3054

3054 /PC OTTAWA CANADA. group of three items with very 
fi ne strikes: 6/AP 12/94 on a Customs Department corner 
card cover to Toronto, franked with a block of six ½c SQ. A 4/
DE 13/93 on a green UPU post card to England, and a 3/AU 
17/93 on a 1c SQ uprated post card to Germany. A very fi ne 
trio. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Over 2,000 high 
resolution scans can 

be found online.
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3055 /PC OTTAWA CANADA. group of 2 covers and 4 post 
cards, each with 2 strikes on front, having different time 
marks. (5 and 6) on FE 6/94, (4 and 7) on JY 17/95, (2 and 
5) on NO 28/95, (3 and 5) on AU 26/96, (2 and 7) on JA 5/98 
and (3 and 5) on AP 30/95. One of the covers has a crease, 
rest are overall very fi ne. A diffi cult group to assemble. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3056

3056 /PC/ OTTAWA CANADA. extensive study written-up 
on 20 pages, 1893 to 1905. Contains a total of 20 covers 
or post cards plus 23 stamps. Of note are a relatively early 
use 3/JU 15/93 on 2c SQ cover, a second day of use 4/MY 
4/93 on 2c SQ, a 4/MY 17/93 use on 3c SQ cover, Sunday 
usages (with blank TM), a number of items showing all the 
time marks between blank and 23, some three letter month 
indicium, inverted indicia, including two on the same day, a 
few matched sets of TM on the same day, nude indicia strikes 
on two 1c Admirals and a 1c Edward, etc. A nice lot, diffi cult 
to assemble and ideal for the specialist. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3057 /PC/ OTTAWA CANADA. 2 covers, 2 post cards and 
a stamp, all with time mark 1. All very fi ne strikes (one is par-
tial), from 1895 to 1897, including a 3c Jubilee (2/SP 17/97) 
plus a postal card (1/SP 17/97) dated on the same day. A 
very fi ne group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3058 /PC/ OTTAWA CANADA. 2 covers, 2 post cards and 
2 stamps, all with blank time marks (some are Sundays). All 
very fi ne strikes, including a 3c SQ cover (-/JY 25/94) and a 
3c SQ stamp (3/JY 25/94) on the same day, a post card (-/OC 
19/93) plus a 1c SQ stamp (6/OC 19/93) on the same day, 
rest are dated between 1893 and 1896. A very fi ne group. RF 
2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3059 /PC/OTTAWA CANADA. lot of matched sets of dates 
and time marks on stamps, covers or post cards, with the 
following: NO 7/93 (TM 3, 4), AU 10/95 (TM 2, 5), JY 18/95 
(TM 4, 5, 7), AP 20/96 (TM 7, 8), JA 7/96 (TM 7, 8), SP 14/94 
(TM 4, 6), OC 16/95 (TM 2, 5), and the following all on 3c SQ 
stamps: NO 29/93 (TM2, 4, 6), SP 24/95 (TM 5, 6, 7), MY 
9/95 (TM 3, 5, 6), MY 4/95 (TM 4, 5, 6) and MY 9/95 (TM 2, 
6, 7). A very fi ne lot comprising of 30 items total. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3060 /PC/OTTAWA CANADA. group of Edward-era covers, 
cards and stamps, all with fi ne or better strikes. We note 10 
stamps, 10 of which have borrowed indicia, plus 9 post cards 
and 2 covers, 4 of which have borrowed indicia. Some are 
to or from Europe (Scotland, England, France, Spain). A nice 
group, diffi cult to assemble. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3061

3061 /PC/OTTAWA CANADA. group of 46 covers and cards 
(including Jubilees) plus 16 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne 
strikes, different time marks, etc. A few are fronts, rest ap-
pears to be mostly very fi ne. RF 2.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3062

3062 PC OTTAWA CANADA. two redirected post cards, with one 
mailed London England and addressed to Legislative As-
sembly in Ontario (without city), wrongly delivered to Ottawa, 
re-dispatched to Toronto with a very fi ne strike 5/JA 23/94. 
Second card mailed Elm Street Toronto to a person in Ottawa 
(no street), once the person was found, a very fi ne strike 6/FE 
5/95 was applied to re-dispatch it. Very fi ne pair, on owner’s 
written-up page. RF 2.5.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3063 PC OTTAWA CANADA. 5 post cards, all with time mark 8, all 
very fi ne strikes dated between 1896 and 1897. Very fi ne. RF 
2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3064  POINT ST CHARLES QUE. very fi ne receiver strike -MY 

25/94 on back of a registered stationery cover from Gold 
Coast to Montreal (MY 24 and 25 precursor receivers), re-
directed to Point St Charles. 2d stationery was uprated by 5 
additional ½p stamps. A lovely cover, a tiny bit soiled but could 
easily be cleaned, and a rare usage of this hammer. RF 45.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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Type One, Thin Bars continued

    
3065  POINT ST CHARLES QUE. very fi ne (but light) receiver 

strike -/FE 15/96 on back of a registered stationery cover 
from Trinidad to Montreal. There is a FE 15 A11 Montreal pre-
cursor also on back. 2d stationery cover was uprated by a 
4d, a 1p and a ½p stamp. A lovely cover, with a tiny rounded 
corner, and a rare usage of this hammer. RF 45.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3066 /POINT ST CHARLES QUE. a very fi ne strike SP 21/93 
tying a 3c SQ to a (reduced) cover, a fi ne (very light and un-
readable date) strike on a 2c Map cover with JA 29/99 receiv-
er on back, plus a 1c Small Queen stamp with a 40% strike 
MY 26/93. RF 45

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3067  RAT PORTAGE ONT. very fi ne free strike -/JY 31/93 on a 

registered cover to Toronto. 5c RLS plus 3c SQ are each tied 
by two other strikes (partial). Back has a further two strikes 
plus an RPO datestamp CPRY Pt Arthur & W’peg MC E/AU 
1/93. 3c SQ is faulty, fi le fold in centre of cover (not affecting 
stamps or postmark) and piece missing on back, still a rare 
usage of this postmark. RF 20.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3068 /PC RAT PORTAGE ONT. with three items: partial strike on 
3c SQ cover, with indicia error 64 for 94 dated -/MY 22/64, 
very fi ne strike on a 3c SQ cover -/AP 4/96 and very fi ne re-
ceiver strike on the back of a post card -/FE 8/94. An overall 
fi ne trio. RF 20.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3069

3069 /PC/ RAT PORTAGE ONT. 6 covers, 1 post card and 
15 stamps. We note three Small Queen registered covers 
(one has a MY 25/64 inverted year error, and one is franked 
11c to Toronto and is reduced), two 3c SQ covers, an 1893 
receiver strike on back of a post card, a light but readable 
strike on 3c SQ stamp -/MY 1/93 being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer, six different stamps with 64 instead 
of 94 year date errors, between AP 20 and JU 12, plus many 
more. Overall very fi ne, a few cover faults, creases, still a use-
ful group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3070 /PC SHANNONVILLE ONT. with four items: fi ne-very fi ne 
backstamps on a ratty cover -/OC 2?/00, a fi ne-very fi ne strike 
on a 1c QV Numeral 1902 Coronation Souvenir post card -/
AU 21/02, a very fi ne (proof-like) strike on a reduced 2c QV 
Numeral cover -/FE 20/03 and a fi ne-very fi ne strike on a 1c 
Edward picture post card -/OC 13/05. A useful group. RF 35.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3071 /PC/SHANNONVILLE ONT. 5 covers, a post card and 
3 stamps, with mostly fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note two reg-
istered covers (1898 5c Leaf + 2c Numeral, 1896 3c+5c SQ), 
1901 4 x ½c Numerals on cover (unreported year), 1905 2c 
Edward cover, 1900 1c Leaf post card, a very light strike (date 
unclear) on a 2c Edward cover to Athens Ont, with SP 26/06 
backstamps being the unrecorded new latest known date for 
this hammer, although actual date unknown. Also three 3c SQ 
stamps, including a very fi ne -/JU 27/93 being the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer, as well as a 1/AU 7/93, being an 
unrecorded day of use of this time mark, with only one other 
reported. A useful group, mostly very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $250

    
3072  SPRING HILL MINES N.S. a fi ne partial strike FE 17/94 on 

a (sulphurized) 3c Small Queen stamp on small piece, being 
the latest recorded date for this hammer. Fine.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3073

3073 /PC ST. ANN’S ONT. with 5 items: fi ne free strike on 3c 
stationery cover -/JY 24/94 (the only report for 1894), fi ne 
(light) free strike on 3x1c SQ cover -/OC 15/97 (Unreported 
for 1897, and there is only one other report for that year), fi ne 
free strike on 7c Edward registered cover -/NO 29/06 (very 
slightly reduced at right), fi ne transit free strike on 1c Edward 
picture post card -/JUN 22/08 (three letter month) and a very 
fi ne free strike on an unfranked (but mailed) picture post card 
-/SP 14/08 (three days before the LRD). RF 50.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3074 /PC ST. ANN’S ONT. 6 covers and 6 post cards, all with 
fi ne to very fi ne strikes, both receivers and dispatch. We note 
a light but very fi ne free strike JY 24/93 on a post card, being 
the earliest recorded date for this hammer (bit of staining), 
plus other strikes from 95, 96, 97, 00, 01, 02, 03, 06, 07, 08. 
Note a receiver on a post card from Egypt. Overall very fi ne 
and includes a photograph of the St Anns town welcome sign 
taken in 1966. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
3075 PC ST. ANN’S ONT. very fi ne free strike on a QV post card -/MY 

6/93. Scarce used in this period. Filled-in hole punch, else 
very fi ne. RF 50.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3076  ST. HILARION QUE. a very fi ne (socked on the nose) strike 

19/AU/97 on a 1c Jubilee stamp, listed in catalogue as be-
ing the latest reported 1897 strike (with only one 1900 strike 
known). It is also noted that only one cover is known (which is 
also listed in this sale). Very fi ne. RF 90.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3077  ST. HILARION QUE. a very fi ne strike on a letter card, 

dated 10/OC/94. This is a front only, with punch holes and 
aging, still the only known strike on cover. RF 90.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3078  TERREBONNE QUE. a fi ne strike OC 28/96 ties a 3c 

Small Queen (with 4 large margins) to an all-over illustrated 
advertising cover from Moody & Sons Agricultural imple-
ments. Mailed to Mount Brydges, with OC 30 squared circle 
receiver on back. Slightly reduced at left and minor wrinkles, 
still very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3079  TERREBONNE QUE. a fi ne (bit blurry) free strike JA 21/05 

on a 2c Edward Moody & Sons farming implement illustrated 
advertising cover to Moncton (Ja 23 receiver on back). Very 
fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3080

3080 /PC/ TERREBONNE QUE. four very fi ne strikes: -/MY 
1/93 on a 3c SQ stamp, being the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer, a proof-like strike JU 25/00 on a clean 3c sta-
tionery cover to Montreal, plus two strikes (1898 and 1899) 
on 1c Leaf post cards. A very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type One, Thin Bars continued

    
x3081

3081 PC TERREBONNE QUE. with two items, a very fi ne free strike 
on a postal card -/JY 10/97 (with note acknowledging receipt 
of $13 for the sale of a hearse) plus a fi ne-very fi ne free strike 
of the unrecorded new latest known date -/MR 5 / 06 on a 1c 
Edward picture postal card to the US (depicting newlyweds). 
Very fi ne. RF 20.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3082

3082 / THREE RIVERS QUE. with three items: very fi ne strike 
on 3c SQ -/MY 20/93 the earliest recorded date for this ham-
mer, very fi ne strike on 3c SQ cover -/AP 18/95 (Banque du 
Peuple corner card) and very fi ne strike on 1c rose Leaf postal 
card -/OC 9/99 (lovely The Quebec Bank, etc. card). A very 
fi ne trio, on original written-up page. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3083  WESTVILLE N.S. a fi ne (for this offi ce) free strike dated -/

FE 20/01 on an ideal registered cover from Westville Interco-
lonial Coal Mining Co. (corner card). Franked with a 2c and a 
5c Numerals (both tied by three weak strikes) to Halifax. Two 
additional strikes on back, plus a Halifax receiver and a red 
wax seal, very fi ne. RF 25.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3084 /PC/ WESTVILLE N.S. 5 covers, 5 post cards and a 
stamp, with mostly fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note a JU 8/93 
strike on a 3c SQ cover being the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer, a 3c SQ cover with DE 5/39 (unrecorded invert-
ed year error), a JUL 6/07 on post card (borrowed indicia) and 
others. Overall fi ne or better lot. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3085 /PC/ Group of Different Type I items, with 3 covers, 7 
cards and 27 stamps from a wide variety of different towns, 
with many better. We note a jumbo 3c Small Queen stamp 
with a socked on the nose London Type I PM/AP 28/93 be-
ing the earliest recorded date for the 1st State, a very fi ne 
1898 strike of Westville N.S. (rare thus) on a 1c Leaf card, 
and much more. Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

Type Two, Maritime Provinces 

Nova Scotia 

    
x3086

3086  ANNAPOLIS N.S. study on three pages: a 3c SQ cover 
with two different strikes (-/JU 4/95 and next day on back), 
a lovely strike -/FE 16/00 on an OHMS Notice of Undelivered 
Publication, a very fi ne strike -/JY 31/94 on 3c SQ cover, plus 
three strikes -/JY 17/94 on a registered cover (2x 3c and 2x 
1c) with faults. Overall very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3087

3087  ANNAPOLIS N.S. two very fi ne strikes AU 4/96 tie a 3c 
Small Queen and a 5c RLS to a registered cover to Boston. Tear 
at right, and re-backed long ago, apparently by Dr. Stulberg, 
then ex. A. Steinhart. A nice appearing cover, the fi rst report of 
a 5c RLS, and a great way to show this hammer. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $350 
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x3088

3088 /PC ANNAPOLIS N.S. 8 covers and 5 post cards, mostly 
with very fi ne strikes. We note a lovely 3c Jubilee mourning 
cover, very fi ne 2c Map corner card cover, 1c post card up-
rated 1c Numeral to UK, a lovely 1c Small Queen Western 
Union Telegraph cover, etc. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3089 / ANTIGONISHE N.S. a fi ne strike NO 8/97 ties an 8c 
Small Queen to a registered Merrimac House corner card 
cover. Two additional strikes (both very fi ne) on back. Very 
fi ne. Also a OC 3/93 socked on the nose strike on a 3c Small 
Queen stamp. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3090

3090  ARICHAT N.S. a fi ne free strike JA 21/95 on a registered 
Small Queen cover (pair 3c + two 1c) to Cape Breton, with 
RPO on back, alongside Point Tupper NS broken circles and 
Cleveland c.d.s.. Also a very fi ne strike JU 4/95 ties a 3c Small 
Queen to a cover addressed to New York City, received there 
on front with JU 7 duplex and re-directed to Hyde Park, NY, 
received there on back on JU 8. The cover, and accompany-
ing long letter inside are both on H.M.S. Canada stationery, 
a Corvette class ship built in Portsmouth in 1881. Both very 
fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3091  BADDECK N.S. advanced study on three pages: with a 
total of 5 covers (1896 to 1905), including receiver and dis-
patch usages, borrowed indicia. One light free strike is the 
latest reported date -/AP 6/05. Very fi ne group. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3092 /PC BADDECK N.S. two unsevered registration receipts 
(nos. 131 and 132) each with a fi ne-very fi ne strike FE 7/05, 
a 1c Leaf post card with a very fi ne free strike MR 20/02, and 
a fi ne (but light) free strike JAN 9/04 plus another strike tying 
a 2c Edward to a corner card cover (unrecorded JAN borrowed 
indicia). Very fi ne lot. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3093

3093 / CANNING N.S. two items: a very fi ne strike */AU 
28//97 on a 1c Jubilee stamp, plus a very fi ne (but light) strike 
*/FE 9/94 tying a 3c Small Queen to a cover addressed to 
Hantsport NS. Very fi ne and both on a written-up page. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3094

3094  CANSO N.S. a very fi ne strike -/SP 16/97 tying a 3c Small 
Queen to a cover addressed to St John NB (next day receiver 
on back). Very fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3095

3095  CANSO N.S. a very fi ne (a bit light at bottom) strike -/AP 
26/95, being the new unrecorded earliest known date tying 
a 3c Small Queen to a mourning cover addressed to Guysbor-
ough. Very fi ne. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3096 /PC CANSO N.S. 8c SQ registered cover with unreadable 
strike on front but very fi ne strike on back DE 27/97, 3c SQ 
cover with smudgy DE 18/97 strike, very fi ne strike NO 25/98 
on a 3c Numeral cover and a very fi ne strike SP 5/98 on a 1c 
Leaf post card. Overall very fi ne group. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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Type Two, Maritime Provinces continued

    
3097  FREEPORT N.S. a fi ne strike DE 4/94 well centered on a 

horizontal pair of 3c Small Queen stamps. RF 70
 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3098  FREEPORT N.S. a very fi ne (but light and illegible date) 

double strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover 
to St John NB. There is also a circular grid obliterator applied 
to the stamp, which makes the date unreadable. Back shows 
a transit Digby c.d.s. MR 5/94 and an RPO datestamp dated 
day after. Apparently only three covers are known. Very fi ne. 
RF 70

 ......................................................................................Es $100 

    
3099 PC GREAT VILLAGE N.S. a very fi ne (but light) strike -/OC 

25/94 on a 1c QV post card to Great Village (squared circle 
probably used as a receiver, as the message is datelined Por-
tapique). Only 5 are known on entires. Very fi ne. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3100

3100 / HALIFAX N.S. CANADA mostly very fi ne strikes on 
three 2c Map corner card covers (incl a matched set of time 
marks 2/3 on JA 27/99), plus a socked on the nose strike on 
a 2c Map stamp. Overall very fi ne. RF 2.5-5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3101 /PC HALIFAX N.S. CANADA group of 12 covers and post 
cards, mostly with very fi ne strikes, including 4 matched sets 
of time marks, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 2.5-5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3102

3102 /PC HALIFAX N.S. CANADA very fi ne strikes on two green 
UPU post cards to England, an uprated 3c letter card front 
(with pair of 1c SQ) to England, and a cover with three very 
fi ne strikes tying six ½c Small Queens to a blue cover to Wash-
ington DC. A nice group. RF 2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3103

3103 /PC HALIFAX N.S. CANADA mostly very fi ne strikes on a 
group of six advertising covers and cards, with some illustrat-
ed, etc. Mostly very fi ne, few small faults. RF 2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3104

3104 /PC HALIFAX N.S. CANADA very fi ne strikes on 2 cov-
ers and a post card, all franked with a number of ½c Small 
Queens. One has a light crease, still a very fi ne group. RF 2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3105

3105 /PC/ HALIFAX N.S. CANADA group of 8 Jubilee cov-
ers and cards, with many frankings, including a 1c on private 
post card with Charlottetown squared circle receiver on back, 
a 3c on illustrated advertising cover, etc. Also fi ve groups of 
matched sets of time marks on the same day, all Jubilees, too 
many to list. An overall very fi ne lot. RF-

 .................................................................................... Est $450 

    
x3106

3106 /PC/HALIFAX N.S. CANADA group of 110 covers and 
cards, plus 18 stamps, all with mostly very fi ne strikes. In ad-
dition we counted one set of 5 different time marks on the 
same day, two sets of 4 different time marks on the same 
day, three sets of 3 different time marks on the same day and 
sixteen sets of 2 different time marks on the same day. We 
note advertising covers, corner cards, 1c and 2c rates, UPU 
cards, registered, etc. A few small faults, still a very nice lot 
and overall very fi ne. RF 2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
x3107

3107 PC HALIFAX N.S. CANADA group of mostly very fi ne strikes 
on fi ve UX2 cards (all to UK, one to Germany), a UX20 to Ger-
many, a UX20 to Switzerland, a Newfoundland UPU card to 
Halifax received on 3/AU 27/97. Mostly very fi ne group. RF 
2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3108 PC/ HALIFAX N.S. CANADA a very fi ne 2c orange Leaf 
UPU card to Germany, plus about 46 various stamps (mostly 
Jubilees also some SQ 1c to 5c and a 2c Map), most of which 
are matched sets of 2 of time marks, we note a borrowed 
indicia, etc. A very fi ne group. RF 2.5-5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3109  KENTVILLE N.S. a very fi ne strike -/DE 8/96 tying an 8c 
Small Queen to a registered cover to New York. St John NB 
transit on back, as well as two different NY receivers. Small 
faults on backfl ap, still very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3110

3110  LUNENBURG N.S. two fi ne strikes AM/AU 6/98 tie a 
strip of three 1c Leaf to a cover to Halifax (same day receiver 
on back). Also a rare post offi ce box receipt with a very fi ne 
(proof-like) strike AM/JY 5/98, paying $1 for one year’s worth 
of a box rental (crease down centre). Both very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3105

3111 /PC/LUNENBURG N.S. advanced study on 4 pages, 
including the earliest recorded date -/OC 16/94 on a 3c SQ 
stamp, an unrecorded new latest known date for the blank 
time mark -/FE 20/96 on 3c SQ stamp (handbook says -/AU 
27/95) plus another group of very fi ne strikes on one cover 
(receiver) and 5 post cards, including two unrecorded PM 
strikes in 1896, including an unrecorded new earliest date 
for the PM time mark PM/MR 26/96. Very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type Two, Maritime Provinces continued

    
3112  MACCAN N.S. a fi ne strike MY 28/98 in blue green ties 

an 8c Leaf to a registered stationery cover to Halifax. An ad-
ditional strike on back, alongside a MY 28 Halifax receiver. 
Missing backfl ap, still very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3113  MACCAN N.S. two 8c Small Queen registered covers, 
both with fi ne strikes in blue green (1897 and 1898), with ad-
ditional strikes on back plus other transit and arrival cancels. 
One is a corner card from the Cumberland Infantry, ex. Mof-
fatt and very fi ne. The other has small stains and has part of 
its address removed, else fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3114 /PC MACCAN N.S. four items, including two favour strikes 
(on 3c Jubilee stamps) on a cover mailed to D.A. Crawford 
in 1958 (hammer shows indicia -/OC 7/09), a similar favour 
cover ex. Whitehead, a fi ne 1900 strike on card, and a fi ne-
very fi ne transit strike -/NO 26/01 on the back of a (reduced) 
2c+5c Numeral registered cover from River Hebert N.S. to 
Wallace Bridge N.S. Back has RPO cancels and more. A most-
ly very fi ne group. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3115

3115 /PC/ MACCAN N.S. study on two pages, starting with 
the earliest recorded date -/JU 6/94 on 3c SQ stamp, latest 
recorded date -/SP 18/01 on 2c QV Numeral stamp, two fa-
vour strikes (one on cover 22/VII/58 and one on piece, both 
with date slugs -/OC 7/09), a receiver -/OC 10/98 in blue 
green on back of a registered cover (3c Numeral and 5c Leaf), 
and a dispatch -/SP 12/95 in grey green on a post card. Very 
fi ne and scarce group. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100

    
x3116

3116  MAITLAND N.S. a fi ne strike -/NO 17/93 ties a 3c Small 
Queen to a cover mailed to Halifax (next day receiver on 
back). One of only two known strikes on cover and very fi ne 
(small opening fault at bottom left does not detract). RF 160

 .................................................................................Est $2,000 

3117  NEWPORT LANDING N.S. three Numeral covers, two of 
which are registered, each with fi ne (light) free strikes, from 
1900 and two from 1901. A few small faults, still a very fi ne 
trio. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3118 /PC NEWPORT LANDING N.S. advanced study on four 
pages, all written-up and includes dispatch and receivers, 
on 2 covers and 6 post cards from years 1903, 1905, 1908, 
1909, 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1915. Mostly very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3119

3119  NEWPORT N.S. a very fi ne strike -/DE 1/97 tying a 1c 
Small Queen to an unsealed cover to Halifax. Front has nota-
tion 4c to pay plus a fancy 4 (Jarrett #609), same day receiver 
on back. Partially closed punch hole at left, else very fi ne. RF 
45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3120  NEWPORT N.S. a very fi ne receiver strike -/OC 7/97 on 

back of a 8c Small Queen registered cover, West Cove NS to 
Halifax. Very fi ne. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3121 PC NEWPORT N.S. a fi ne-very fi ne strike -/JY 31/96 on a 1c 

QV stationery post card to Ayr, Ontario (Au 3 receiver). Very 
fi ne. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3122  NOEL N.S. a fi ne (and partial) strike (probably FE 5/94) 

ties a 3c Small Queen to an Osmond O’Brien & Co. Ship Own-
ers and General Merchants illustrated advertising cover to 
Aylesford N.S. Backstamps include a partial Shubenacadie, a 
Maitland Hants FE 5/94, Halifax FE 5/94 and a partial Ayles-
ford receiver dated FE 6. Tear at bottom, still one of only 4 
known strikes on cover and fi ne appearance. RF 100

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 

    
3123  NORTHPORT N.S. very fi ne free strike (plus another ty-

ing the stamps) -/NO 23/97 on registered cover (3c SQ and 
5c SQ) to Maine. Two additional strikes on back plus transits 
from St John NB and Amherst and a Bangor receiver. Very fi ne 
and unrecorded usage in the handbook. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3124  NORTHPORT N.S. group of 6 covers, each with fi ne or 
better strikes, includes an 8c Small Queen registered cover, 
a 1c Edward cover with two light and partial strikes AU 10/05 
being the latest recorded date for this hammer. Also a few 
more including two damaged covers. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3125 /PC NORTHPORT N.S. group of three items with very fi ne 
strikes: -/SP 23/93 on post card, -/MR 30/99 tying a purple 
2c QV Numeral to cover (tears on back) and -/AP 17/00 free 
strike on 2c QV Numeral cover (slightly reduced at right). Use-
ful trio. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3126  PICTOU N.S. a very fi ne free strike (plus another tying 

stamp) -/AP 27/95 on an 8c Small Queen registered cover to 
New York. Two additional strikes on back, plus an RPO, a St 
John NB transit plus an oval New York receiver. Tears (mostly 
on back) else fi ne-very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3127

3127 /PC PICTOU N.S. group of three items: a very fi ne strike -/
JA 9/97 tying a 3c SQ to a cover (w/ Stellarton squared circle 
on back), a very fi ne strike -/AU 10/97 tying a 3c Jubilee to a 
lovely advertising cover (The Advocate) and a very fi ne strike -/
MY 2/99 on a 1c QV stationery post card. A very fi ne trio. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3128

3128  PORT MAITLAND N.S. group on three pages: a very fi ne 
strike -/ADE 18/99 tying a 2c QV Numeral to a cover (small 
tear) plus four favour items: a cover made by Dr Whitehead 
on JUN/19/52, a cover made by Crawford on 23/VIII/56 and 
two strikes on piece (one in purple) - these mostly have the SP 
and 04 slugs still inside. Very fi ne group. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3129

3129 / PORT MAITLAND N.S. a large sized 3c SQ OHMS 
cover (folded) mailed at Yartmouth (squared circle) to Port 
Maitland, with a very fi ne (proof-like) free receiver strike on 
front NO 26/94. Also 7 stamps, including a socked on the 
nose strike on a 3c SQ JY 6 (missing year) and same JY 30 
(missing year), plus 5 favour strikes on pieces, each with SP 
-/04 indicia, including two in purple. Very fi ne. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3130  PORT WILLIAMS N.S. a very fi ne (proof-like) free strike 

(plus another tying stamp) -/OC 3/95 on an 8c Small Queen 
Registered cover to New York. Back has three transit date-
stamps Port Williams Station broken circle, St John NB and 
Halifax plus a purple NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3131

3131 /PC/ PORT WILLIAMS N.S. a 1897 dispatch and an 
1894 receiver on two post cards, a fi ne strike -/MY 7/00 plus 
another partial strike tie a 2c Numeral to a cover to Halifax, 
and a very fi ne full, plus a partial strike -/NO 3/93 on a strip 
of three 1c Small Queen stamp. (the date could also be NO 
13). This is the earliest recorded date for this hammer. Very 
fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3132  STELLARTON N.S. a very fi ne strike -/OC 4/98 tying an 8c 

QV Leaf stamp to registered corner card cover to Port Hawkes-
bury CB. Two additional strikes on back, plus an RPO and a 
receiver. Very fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3133

3133 /PC/ STELLARTON N.S. 3 covers, 2 post cards and 
2 pieces, all with very fi ne strikes, all dispatch except for two 
transit usages. We note a socked on the nose strike -/FE 
1/95 on a 3c Small Queen on small piece, being the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer. One cover has opening faults, 
still a very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3134 /PC/ SYDNEY N.S. group of overall very fi ne strikes 
on 7 cards/covers plus 10 stamps. We note two indicia errors 
on 3c SQ stamps: 0017/94 and 0017/95, plus same error on 
3c SQ cover (reduced) 0017/94. Includes a block of six of the 
½c SQ and more. One card is creased, rest is overall very fi ne. 
RF 20

 ..................................................................................... Es $150 

    
3135  TRURO N.S. a very fi ne free strike PM/NO 11/97 on an 

8c Small Queen Registered cover to Halifax. Two additional 
strikes on back, plus a Halifax receiver. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3136

3136 /PC/TRURO N.S. group of 16 covers and cards plus 
8 stamps, including Jubilees, Small Queens, a strip of four 3c 
Small Queen stamps with PM/AU 1/93 the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer, a very fi ne receiver on front of a cover 
from England, a 1c SQ private post card, etc. Overall fi ne or 
better lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3137 PC TRURO N.S. a very fi ne strike AM/DE 7/99 tying a 1c QV 

Numeral to a colourful Wilson Patriotic private post card to 
Great Village, NS. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3138  WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. a very fi ne free strike PM/MY 

24/98 on an 8c QV Leaf cover to New Glasgow, Cape Breton. 
There are two additional strikes on back, plus two different 
RPO datestamps and a New Glasgow receiver. Small opening 
teat at top, still very fi ne and desirable. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3139  WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. a partial free strike -/AU 24/97 on 

a registered cover (5c Jubilee and 3c Small Queen) to Halifax. 
Back shows two additional strikes plus a Halifax receiver. A 
lively orange cover, with address printed in a refl ective gold 
ink. Very fi ne and unlisted usage in the handbook. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3140

3140  WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. a very fi ne free strike AM/JA 13/98 
on a 2x3c SQ + 2c Leaf registered cover to Port Hawkesbury, 
and a very fi ne strike AM/DE 6/98 tying a 5c Leaf + 3c Nu-
meral to a registered cover to Halifax. Both very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3141  WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. a very fi ne free strike AU 24/96 

(with the manuscript date entered over postmark recorded in 
Handbook), plus a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a 
cover to St John NB, with two different RPO on back (M95 and 
M47) and a St John AU 25 receiver. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3142 /PC WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. group of three items with very 
fi ne strikes: a strike -/DE 16/95 on a registered Small Queen 
cover (2x 3c and 2x 1c) to River Dennis CB (fi le fold not affect-
ing stamps and tear on back), a strike -/DE 31/95 tying a 3c 
SQ to a cover to CB and a free strike -/AP 12/99 on a post 
card to Bass River NS (cpl small faults). A useful group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3143 /PC WHYCOCOMAGH N.S. very fi ne 1897 and 1898 
strikes on a 1c Jubilee post card, 3c Jubilee cover, 3c Nu-
meral cover and 3c Small Queen cover. Very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3144 /PC WINDSOR N.S. 5 covers and a post card, with fi ne to 
very fi ne strikes, including a 3c Jubilee cover, two (1895 and 
1897) 8c Small Queen registered covers, a 3c SQ cover with 
the earliest date PM/AP 14/96 for PM time mark, etc. A few 
small faults, still an overall very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3145  WOLFVILLE N.S. a very fi ne (proof-like) Christmas Day 

free strike -/DE 25/98 on a 2c Map cover to London GB. The 
cover has a Starr corner card from Wolfville, and a Halifax DE 
27 transit on front and back. The stamp is not tied but ap-
pears to belong. Very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3146  WOLFVILLE N.S. two very fi ne (proof-like) strikes (one free 

strike and one tying stamps) -/JY 2/97 on 1c and 2c Jubi-
lee cover to Dorchester NB. Unlisted use of these stamps in 
handbook. Interestingly, there are two Wolfville broken circle 
strikes on back (JY 2 and JY 3). Small tear at top affecting one 
stamp, still very fi ne and appealing. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3147  WOLFVILLE N.S. a very fi ne strike -/OC 23/94 tying a 5c 

Small Queen on cover to Yellamanchili India. Back shows a 
Halifax transit, Sea Post Offi ce transit and Yellamanchili re-
ceiver. Very fi ne and rare. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3148  WOLFVILLE N.S. a very fi ne free strike dated Christmas 

Day DE 25/98 on a 2c Map cover addressed to London, G.B., 
with DE 27 Halifax transit on back. Very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3149

3149 /PC/YARMOUTH N.S. State 1, 3 covers, a post card 
and two 3c SQ stamps, all with very fi ne PM strikes dated 
between JU and SP 1894. We note a dispatch on a postage 
due cover to the US, nice dispatch on 3c SQ cover, receiver 
on back of a cover from Boston and two socked on the nose 
strikes on 3c SQ stamps (one is a scarce blank time mark -/
NO 5/94). Very fi ne. RF 65

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3150 /PC YARMOUTH N.S. advanced study on three pages, 
with the original (State I): very fi ne strike PM/OC 11/94 on 
post card, very fi ne strike -/JY 31/94 on 3c SQ cover, two very 
fi ne strikes on post cards (an AM and a PM) and a lovely very 
fi ne strike AM/JU 29/94 on a 3c SQ Organ Dealer advertising 
cover. These RF 65. Also a very fi ne State II strike PM/JY 5/97 
on a 1c Jubilee Newspaper advertising cover. This RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3151

3151 /PC/YARMOUTH N.S. State 1 and 2 State 1 has one 
post card and 3 stamps, including an AM/MY 29/94 the earli-
est recorded date for this hammer, State 2 has 9 covers and 
cards including a reduced 8c SQ registered cover with a very 
fi ne strike plus 11 stamps including indicia arrangements, no 
year error, etc. Overall fi ne or better lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3152  Two Better Nova Scotia Towns, both fairly well centered on 

3c Small Queen stamps, with Freeport JY 17/94 (RF 70) and 
Great Village OC 13/94 (RF 70).

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3153  Group of Nova Scotia Towns, all on 3c Small Queen 
stamps, with Northport AU 19/93 the earliest recorded date 
for this hammer, Newport, Newport Landing and Northport (2 
stamps including a partial in purple). Overall fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3154  Three Different NS Hammers on the Same Cover, with 

Halifax 2/JA 24/96 on front of an 3c SQ cover to Newport NS. 
Back has a Newport Landing next day transit and a Newport 
receiver. Strikes are fi ne or better and cover is reduced at left 
(does not detract), fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3155 /PC/ Group of Nova Scotia Towns, with Stellarton (3 
entires and 1 stamp), Whycocomagh (2 stamps), Windsor 
(3 entires plus 7 stamps including an inverted day error on 
MR/12/94), Wolfville (two covers with indistinct dates and 1 
stamp). Mostly very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3156 /PC/ Group of Nova Scotia Towns, with Annapolis 
(UPU card to UK plus 6 stamps), Antigonishe (3 entires plus 1 
stamp), Arichat (a card also showing a Truro on front, plus 3 
stamps), Canning (3 covers, 2 are backstamps, plus 4 stamps 
including a SP 21/93 strike) and Canso on a 1c SQ and 3c 
SQ). Overall very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3157 /PC/ Group of Nova Scotia Towns, with Port Williams 
(3 stamps), Springhill on 5 entires, including a Numeral reg-
istered cover, a 2c Map cover and 3 stamps, including a 1c 
Small Queen MY 6/95 the earliest recorded date and a 3c 
Small Queen MR 21/03 partial, the latest recorded date for 
this hammer. Overall very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3158 /PC/ Group of Nova Scotia Towns, with Kentville (3 en-
tires plus 6 stamps, including an error JU 25/10 for 1901), 
Maccann (a very fi ne 2c Numeral 1901 cover plus 2 favours 
on piece 1909), North Sydney (2 entires plus 6 stamps, in-
cluding a 2c Numeral with FE 5/00 the latest recorded date 
for this hammer) and Pictou (9 entires plus 6 stamps, includ-
ing a 2c Numeral with OC 31/00 the latest recorded date for 
this hammer). Overall very fi ne group.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

New Brunswick 

    
x3159

3159 /PC/ BAIE VERTE N.B. group of 4 post cards, 2 covers 
and a stamp, mostly with very fi ne (some are light) strikes. We 
note a -/DE 13/93 centered strike on a 3c SQ stamp (could 
be the earliest, or second earliest known, see note in Hand-
book), a favour strike (-/SP 12/-) tying a pair of 3c Jubilees to 
a cover addressed to Crawford, plus another favour on stamp 
with no indicia, borrowed indicia on -/JUN 16/09, an unre-
ported 1907 strike -/FE 14/07 on a 1c Edward card, a very 
fi ne 2c Edward cover, etc. Overall very fi ne group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3160 PC BAIE VERTE N.B. advanced study on 5 pages: group of 5 
post cards 1897 to 1908 with fi ne to very fi ne strikes (one -/
JUL 7/08 with borrowed indicia), plus a poor strike on dam-
aged post card showing the latest recorded date -/AU 14/12. 
Also a group of 7 favour strikes on three covers and three 
pieces (these made by Dr. Whitehead from 1953 to 1958, 
one is addressed to Frank Campbell, etc.) A very fi ne group. 
RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3161  BUTTERNUT RIDGE N.B. a very light strike -/(MR) 22/94 

on an 8c SQ registered cover to St John NB. Back has a very 
fi ne PETITCODIAC N.B. squared circle -/MR 23/94 transit plus 
an RPO and a St John receiver. Very fi ne. RF 55

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3162  BUTTERNUT RIDGE N.B. a very fi ne (partially disrupted 

by docketing) free dispatch strike -/JY 15/95 on an 8c Small 
Queen registered cover to Cape Breton. Backstamps include 
an RPO, a St John transit and a Gagetown receiver. There is a 
tear on the back, else very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3163  BUTTERNUT RIDGE N.B. a very fi ne (bit light at top) free 

strike -/NO 7/93 on a 3c Small Queen cover to St John N.B. 
(same day receiver on back) being the unrecorded new earli-
est known date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3164

3164 /PC BUTTERNUT RIDGE N.B. with two items: a very fi ne 
free strike -/DE 14/94 on a 3c QV stationery cover, and a very 
fi ne free strike -/(MY) 5/9(4) on a post card (even though a 
strong strike, some of the indicia did not register). The post 
card has a fi lled-in hole, still a very fi ne duo. RF 55

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3165  CLIFTON N.B. a fi ne (light) dispatch strike -/FE 26/94 on 
a 3c QV stationary letter card to New York. Very fi ne. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3166  CLIFTON N.B. a fi ne strike -/AP 16/94 ties a 1c Small 

Queen to a cover addressed to the Registrar of Deeds in Gag-
etown. This is a cover which was opened at both ends, prob-
ably to be used as a wrapper. One of only 5 known strikes on 
cover. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3167  FREDERICTON N.B. group of 6 items: relatively early re-
ceiver strike AM/JA 25/94 on back of a cover from the US 
(small faults), a very fi ne dispatch strike AM/JA 5/95 on post 
card, three more covers from 1895 (including 1c unsealed 
rate, 3c SQ and receiver) plus an unrecorded indicia error 
PM/JU 0/96 on 1c stationery unsealed cover. A very fi ne 
group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3168 /PC INDIANTOWN N.B. group of 6 items, each with very 
fi ne strikes: a 1901 registration receipt, 4 different post cards 
between 1902 and 1908 and a 3c QV stationery cover with 
an unrecorded latest date of use for the blank time mark -/AP 
28/97 (handbook shows -/AP26/97). A very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3169 /PC INDIANTOWN N.B. group of 2 covers and 4 cards, 
mostly with fi ne to very fi ne strikes, including a 3c stationery 
cover with PM/AU 7/03 (unrecorded for that year), an 1897 
Stetson, Cutler & Co. corner card 3c stationery cover, an AM/
JU 24/97 strike on a 1c Jubilee card, being the unreported 
new earliest use for time marks, a very fi ne PM/JU 5/01 strike 
on a registration receipt (2 fi le holes), etc. A mostly very fi ne 
group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3170

3170 /PC MILLTOWN N.B. group of 4 items: a very fi ne strike 
(rare thus) PM/FE 11/01 on the of a post card from GB, plus 
three other typically light strikes, on three covers 1896 (with 
corner card from the Canadian Coloured Cotton Mills Ltd. Mill-
town NB), 1901 and 1903. A very fi ne group. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3171 /PC/ MILLTOWN N.B. three items: a very fi ne strike 
PM/JU 17/95 on a 3c SQ piece, a 1c Edward card with one 
strike on front PM/JUL 20/04 and one on back AM/JUL 
20/04 (with borrowed indicia, both fi ne and light). Also a fi ne 
(light and blurry but readable) strike AM/OC 17/04 being the 
unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer on a 2c 
Edward cover (with same day receiver on back). Overall fi ne or 
better group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3172  NEWCASTLE CREEK N.B. fair strike -/MR 7/95 on a 

Small Queen (3c + 5c) registered cover to Gagetown NB (re-
ceiver on back). Back is damaged, which does not detract 
from the lovely front appearance. RF 70

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3173  NEWCASTLE CREEK N.B. very fi ne strike -/MR 2/95 on a 

3c SQ cover to Gagetown NB (receiver on back). Cover is dam-
aged, still a presentable example of this scarce postmark. RF 
70

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3174  RIVER LOUISON N.B. two very fi ne (proof-like) strikes -/

DE 15/04 (one on front and one on back) on a 7c Edward 
registered cover (Jno. Currie General Dealer, River Louison NB 
corner card) to Moncton. Back also has an unusual broken 
circle RPO cancel and a Moncton receiver c.d.s. Extremely 
fi ne. Ex. Whitehead. RF 45

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3175

3175 /PC RIVER LOUISON N.B. group of four items: fi ne light 
strike -/AP 27/96 tying a 3c SQ on cover, plus three post 
cards bearing mostly fi ne (light) strikes, including -/SP 22/08 
being an unreported second known strike for that year, a 
1907 and a 1909 strike. Very fi ne group for this seldom seen 
town. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3176

3176 /PC RIVER LOUISON N.B. a fi ne JA 29/-9 on a post card 
(missing a year digit), very fi ne free strike MY 12/01 on a 2c 
Edward General Dealer corner card cover, very fi ne free strike 
MR 15/09 on a 7c Edward registered cover, four fi ne to very 
fi ne strikes JU 4/01 on a 5c+2c Numeral registered cover. 
Mostly very fi ne group. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3177  ROTHESAY N.B. group of three very fi ne strikes: -/MY 
25/95 on a slightly reduced stationery cover, -/SP 17/00 on 
2c QV Numeral cover and -/AP 26/05 on a 2c Edward cover. 
Very fi ne group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3178

3178 /PC ROTHESAY N.B. group of 6 covers/cards, 1894 to 
1904, including a private post card to England, a private post 
card to France, a 1c SQ cover (cut down), etc. An overall fi ne 
or better group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3179

3179 /PC SACKVILLE N.B. group of fi ve items: light but read-
able strike -/FE 15/94 being the earliest recorded date tying 
a 3c SQ on a scruffy cover, a fi ne strike -/MR 21/00 being 
the second latest recorded strike (handbook says the uncon-
fi rmed LRD is -/MR 7/00), a very fi ne strike on a lovely 2c post 
card to GB, as well as two other very fi ne strikes on entires. A 
very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3180 PC/ SHEDIAC N.B. group of three items: a fi ne (light) re-
ceiver strike -/NO 8/94 being the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer, on back of a 3c SQ cover (with contents), a very 
fi ne strike -/FE 12/95 on front of a post card and a very fi ne 
transit strike -/JA 12/95 on back of a cover mailed from GB to 
Bouctouche. Very fi ne strikes are rare as they are usually light 
or faint. Very fi ne trio. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3181

3181  ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, group of three illus-
trated advertising Small Queen covers, all with very fi ne 1896 
strikes, with Victoria Hotel, Royal Hotel and Merritt Bros & Co. 
Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3182  ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III group of 27 
SQ and Leaf stamps, plus another 9 Jubilee stamps, mostly 
all with socked on the nose strikes, and includes a 2c purple 
Numeral PM/DE 28/98 being the latest recorded date for 
Hammer III, an unusual (and unrecorded) matched set of 
time marks (MR, AM, PM) on AU 13/97, a set of blank/AM on 
JY 2/97, a set of 2/AM n JU 28/97, AM/PM on JA 7./97, etc. 
A very fi ne group. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3183

3183  ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III group of 22 
illustrated advertising covers, each with a very fi ne strike tying 
the stamp. Includes 17 covers from A. L. Goodwin, wholesale 
dealer in fruits and produce, a lovely Victoria Hotel cover, a 
Frank Hatheway Flour and Teas advertising on both sides, etc. 
All very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3184

3184 /PC ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III group 
of eleven different advertising covers, including one private 
post card and one International Money Order Business cover. 
Mostly all very fi ne strikes from 1895 to 1898. Overall very 
fi ne. RF 5-7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3185

3185 /PC/ ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III 
group of mostly very fi ne strikes on 7 cards/covers plus 29 
stamps, all grouped for indicia interest, including matched 
pairs, indicia arrangements, the only recorded blank time 
mark (on JY 2/97) for Hammer II, two 2c SQ covers, each with 
two different dated strikes on front, two 2c green UPU cards 
to Germany, an uprated (by 1c SQ) 1c card to England, an 
international money order, and more. A very nice group. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3186

3186 /PC/ ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III 
grouping of 33 matched pairs of time marks on the same day, 
with various combinations of covers, post cards and stamps, 
and includes 21 Jubilee items. We note advertising covers, 
frankings, etc. A very nice lot which is diffi cult to assemble, 
and mostly very fi ne. RF 5-7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3187

3187 /PC/  ST JOHN N.B. CANADA Hammer I, II and III 
group of 137 covers and cards, plus 24 stamps. Includes Jubi-
lees, letter cards, 1c and 2c frankings, many business corner 
card covers, 2c green UPU card to England, and more. We 
note two 3c Numeral covers each with PM/DE 28/98 being 
the latest recorded date for Hammer III. A very nice lot, with a 
few faults, still overall very fi ne. RF 5-7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3188  WOODSTOCK N.B. group of three covers: very fi ne receiv-
er strike -/JA 26/98 on back of an 8c SQ registered cover, 
fi ne (light) transit strike -/AP 9/98 on back of a 3c SQ cover, 
and a fi ne-very fi ne strike tying a 3c QV Numeral on cover to 
Fredericton. A very fi ne trio. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3189  Group of New Brunswick Towns, with 11 stamps, includ-
ing Fredericton AM/JA 20/94 the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer, Indiantown, Milltown, Newcastle Creek, Petitco-
diac, Sackville, and Shediac. Mostly very fi ne strikes and all 
with readable dates.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3190  Group of New Brunswick Cut Squares, with seven total from 
Baie Verte, River Louison and Rothesay, with different time 
marks including completely blank, SP 12 only, etc. Very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Prince Edward Island 

    
x3191

3191  GEORGETOWN P.E.I. eleven mostly very fi ne strikes -/
JY 2/97 on a large size registered cover to Charlottetown, 
8 strikes on front cancelling eleven 1c Jubilee stamps, plus 
another 3 strikes on back. Back also has an RPO c.d.s. and 
a Charlottetown squared circle receiver. The cover has tears 
and other smaller faults, still a great item to show this ham-
mer. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3192

3192 /PC GEORGETOWN P.E.I. group of four items: a very fi ne 
receiver strike -/AU 8/96 on back of a post card (Halifax Brew-
eries Ltd), a very fi ne strike -/NO 12/96 ties a 3c SQ to a 
cover (Charlottetown squared circle receiver on back), a very 
fi ne strike -/OC 23/99 on front of a post card (small corner 
crease) and a fi ne (light) receiver strike -/DE 20/99 on back 
of a private post card (British American Book and Tract Soci-
ety). A useful group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3193 /PC SUMMERSIDE P.E.I. group of two covers and a post 
card. A fi ne strike in the fi rst week of use -/NO 21/93 on a 
post card, a very fi ne receiver strike -/FE 10/96 on the back 
of a registered 8c SQ cover, mailed Montreal (precursor) 
through Charlottetown (very fi ne squared circle transit strike 
on back). Also a fi ne-very fi ne (bit smudgy) receiver strike -/JY 
5/98 on the back of a registered 8c Leaf cover mailed from 
St. John N.B. The earliest date listed in the handbook is -/NO 
14/93 and it notes that the present owner is unknown - they 
go on to say that the second earliest would be -/DE 2/93, 
which is not as early as the fi rst item offered here. A very fi ne 
trio, written-up on pages, one cover is very slightly reduced at 
left, mentioned for the record. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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Type Two, Maritime Provinces continued

    
3194  Three Different PEI Towns on the Same Cover, with 

Georgetown on front of an 8c SQ registered cover as a dis-
patch -/JA 25/98 (plus a second free strike on front and two 
more on back), Charlottetown transit on back 1/JA 26/98 
and Summerside receiver on back -/JA 27/98. All very fi ne 
strikes, written-up on page. This is the cover mentioned on 
page I-15 of the handbook and illustrated on page 34 of the 
fi rst edition (1954) of the Handbook.

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

3195 /PC/ Group of New Brunswick and PEI Towns, on 8 
covers, 5 post cards, 3 Jubilee stamps and 4 Small Queen 
stamps. Includes Baie Verte, Petitcodiac, Sackville, Frederic-
ton (x9, including two covers with AM and PM strikes on front), 
Woodstock, and Charlottetown socked on the nose strikes on 
7 stamps. Mostly very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

Type Two, Quebec 

    
x3196

3196 /PC AYLMER (EAST) QUE. with three items: two fi ne-very 
fi ne strikes -/MY 24/99 (plus two others on back) on a regis-
tered cover (2c Numeral and 5c Leaf) to Toronto, a very fi ne 
dispatch strike -/SP 15/99 on a 1c QV Leaf stationery post 
card, with a Dundas squared circle receiver next to it, and a 
very fi ne receiver strike -/NO 22/94 on back of a post card 
from Harriston Ont (with RPO dispatch on front). A very fi ne 
trio. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3197

3197 /PC AYLMER (EAST) QUE. two unreported indicia error 
items: a very fi ne strike -/NO 11/9- on a 1c QV Leaf post card 
(dated message confi rms 1898) and a fi ne strike -/JY 24/03 
(with reversed 4) on a 3c QV stationery cover to Montreal. 
Both very fi ne and the only two indicia errors known in the 
hammer’s 10 years of use. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3198 /PC/ AYLMER (EAST) QUE. a 2c Map cover with two 
fi ne strikes MR 10/00 (one of two known), a 1c Leaf post card 
with a very fi ne strike MY 9/99, and two 3c SQ stamps a NO 
5/94 (second earliest known date) and a AU 14/04 (fairly late 
date). Overall very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3199

3199 /PC CLARENCEVILLE QUE. advanced study on three writ-
ten-up pages, with mostly very fi ne strikes. We note a transit 
strike on back of a cover from Nutts Corners Que to Toronto, 
a light free strike (plus two others on back) on an 8c Small 
Queen registered cover, couple of very fi ne strikes on 2c QV 
covers (1898 and 1900) and a light free strike -/NO 8/00 
being the latest recorded strike on a piece alongside a 2c QV 
Numeral stamp. Very fi ne group. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3200 /PC DANVILLE QUE. group of 9 covers and cards, with 
mostly fi ne or better strikes from 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 
and 1911, some with borrowed three-letter month indicia. 
Overall very fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3201

3201 /PC EASTMAN QUE. a very fi ne free strike AU 19/95 on 
a registered SQ cover (pair of 3c, pair of 1c) to New York City, 
a very fi ne free strike AU 27/95 on a 3c SQ cover to New York 
City (both these covers have their stamps cancelled by fancy 
cork cancels, and are two of the only three recorded 1895 
covers). Also a very fi ne free receiver strike SP 2/02 on a post 
card from Ormstown. A very fi ne trio. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3202

3202 /PC/ EASTMAN QUE. advanced study on three pages, 
including a very fi ne free strike on a 2c purple QV Numeral 
cover, a weak strike on small piece -/FE 15/03, being the lat-
est recorded date, two cards with very fi ne strikes (1900 and 
1901) and an unrecorded partial nude strike on a 1c KGV 
1935 issue, being an unrecorded latest known use of this 
hammer. A very fi ne group. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
3203 PC GRANBY QUE. two very fi ne strikes -/JY 5/97 tie stamps 

to a registered 1c Jubilee post card, uprated with a 5c Small 
Queen (unreported stamp use in handbook) addressed to St 
John NB. Other postmarks on front and back include Granby 
c.d.s., St John NB c.d.s., Montreal squared circle precursor. 
Back shows a H&F Giddings chairs, carriages, etc. business 
handstamp in purple. A lovely item, and extremely rare. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
3204  HULL QUE. Hammer I a very fi ne strike JA 30/94 ties an 

8c Small Queen to a registered cover to Montreal. Back has 
two Hull c.d.s., an Ottawa c.d.s. and a Montreal precursor re-
ceiver. Very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3205

3205 PC/ HULL QUE. Hammer I a Banque Jacques Cartier post 
card with a fi ne-very fi ne strike SP 20/94, plus two 3c Small 
Queen stamps, each with well-centered strikes: DE 2/93 the 
earliest recorded date for this hammer and JA 30/95 the lat-
est recorded date for this hammer. A very fi ne trio. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
3206  HULL QUE. Hammer II a very fi ne strike AP 29/95 ties an 

8c Small Queen to a barrister corner card registered cover to 
Floral Park, NY. Back has two Hull c.d.s., an Ottawa R c.d.s. 
and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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Type Two, Quebec continued

    
x3207

3207 /PC IBERVILLE QUE. advanced study on four pages, 
including 3 covers and 3 post cards, with mostly very fi ne 
(sometimes weak) strikes. We note a QV Numeral registered 
cover -/MR 21/03, one of two known 1906 strikes, an unre-
corded 1901 use (free strike on a 2c QV Numeral cover) and 
more. Overall very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3208

3208 /PC/ IBERVILLE QUE. mostly fi ne or light strikes on 
10 covers/cards plus 3 stamps. We note a lovely registered 
cover (seven 1c Edward stamps) to Boston, with a fi ne free 
strike JU -/08 (day has been written-over by adding a 0). The 
back has two very fi ne red wax Bank seals with Beavers. Also 
an unrecorded sideways 4 in an incomplete strike (on 3c SQ 
stamp), the only recorded 1900 use on a card, two registration 
receipts (1897 and 1899), etc. Overall very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3209

3209 PC LOBTINIERE QUE. advanced study on three written-up 
pages, including 4 post cards showing mostly very fi ne strikes. 
Two with 1910 dates (two of the three known for that year), 
one with the second known 1915 date. Mostly very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3210 PC LAURENTIDES QUE. 5 post cards, including a very fi ne 
(scarce thus) free strike OC/9/09 (unreported used that 
year), two other fi ne-very fi ne strikes (1907 and 1905), and a 
fi ne 1900 and 1919. Cards are overall very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3211  LENNOXVILLE QUE. a very fi ne (but light) strike -/MY 
18/94 tying a 3c Small Queen to cover to Rivière du Loup en 
Bas (with MY 19/1894 receiver on back). Date on squared 
circle is very weak, but can be verifi ed by the clear back-
stamp. Bit of docketing on front, still very fi ne. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3212 /PC LOBTINIERE QUE. an 1898 3c+5c Leaf registered 
cover from St Jean des Chaillons to Ohio, with a fi ne (light) 
strike on back, a very fi ne free strike MY 4/00 on a 1c Leaf 
card, a very fi ne nude favour strike on an unused cover, a fi ne 
JA 22/01 transit on back of a 2c Numeral cover, and a very 
fi ne transit strike JA 1/-0 (missing year digit in 1900). A very 
fi ne group. RF 45

 ....................................................................................Est $125 

3213 PC LOBTINIERE QUE. two post cards mounted on 2 written-
up pages: a very fi ne (but light) strike -/SP 12/93, being an 
unreported new earliest known date (in purple, and one day 
earlier than in handbook) plus a very fi ne strike -/OC 4/01 
being the latest recorded date (this with fi le holes). Both very 
fi ne. RF 45

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
3214 PC LOBTINIERE QUE. a very fi ne (proof-like) free strike on a 

1c Jubilee stationery post card to Québec City. A lovely item. 
RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3215  MAGOG QUE. three covers with mostly very fi ne strikes, 
including a registered Battles House corner card cover, a 3c 
SQ cover (wrinkles) and a 2c purple QV Numeral cover. Overall 
very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3216 /PC/MAGOG QUE. three post cards (two are 1c Jubi-
lee) with very fi ne strikes, an 8c Small Queen registered cover 
with a light free strike and another tying the stamp. Also three 
3c SQ stamps, including one on piece MR 3/94 being the lat-
est recorded date for this hammer. Overall very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3217  MATANE QUE. a partial strike AU/22/93 on a 3c Small 

Queen stamp. Fewer than a dozen examples are known, very 
fi ne. RF 130

 ....................................................................................Est $150
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3218 /PC MELBOURNE QUE. three items with strikes ranging 
from fi ne to very fi ne, including a receiver on back of an in-
coming US cover plus three post cards, in the range of 1900 
to 1908. Mostly very fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3219 /PC/MELBOURNE QUE. 5 post cards, a cover and a 
stamp, mostly with fi ne or better strikes. We note a FE 13/7 
(for 1907) on a 1c Edward card, two backstamps MY 4/04 on 
a 7c Numeral registered cover to Toronto, an AU 1/97 on a 2c 
Jubilee stamp (messy strike but unreported), a light transit 
backstamp OC 4/01 on a post card (unreported year), two 
1913 Admiral post cards (one with JUL borrowed indicia) and 
a 1909 Edward post card. Overall very fi ne group. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3220

3220 /PC/MONTREAL QUE. Hammer I, advanced study on 
seven written-up pages, including 6 covers, 4 post cards and 
one stamp pair. We note a lovely Windsor Hotel 3c SQ cover, 
another 3c SQ corner card cover bearing the earliest recorded 
date 6/AP 14/94 for the use of a numerical time mark, an up-
rated 1c QV stationery cover bearing two fi ne strikes of the un-
recorded new latest known date of this hammer 5/JA 26/03, 
a strike used as a transit on a cover from Italy to Victoria, BC, 
some time mark examples and more. A diffi cult to assemble 
group, mostly with very fi ne strikes. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200

3221 /PC/ MONTREAL QUE. Hammer I 4 post cards, a 
large piece and an advertising cover (slightly reduced), all 
with fi ne to very fi ne strikes 1893 to 1901. Also 6 stamps, 
each with a very fi ne, well centered strike, all 1893 to 1894. 
A generally very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3222  MONTREAL QUE. Hammer II, a very fi ne, socked on the 

nose strike 3/JA 17/PM on a ½c Small Queen stamp. Only 
two other strikes are reported in the handbook, one on a 2c 
and one on a 3c SQ stamp. The indicia pattern is the same as 
was used on most Montreal duplex and c.d.s. cancellations of 
this period (circa 1894). Very fi ne. RF 220

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3223  MONTREAL QUE. Hammer II, a very fi ne strike 3/JA 16/

PM tying a 3c Small Queen to a cover addressed to Cote Ste 
Antoine, Montreal (with clear JA 17 backstamp receiver). Only 
two other strikes are reported in the handbook, one on a 2c 
and one on a 3c SQ stamp. The indicia pattern is the same as 
was used on most Montreal duplex and c.d.s. cancellations 
of this period (circa 1894). This hammer was proofed on PM/
JA 12/94, and also judging by the shade of this stamp it is 
very likely that this year of use is 1894. A small closed tear 
at top does not detract from this major rarity. Very fi ne and 
unreported on cover. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $3,000 

    
x3224

3224  BELLE RIVE MONTREAL a group of six 1c and 3c Small 
Queen stamps, showing TM 4, 6, 12, from 1893 to 1896. 
Includes a partial strike on a 5c value, and two dates which 
have the day before the month (6 such have been reported). 
Very fi ne group. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3225

3225 /PC BELLE RIVE MONTREAL a very fi ne strike 8/SP 
24/94 on a post card (light stains but only one such reported 
time mark), a fi ne strike 4/31 MY/95 ties a 2c Small Queen 
to a Ernest Archambault corner card cover to Montreal and 
a fi ne strike 12/OC 30/95 ties a 3c + 5c Small Queens to a 
registered cover to New York (note on back chignon variety) 
with a few creases. Very fi ne trio. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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Type Two, Quebec continued

    
x3226

3226  NOTRE DAME ST. WEST MONTREAL group of four stamps, 
each with full dates: 16/NO 20/95 on a 3c SQ, 19/SP 17/96 
on a 1c SQ, 15/MY 3/98 on a 1c Leaf and a 16/1 1/95 (un-
reported error) on a 2c SQ on piece. Very fi ne group. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3227

3227 / NOTRE DAME ST. WEST MONTREAL two items on a 
written-up page: a fi ne (partial) strike 16/JY 12/98 on a 1c QV 
Numeral stamp, being the latest recorded date, plus a fi ne-
very fi ne (bit doubled) strike 18/JY 18/95 tying a 3c Small 
Queen to an Imperial Waterproof Paper Co. corner card cover. 
Very few covers are known, very fi ne. RF 60

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3228 PC NOTRE DAME ST. WEST MONTREAL a very fi ne strike 18/

JY 5/95 on a 1c post card to Milwaukee, Wisconsin. A few 
minor stains, still very fi ne. RF 60

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3229 / POINTE A PIC QUE. a very light free strike on a 3c 
Small Queen cover to New Jersey, accompanied by a two 
page letter from Bill Moffatt to Allan Steinhart stating in part 
... guess it has to be a Pointe a Pic; the only other Que town 
starting with ‘PO’ is Point St Charles and that is a Type I Ham-
mer.... This strike, which is described in the Handbook, is the 
only known example on cover, and has a clear Québec transit 
duplex on back dated 2/AU 12/93. Also a fi ne (and light but 
readable) strike on a 3c Small Queen stamp, reading ...E A 
PIC... - 23/93.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3230 PC RICHMOND QUE. a very fi ne strike -/DE 28/39 in bluish 

grey, with year indicia error of 39 for 93 on a post card to 
Montreal. Very fi ne and only 3 covers recorded. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3231

3231 /PC/ RIVIERE DU LOUP STATION QUE. advanced study 
on four pages, with three covers, one post card and a piece. 
We note inverted indicia, usages, etc. The piece is franked 
with a 3c, 5c and 10c War issue plus a 10c SD stamp, all tied 
(plus additional free strike) by PM/SP 27/46 strikes. Very fi ne 
group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3226

3232 /PC/ RIVIERE DU LOUP STATION QUE. 6 covers and 
cards, all with very fi ne strikes, some showing the Franco-
phone style of date (day and month), includes a 4c War issue 
on cover with PM/OC 1/46 strikes (third period of use). A very 
fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3233 /PC/ SHERBROOKE QUE. Hammer I 6 covers and 
cards, mostly with fi ne or better strikes, 1897 to 1900. We 
note a 1c Jubilee card with 91ED/97 (inverted day and month 
for DE 16), Numeral cover (quite reduced) with 1/AP 2/00 
(inverted day and month). Also 4 stamps, two of which have a 
year digit missing 9- and -9 on JA 31 and JA 30. A mostly very 
fi ne group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3234  SHERBROOKE QUE. Hammer II, a fi ne strike 19/AU 3/-4 

on a 2c Medallion stamp (issued in 1932, thus probably a 
1934 strike), being the earliest recorded date of the second 
period of use, and one of three known strikes. Very fi ne. RF 
200

 .................................................................................... Est $700 

3235 PC/ ST ANNE DE BEAUPRE QUE two post cards with very 
fi ne strikes 1896 and 1894, plus a well-centered strike on a 
1c Small Queen stamp SP 8/93 being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3236  ST GABRIEL DE MONTREAL QUE. a fi ne partial strike 29/1 

FE on a 3c Small Queen stamp. All the indicia in this strike 
are inverted and the 29 is a double error. Only 5 strikes have 
been reported, and this is probably the 6th as this indicia ar-
rangement is unreported in the handbook. Very fi ne. RF 170

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
3237  ST GREGOIRE QUE. a fi ne strike 97/DE 1 tying a 3c Ju-

bilee to an Ed Garon corner card cover addressed to Trois 
Rivières (same day Three Rivers broken circle backstamp). In 
this time period it was the norm to have the year at top, then 
month and day in the middle, such as this example. The hand-
book reports this date as being an abnormal arrangement. 
Very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3238

3238 /PC ST HYACINTHE QUE. advanced study on six pages, in-
cluding 5 covers and 5 post cards plus a registration receipt. 
We note descriptions of upper right corner hammer damage, 
left vertical damage plus other damage features, part miss-
ing date, inverted date, inverted time mark, and date omitted 
varieties. A diffi cult group to assemble and mostly very fi ne. 
RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

      
x3239

3239 /PC/ ST HYACYNTHE QUE. 14 post cards, 4 covers and 
7 stamps, with a range of fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note an 
inverted PM on PM/DE 16/95 on post card, a 1896 1c post 
card uprated with a pair of 1c SQ to England, an orange UPU 
post card to Switzerland, three green UPU post cards, one to 
France and two to Germany, a 3c SQ stamp with inverted 4 on 
PM/NO 4/96, etc. Some faults, still a useful group. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

      
3240  ST JOHNS QUE. two stamps (3c SQ and 3c Jubilee) with 

partial and undated strikes. One on Jubilee reads ...T. JOHNS, 
and the one on 3c SQ reads ...OHNS. We cannot ascertain 
as to the authenticity of these two strikes. No strikes are re-
ported in the Handbook. RF 250

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type Two, Quebec continued

      
3241  ST POLYCARPE QUE. a very fi ne free strike MY 13/95 on 

an 8c Small Queen cover to Bedford, Que. Back has an RPO, a 
Montreal precursor and a Bedford MY 14 receiver. A few small 
faults, else very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3242

3242 / ST POLYCARPE QUE. three items: including two 3c 
Small Queen covers with decent strikes -/AP 27/95 and -/
AP 19/95 also a very fi ne strike PM/JU 29/94 on a 3c Small 
Queen stamp, being one of only two reported PM strikes. Very 
fi ne group. RF 55

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3243 PC ST POLYCARPE QUE. a fi ne (light in places) strike SP 

25/93 on a 1c post card to Coteau landing. Bit of edge stain-
ing, still very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3244  STANSTEAD QUE. two very fi ne strikes -/AP 2/94 being the 

earliest recorded date on a strip of three 1c Small Queens. 
Very fi ne. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3245  STANSTEAD QUE. a lovely socked on the nose strike -/AP 

10/94 on a 3c Small Queen stamp. Very fi ne. RF 90
 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3246  STANSTEAD QUE. two very fi ne receiver strikes -/AP 3/94 

and -/AP 4/94 being the second and third earliest known 
dates. Cover (from the US) was originally addressed to South 
Barnston, then redirected to Heathton (broken circle dat-
estamp on back). Cover has small faults which do not detract 
from the rarity. Otherwise very fi ne and would look great on a 
page with the earliest date offered separately. Apparently only 
5 known covers. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
3247  STANSTEAD QUE. a very fi ne free strike (plus a second 

one tying stamp) -/AP 9/94 on a 3c Small Queen cover to Bel-
leville Ont. (AP 10 receiver on back) Very fi ne and apparently 
only 5 known covers. Ex. Siverts. RF 90

 .................................................................................Est $1,200 

    
3248  SUTTON QUE. a very fi ne strike DE 24/02 on a 2c Numeral 

stamp, being the latest recorded date for this hammer. Very 
fi ne. RF 80

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3249  SUTTON QUE. a very fi ne strike -/AP 1/02 ties a 1c Nu-

meral to an unsealed cover from the Brome County Maple 
Product Co. (corner card in green) with lovely matching maple 
syrup price list enclosure. Two rounded corners, still very fi ne 
and apparently only four covers are known. RF 80

 .................................................................................Est $1,000 

    
3250  WINDSOR MILLS QUE. group of three stamps a 3c SQ with 

a light and partial FE 17/94 the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer, a 3c Jubilee with a socked on the nose JU 29/97 the 
latest recorded date for this hammer, plus another very fi ne 
strike on a 3c SQ JA 23/95. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $100

    
3251  WINDSOR MILLS QUE. a very fi ne (doubled in places) 

strike -/NO 8/94 on front of a 3c QV postal stationery cover to 
Montreal (next day receiver on back). Very fi ne and apparently 
only four covers are known. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
3252 PC WINDSOR MILLS QUE. a fi ne strike -/SP 24/94 on front of 

a 1c QV post card to Sherbrooke, plus an additional very fi ne 
strike (same day) on back. There is a horizontal crease at top, 
not affecting the very fi ne strike on back. Fine and apparently 
only four covers are known. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3253

3253 /PC/ Group of Québec Towns, with Sherbrooke (3 
entires including a 2c green UPU card to Belgium, plus a pair 
of 1c SQ stamps PM/AP 12/94 rare time mark), Victoriaville 
(1 entire and 1 stamp), Waterloo (4 entires plus 2 stamps, 
one is a 3c Jubilee with inverted day indicia error JU 20/97), 
Hull (3c Small Queen cover) and Three Rivers (2 entires and 1 
stamp). Overall very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3254

3254 /PC/ Group of Québec Towns, with Hull (3 entires 
including a 3c Jubilee plus 3 stamps), Laurentides (a 1c Ad-
miral post card SP 8/14), Lévis (4 entires, one is a backstamp 
plus 2 stamps), Belle Rive (one cut square,8/FE 26/94), and 
Notre Dame St West a 1c Small Queen stamp 12/NO 14/96 
RF 60). A very fi ne group.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3255 /PC/Group of Québec Towns, with Québec (5 entires 
including an illustrated cover plus 3 stamps including an in-
verted month error on 4/11 AU/96), Rivière du Loup Station 
(3c Numeral stamp with 10 DEC/98), St Anne de Beaupré (1 
entire, 1 cut square and a 3c Leaf stamp), Ste Cunegonde (5 
entires, 1 cut square and 1 stamp), St Grégoire (1c Jubilee 
card plus 2 stamps) and St Hyacynthe (2 stamps). Overall fi ne 
or better group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Over 2,000 high 
resolution scans can 

be found online.
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Type Two, Quebec continued

3256 /PC/ Group of Québec Towns, with Acton Vale (one 
letter card and one 3c SQ stamp), Aylmer East (one cut 
square JY 15/9- missing year digit), Danville (2 entires plus 2c 
Québec Tercentenary stamp, 1c, 2c and 5c Edward stamps), 
Farnham (one post card plus one stamp), Granby (3c Jubilee 
and 3c Small Queen), and Hochelaga (two 3c SQ stamps, one 
is partial, the other very fi ne JU 11/94). An overall very fi ne 
lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

Type Two, Ontario 

    
3257 PC ACTON ONT. Hammer I a very fi ne free strike -/DE 15/94 

on a 1c QV stationery post card addressed to Berlin (partial 
receiver on back, alongside red Acton Free Press handstamp). 
This is the latest recorded date for this hammer, and one of 
only 4 known strikes, plus the only known cover. Apparently 
two of the three reported strikes on stamp are thought to be 
Hammer II which is yet unconfi rmed as they have not been 
seen in a long time. This strike is dated the same day of the 
Hammer II proof strike. Very fi ne and desirable. RF 180

 .................................................................................Est $4,000

    
3258  ACTON ONT. Hammer II a very fi ne free strike (missing 

ONT at bottom, as is common) -/JY 6/97 on a yellow regis-
tered Jubilee cover (3c + 5c, both tied by a small cork) to Nas-
sau Street in New York City. Back has two additional strikes, 
plus a Toronto transit and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3259 /PC ACTON ONT. Hammer II four items: a very fi ne (light 
at bottom) strike -/DE 18/94 on post card, being the earliest 
recorded date of this hammer, a very fi ne strike -/AP 14/98 
on a 3c stationery cover, a very fi ne strike -/MY 3/98 on 3c 
Leaf cover, and a very fi ne free strike -/MR 31/02 on a post 
card to NY, illustrated in red on back Glove Manufacturers in 
Acton with illustration of a deer, etc. A very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3260 /PC ACTON ONT. Hammer II mostly fi ne strikes on 5 cov-
ers and cards, with a 1900 registered Numeral cover (2c + 
5c), a 2c Numeral cover with FE 7/03 being the unrecorded 
new latest known date for this hammer (with enclosure and 
small fault), etc. Overall fi ne or better. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3261  ALMA ONT. State 1 a partial strike reading ...LMA at top 

and ...NT at bottom, plus the date ?A 27/94 (for January) on a 
3c Small Queen stamp. Fine. RF 150

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3262  ALMA ONT. State 1 a very light (unreadable) strike ties 

a 3c Small Queen to a lovely Stephenson Harness Maker il-
lustrated advertising cover from Alma to Brantford (JA 31/94 
receiver on back). Bit of the backfl ap missing, still very fi ne 
and the only known cover for this hammer. RF 150

 .................................................................................... Est $700 

    
x3263

3263 /PC ALMA ONT. State 2, four items: a very fi ne free strike 
-/AP 3/99 on 2c purple Numeral cover, very fi ne free strike -/
AP 12/05 on 7c Edward registered A Griffi n corner card cover 
(with two additional strikes on back), a very fi ne transit strike 
-/JY 26/07 on picture post card, and a very fi ne (but light) 
receiver strike -/MR 8/09 on a 1c Edward stationery card. 
Overall very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3264 /PC/ ALMA ONT. State 2 group of fi ne (mostly light) 
strikes on 6 covers and cards plus one 3c SQ stamp and a 
piece. We note a MR 6/00 on cover (unreported year), a piece 
with JUN 20/03 (borrowed indicia), a 1c Edward card with 
JUN 22/08 (with inverted JUN borrowed indicia), etc. Overall 
very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3265  ALMONTE ONT. a fi ne strike NO 19/96 tying an 8c Small 
Queen to a registered cover to New York City (with Almonte c.d.s. 
on front), also a fi ne (light) strike JA 3/94 tying an 8c Small 
Queen to a registered cover to Montreal (with Almonte broken 
circle on front) small tear. Both have Montreal precursors on 
back, as well as other postmarks. Generally very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3266

3266 /PC/ALMONTE ONT. overall very fi ne strikes on 6 cov-
ers/cards plus one stamp (a 3c SQ with AU 19/69 inverted 
year error), a light and partial strike AU 21/93 on a 3c SQ 
cover, being the earliest recorded date for this hammer, etc. 
Overall very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3267 /PC ANGUS ONT. two items: a very fi ne (bit light) free 
strike -/NO 10/98 plus a second strike tying a 3c Numeral 
stamp to a cover to Toronto (during the short second period of 
use and ex. John Siverts). Also a fi ne strike -/OC 29/94 on a 
post card to Glencairn Ont. Both very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

 

     
3268 PC/ ANGUS ONT. a socked on the nose strike OC 13/94 

on a 3c Small Queen stamp, and a very fi ne free strike JU 
5/95 on a WAY LETTER post card to Toronto (11AM/JU 6/96 
squared circle receiver on back). The card has a few small 
stains, else very fi ne. RF 55

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3269 /PC/ ARNPRIOR ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on 8 
covers and cards plus 5 stamps. We note a pair of 3c SQ 
stamps with a very fi ne 80% strike JA 5/94 being the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer, a 1c Edward post card with a 
fi ne strike JU/JY 28/06 (indicia error) plus another 1c Edward 
card with JU/JY 23/06 (indicia error), a 2c Edward stamp with 
JU/JUN 20/06 (error time mark plus borrowed indicia), three 
2c Numeral stamps with 00 above Month and day, etc. A nice 
group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3270  ATHENS ONT. a fi ne (blurry) free strike AM/AP 2/96 plus 
another strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a yellow Rennie 
cover to Toronto. Two additional strikes on back (also blurry), 
plus a very fi ne Brockville squared circle and a Toronto re-
ceiver. Some staining, else fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3271

3271  ATHENS ONT. three covers: a very fi ne strike AM/NO 
19/97 ties a 3c SQ to a cover (reduced at left) to Lyndhurst, 
a very fi ne strike AM/DE 2/95 ties a 3c SQ to a cover to Syra-
cuse NY and a very fi ne (but light at bottom) receiver AM/JA 
7/99 on back of a 2c purple Numeral cover from Montreal, 
being the latest recorded date for this hammer. A very fi ne 
trio. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3272 /PC/ ATHENS ONT. 2 post cards and a cover (these 
with very fi ne strikes) plus 2 stamps (these with partial to fi ne 
strikes). Overall fi ne-very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3273 /PC AURORA ONT. three items: a fi ne receiver strike -/
JU 27/00 on a post card from Toronto Junction, being the un-
recorded new latest known date for this hammer. Also a very 
fi ne (bit light) dispatch strike -/OC 24/94 on post card and a 
very fi ne strike -/JA 11/96 tying a 3c Small Queen to a (cut 
down at top) advertising cover for J. Fleury’s Sons Plows etc. 
A useful group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3274

3274 /PC AYLMER WEST ONT. one cover and fi ve post cards on 
four written-up pages, with very fi ne strikes, dispatch and re-
ceiver. We note an unrecorded matched pair of AM/PM time 
marks on SP 16/96, a card mailed from Brantford (squared 
circle), and received once on back AM/DE 18/96 and once on 
front PM/DE 18/96, etc. A very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100
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Type Two, Ontario continued
 

    
x3275

3275 /PC/ AYLMER WEST ONT. group of 7 covers and cards 
plus 2 stamps, mostly all with fi ne-very fi ne strikes. We note 
an 1899 registered cover (5c Leaf + 2c purple Numeral), AM 
and PM time marks, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3276 /PC BEAMSVILLE ONT. two covers and three post cards 
on three written-up pages, with very fi ne dispatch strikes. We 
note blank, AM and PM time marks, including an unrecorded 
earliest known use of the AM time mark AM/SP 30/96. Very 
fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3277

3277 /PC/ BELLEVILLE ONT. group of 57 covers and cards, 
plus 2 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne strikes. We note an 
inverted 4 on 4/JU 23/97, three 3c Jubilee covers, cover with 
1c + 2c Jubilees, a 2c Map cover, a matched pair of dates (1c 
SQ and 5c SQ stamps) for 1/2 on OC 14/93, uprated statio-
nery covers, a cover to Scotland franked with two 1c SQ + 3c 
SQ, some business corner card covers, etc. A nice lot, mostly 
very fi ne. RF 7.5, 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3278 PC/ BELLEVILLE ONT. Hammer I, II and III an interest-
ing group, starting with a very fi ne strike on post card 3/OC 
227/96 (day error), rest are stamps only, including a 3c SQ 
stamp with 3/JU 15/93 being the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer, a confi rming time mark and the same day as 
the proof impression. A 1c SQ with 3/2NO3/93 (indicia error, 
with inverted extra 2), many other stamps with sideways or 
inverted time marks or other errors, a matched set of time 
marks 2, 3, 4 on JY 31/97 on 3c Jubilees, and more. A very 
nice lot. RF 7.5, 20

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3279 PC BERLIN ONT. a very fi ne strike -/SP 22/93 on a post card 
to Newmarket Ont. Card is a Merchants Bank of Canada sta-
tionery form. Very fi ne. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3280 PC BERLIN ONT. a very fi ne strike NO 17/93 on a Merchants 
Bank post card to Newmarket, and a fi ne strike SP 6/93 on 
a green UPU card to Switzerland, being the unrecorded new 
earliest known date for this hammer, and the same day as 
the proof impression, with Hamilton same day transit on front. 
(Names of addressee and writer have been erased on this 
card). Both very fi ne.

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
3281  BLUE VALE ONT. a very fi ne, socked on the nose strike NO 

10/94 on a 3c Small Queen stamp. Very fi ne RF 80
 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3282  BLUE VALE ONT. a fi ne strike NO 16/93 ties an 8c Small 

Queen (lovely early shade) to a Jas. Smith Son & Co. regis-
tered cover to Brantford. Four additional strikes on back, 
alongside two different RPO c.d.s. and a NO 20 Brantford re-
ceiver. Only 3 covers reported. Very fi ne. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
3283  BLYTH ONT. a very fi ne (but light) free strike -/JA 18/94 

plus a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered 
cover to Clinton Ont. Back has two additional strikes, plus an 
RPO and a Clinton JA 18 receiver. Only 4 covers known, also 
unrecorded on the 8c SQ. Very fi ne. RF 120

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 
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3284  BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 1 a fi ne free strike DE 15/93 

plus a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen on a registered 
cover to Minden. Two additional strikes on back, alongside two 
DE 16 strikes of a Victoria Railway R.P.O. North and two Minden 
DE 16 receivers. There is a very fi ne red wax seal with a Mos-
som Boyd / Bobcaygeon Ont impression (a lumbering empire 
started in Bobcaygeon in the 1850s). Only 5 examples report-
ed in Handbook, this being the only cover, very fi ne. RF 170

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
3285 PC BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 1 a very fi ne (light in places) 

strike -/DE 21/93 on a post card addressed to Belleville. Only 
fi ve examples reported in Handbook, very fi ne. RF 170

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 

3286  BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 2 two 8c Small Queen regis-
tered covers, both with two light strikes on front (one free 
strike and one ties stamp), plus two additional strikes on 
back. MR 9/95 and SP 7/95. Very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3287

3287 /PC BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 2 two covers and two post 
cards, all with fi ne to very fi ne dispatch strikes between 1899 
and 1908. One of the covers has a tear on back still a very 
fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3288 /PC BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 2 group of 6 covers and 
cards, with mostly fi ne or better strikes from 1897 to 1907. 
One cover appears to have a strike 5/MR 5/00 but has a note 
on back explaining this is not TM 5 but rather a double struck 
date. Very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3289

3289  BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 3, two well written-up pages 
with two very fi ne favour strikes AM/13 II/61 tying a pair 
of 3c Jubilees to a cover, being the latest recorded date for 
this hammer. Plus a very fi ne commercial use strike PM/DE 
10/60 tying a 5c QEII Wilding to a #10 size cover. Very fi ne 
pair, and interesting story. RF 100

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
3290  BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 3 a very fi ne strike DE 17/60 

ties a 5c QEII Wilding to a commercial cover to Lennoxville 
Québec. 1960 Christmas seal on back, very fi ne. RF 100

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3291 PC BOBCAYGEON ONT. State 3 a very fi ne strike PM/DE 

8/60 ties a 4c QEII Wilding issue to a private post card statio-
nery invoice from the Bank of Montreal. A great commercial 
use and very fi ne. Eleven recorded covers. RF 100

 .................................................................................... Est $300 
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Type Two, Ontario continued

    
x3292

3292 / BOWMANVILLE ONT. two items on a written-up 
page: a block of six of the 1c Small Queen with two very fi ne 
strikes -/DE 6/93, being the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer. Also a very fi ne strike PM/JU 5/94 tying a 3c Small 
Queen to a cover mailed to Port Hope Ont (partial next day 
receiver on back). Very fi ne. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3293  BRACEBRIDGE ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/MR 16/96 

on an 8c Small Queen registered yellow cover to Rennie in 
Toronto. Back has two additional strikes plus a Toronto MR 
16 receiver. The stamp is cancelled by both an R in oval and a 
Bracebridge c.d.s. Very small tears on backfl ap. Very fi ne and 
ex. John Siverts. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3294 /PC BRAMPTON ONT. three written-up pages, with a fi ne 
(and light) receiver strike -/SP 7/93 on back of a 3c SQ cover, 
being the earliest recorded date for this hammer, a very fi ne 
(proof-like) strike -/FE 25/97 on a card, showing that after 
3½ years of use the hammer was so well taken care of it re-
mained in pristine shape, and a very fi ne -/AU 9/94 on a post 
card. Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3295 /PC/ BRAMPTON ONT. 3 covers, 2 post cards and 
one 3c SQ stamp. We note a very fi ne strike MY 2/96 tying an 
8c Small Queen to a registered cover to New York City (very 
fi ne but ink blob on front), plus other very fi ne strikes from 
1894 to 1896. Very fi ne lot. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3296  BRANTFORD ONT. group of very fi ne (some partial, but all 

fully readable) strikes on Québec Tercentenary stamps, with 
½c, 1c, 2c (x2), 5c, 7c and 10c. The 1c is dated 2/AU 21/80 
(inverted year) and the 10c is dated 81/AU 13/09 (time mark 
error). A lovely group and diffi cult to assemble. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3297  BRANTFORD ONT. group of 12 various stamps, including 
5c Edward, 5c Québec Tercentenary, etc. We note borrowed 
indicia, missing digit, inverted AM or time marks, a 3c Small 
Queen with a very fi ne 2/JY 29/93, being the unrecorded new 
earliest day for this hammer, and only one day after the proof 
day. Overall very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3263

3298  BRANTFORD ONT. two bulk mailing receipts, each with 
very fi ne strikes AM/JA 27/96, PM/FE 6/96 and PM/AP 
15/97 (one is double-sided). There are also very fi ne strikes 
of the Brantford roller and c.d.s. A nice variety of Small Queen 
frankings, including a block of eight of the 3c. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3263

3299 /PC/ BRANTFORD ONT. advanced study on twelve 
written-up pages, with 10 post cards, 5 covers and a num-
ber of stamps. An in depth study of time marks, usages, and 
more. We note the unreported new earliest date of use for 
this hammer on two items, one on card 2/JY 29/93 and one 
on 3c SQ stamp PM/JY 29/93 (with an explanation of why the 
2 was changed to PM, etc on the day after the proof impres-
sion), an unreported inverted AM on AM/JY 15/97 (on Jubilee 
post card), an unreported latest date for the fi rst period of use 
AM/NO 22/98, an unrecorded inverted 4 on 1/AU 4/08, an 
unrecorded borrowed indicia on 17/JUL 28/08 and more. A 
very nice group and diffi cult to assemble. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $350 
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x3300

3300 /PC/ BRANTFORD ONT. mostly all very fi ne strikes 
on 14 covers and cards, plus 17 stamps. We note a bulk 
payment receipt with ten 3c Numerals tied by a Brantford 
roller and dated with a squared circle PM/NO 18/98, a 2c 
green UPU card to England, fi ve matched pairs of different 
time marks on the same day (all Jubilee stamps), many other 
socked on the nose strikes, etc. A mostly very fi ne lot. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3301

3301 /PC/BRANTFORD ONT. group of fi ne or better strikes 
on 5 entires, 1 piece and 33 stamps. We note a 3c Small 
Queen stamp with a socked on the nose PM/AU 1/93 being 
the unrecorded new earliest date for this hammer, a 3c SQ 
stamp with AU 14/94 (with inverted day slugs), four 3c Jubi-
lee stamps showing the inverted year 80 for 08, a cover front 
(damaged) with a pair of 1c Québecs + 10c Special Delivery 
(E1) on 18/AU 3/08 (with postman’s note out at 8.22 am / 
AW, examples of borrowed indicia, and more. Overall very fi ne. 
RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

   
3302  BURFORD ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/NO 3/96 plus 

another strike ties an 8c Small Queen to a lovely registered 
cover to New York City. Back has three additional strikes, plus 
a Hamilton R c.d.s. and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3303  BURFORD ONT. a very fi ne free strike SP 29/97 plus a 

second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to 
St Catharines, re-directed to Grimsby. Two additional strikes 
on back, along with a St Catharines c.d.s., Brantford c.d.s. 
and a Grimsby c.d.s. Piece of backfl ap missing, still a lovely 
cover. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

   
x3304

3304 /PC BURFORD ONT. group of four items, with a very fi ne 
1894 strike tying a 3c SQ to a (reduced and stained) cover to 
Paris Station (with contents). Also three post cards with fi ne to 
very fi ne dispatch strikes (1894 to 1898). One card has a miss-
ing corner and a tiny tear, else a fi ne-very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

   
3305  CACHE BAY ONT. a fi ne 80% strike -/JUL 4/-5 (1905) on a 

2c Edward stamp, being the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer. Very fi ne. RF 65

 ....................................................................................Est $150
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3306  CACHE BAY ONT. a fi ne but light free strike -/MR 13/-2 

on a registered cover (2c + 5c Numerals) to Brockville. Back 
shows two slightly better strikes alongside an RPO, an Ottawa 
and a Brockville MR 15 receiver. Bit roughly opened at top 
and small tear at bottom, else fi ne-very fi ne. RF 65

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3307  CACHE BAY ONT. two very fi ne (for this hammer) strikes 

-/JA 22/96 tie a 3c Small Queen to a cover addressed to To-
ronto (next day receiver on back). There is a vertical fi le fold, 
and reduced at top, still very fi ne appearance. RF 65

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3308  CHELTENHAM ONT. a very fi ne (little light in places) 

free strike OC 22/94, plus a second strike tying an 8c Small 
Queen to a registered cover to New York. One additional strike 
on back, alongside a streets & Elora M.C. RPO, a Toronto OC 
22 transit and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3309 /PC/ CHELTENHAM ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on 9 
covers, 2 post cards and a socked on the nose JY 30/94 on a 
3c SQ stamp. We note 5 1902 strikes (scarce), a 1901 (miss-
ing year digit) Numeral registered cover (2c + 5c), OC/0/02 
(missing day digit). An overall very fi ne group. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $250

    
x3310

3310 /PC CHELTENHAM ONT. group of 24 covers and cards 
with strikes varying from fi ne and some very fi ne, from 1901 
to 1926. We note a light receiver on a cover from New York 
City MR 10/26 being the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer. A registered cover (ex. J. Siverts) with a manuscript date 
entered over a weak strike on JA 23/24 (described in the 
Handbook), several examples of the missing 1 in 1910, a few 
borrowed indicia strikes, some scarce dates (years), etc. Also 
includes a number of covers, cards and a piece not counted 
but potentially useful. A few faults, else overall fi ne or better. 
RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3311 /PC COBDEN ONT. group of fi ve items including a very fi ne 
free strike -/AP 10/00 on registered Fine Flour corner card 
cover (2c + 5c Numerals) with two additional strikes on back, 
a Money Order receipt with a very fi ne strike -/DE 19/00, a 
lovely private picture post card (Parliament buildings in Ot-
tawa) with 2c Numeral tied by Cobden roller and a very fi ne -/
OC 4/02 strike alongside, mailed to Jersey, Channel Islands, 
plus a few more. Overall very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3312  COBOURG ONT. a very fi ne strike -/AU 11/97 ties a 3c Ju-

bilee to an all-over advertising green cover to Toronto. Advertis-
ing is for the Chandler Buggy Medicine and illustrates an open 
suitcase full of vials, priced at $9 for the complete set. Back 
shows a variety of atomizers kept in stock... with red illustration 
of glass atomizers, attachments, etc. Very fi ne. RF 25.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3313  COMBER ONT. a socked on the nose strike -/OC 25/94 on 

a 3c Small Queen stamp. RF 50
 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3314 PC/ COMBER ONT. a light strike 4 JA/94 (inverted month 
and year) on a 1c post card mailed to New York City, plus 
three stamps, one undated (partial), one with MY 14/95 and 
one with a SP18/93 strike, this being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. A fi ne group. RF 50

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3315  DUNDAS ONT. a very fi ne free strike AM/JA 2/97 on an 8c 

Small Queen cover to New York. Three additional strikes on 
back. Small faults, else very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3316

3316 /PC DUNDAS ONT. six post cards and two covers on six 
written-up pages, all with very fi ne strikes. We note an un-
reported matched set of AM/PM time marks on SP 1/97, a 
1c Leaf stationery card mailed to St Johns Newfoundland on 
AM/OC 2/98, returned on PM/OC 20/98 (with RETURNED 
FOR POSTAGE handstamp), a 1c Numeral stamp added then 
re-dispatched on PM/OC 21/98, plus other nice items. A very 
fi ne group. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3317 /PC DUNDAS ONT. a matched pair of AM/PM time marks 
on NO 15/97, one being on an 8c Small Queen cover to To-
ronto, the other is a receiver on a 1c Jubilee card from St 
Catharines. Both very fi ne. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3318

3318 /PC/ DUNDAS ONT. group of 22 covers and cards, all 
having very fi ne strikes. We note a GTR view card of Rabbitt’s 
Bay, another from Parry Sound, a free-franked cover to the 
House of Commons with a long letter inside, a 2c blue UPU 
post card to Germany, etc. Also four stamps with very fi ne 
strikes. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3319  DUNNVILLE ONT. a fi ne (light) free strike MY 4/95 on an 8c 
SQ cover to Floral Park NY. Also a very fi ne strike AP 27/96 tying 
an 8c SQ on a yellow Rennie cover to Toronto. The latter has a 
rare RPO on back ON36 (1894-1898). Both very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3320  DUNNVILLE ONT. a fi ne-very fi ne free strike AU 22/95 

plus a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered 
cover to Brantford, Ont. Back has a third strike, alongside 
three strikes of the ON-36 RPO (1894-1898) and Brantford 
receiver. Opening tears on back do not detract from front ap-
pearance. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3321

3321 /PC DUNNVILLE ONT. mostly fi ne or better strikes on 10 
covers and cards. We note a Numeral registered cover (pair 
of 3c + 1c) FE 27/99, two 1897 transit strikes on back of an 
8c SQ registered cover from South Cayuga to St Catharines, 
re-directed to Grimsby, a card with a JY 4/95 dispatch and a 
Dundas squared circle receiver on same side (front), etc. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3322  DURHAM ONT. a very fi ne free strike JU 18/95, plus a 

second strike tying a pair of 5c Small Queens to a registered 
cover addressed to Dublin, Ireland. Two additional strikes on 
back, plus a Toronto transit and JU 29 octagonal Dublin re-
ceivers. Very fi ne, and the 5c SQ is unlisted in the Handbook. 
RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3323  FLESHERTON ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/OC 1/97 plus 

another tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to Dur-
ham, Ont. Back has a third impression and an OC 2 Durham 
receiver, plus a red wax seal. Insignifi cant opening tears on 
back, still very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3324  FLESHERTON ONT. a very fi ne (little light in places) free 

strike OC 1/97 plus a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen 
to a registered cover to Durham, Ont. There is an additional 
strike on back beside a Durham OC 1 receiver. There is a 
red wax seal, clearly fl attened by both sides of an 1886 ONE 
CENT coin. Very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3325 /PC FLESHERTON ONT. group of 6 covers and cards, in-
cluding a very fi ne receiver NO 12/00 being the unrecorded 
new latest known date for this hammer, a Flesherton Hotel 
corner card 2c purple Numeral cover, plus other very fi ne 
strikes. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3326

3326 /PC FLESHERTON ONT. two covers and four post cards, 
each with a very fi ne strike. We note a lovely little registered 
cover (strip of three 2c purple Numerals plus 1c Leaf) from 
Vandeleur Ont to Durham with a very fi ne transit on back -/MY 
1/99 and a MY 2 Durham receiver. Rest are dispatch, transit 
or receiver uses. A very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3327  FONTHILL ONT. a partial strike showing FONTH... ONT and 

full date JY 3/93 on a 3c Small Queen stamp. The only record-
ed example of this hammer, from the J. Millar Allen collection 
and illustrated in the 3rd edition of the handbook. Very fi ne. 
RF 250

 .................................................................................Est $4,000 

    
x3321

3328  FOREST ONT. two fi ne strikes on 3c Small Queen stamps: 
AP 9/97 and MR 29/97, the latter being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 100

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3329  FOREST ONT. a very fi ne strike AP 9/98 ties a 3c Leaf 
to a yellow Rennie cover to Toronto (AP 11 receiver on back). 
Small piece of backfl ap missing and a few small stains, still a 
lovely example of the only recorded cover for this hammer. Ex. 
Siverts. RF 100

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 

    
3330  FORMOSA ONT. Hammer II, State 1 a fi ne-very fi ne strike 

OC 8/96 centrally struck on a horizontal pair of 3c Small 
Queen stamps. This is the latest recorded date for this state, 
one of only three recorded strikes and very fi ne. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $1,000

    
x3331

3331 /PC FORMOSA ONT. Hammer II, State 2 three items: an 
80% fi ne free strike MY/14/08 on a 1c Edward post card to 
Walkerton, a very fi ne free strike AP/19/04 on a 2c Edward 
Schwartz & Fedy, Formosa corner card cover to Toronto, and a 
very fi ne free strike MR/4/99 on a different Schwartz & Fedy 
corner card registered cover (three 2c purple + 1c Numer-
al) to Hamilton. Back has three additional strikes alongside 
Walkerton, an RPO and a MR 6 Hamilton R receiver. A very 
fi ne trio. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3332 /PC FORMOSA ONT. Hammer II, State 2 with 3 covers 
and 2 post cards, with mostly fi ne to very fi ne strikes, includ-
ing a lovely NO/22/02 2c Numeral cover, a Schwartz & Fedy 
corner card cover, a 2c Edward card with borrowed indicia 
(unrecorded) on JUL/23/07, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3333  FORT WILLIAM WEST ONT. a partial strike reading JU 

11/94 on a 3c Small Queen stamp. Very fi ne. RF 110
 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3334  GEORGETOWN ONT. three 8c Small Queen registered 
covers to Toronto, each with a very fi ne free strike plus an-
other tying the stamp, plus 2 more on back. MY 23/94, FE 
12/95 and OC 14/97. A few faults, still very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3335

3335 /PC GEORGETOWN ONT. group of 3 covers and 2 post 
cards, mostly with very fi ne strikes. A very fi ne transit strike 
on back of an 8c Leaf registered cover from Ballinafad Ont 
(new latest recorded date and only second report for the Bal-
linafad hammer) to Brampton (small opening faults), four very 
fi ne strikes on a registered cover (pair 3c + 1c Numerals) to 
Toronto, a dispatch free strike on uprated 1c Leaf stationery 
card (+1c Numeral) to Holland, plus others. One is a 1903 
receiver on a reduced cover. Overall very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3336

3336 /PC GEORGETOWN ONT. group of mostly very fi ne strikes 
on 11 covers and cards. We note a Numeral registered cover 
(2c + 5c) JA 8/02, a Leaf cover (2x ½c + 2x 1c) DE 30/97, 
a Numeral registered cover (2x 2c purple + 3c) MR 20/99, 
lovely cover to Hamilton (strip of three 1c SQ), etc. One card is 
creased, rest are very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3337

3337 /PC/GLAMMIS ONT. mostly fi ne strikes on 2 covers, 
2 post cards and a stamp. We note 2 and 3-line date arrange-
ments. The stamp is an extremely fi ne 8c Small Queen with 
large, even margins all around, with light but legible strike NO 
24/97. One of the covers has a General Merchant corner card 
from Glomis. Very fi ne lot. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3338  GLENCOE ONT. a very fi ne (but light) strike -/FE 14/94 ties 

an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to London, Ont. Back 
has an RPO and a London receiver (FE 15).Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3339  GODERICH ONT. a very fi ne free strike FE 12/95 on an 

8c Small Queen registered cover to Clinton, Ont (next day re-
ceiver on back). Very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3340

3340 /PC GODERICH ONT. group of 3 covers and 7 post cards, 
with a very fi ne receiver free strike -/AP 2/06 being the lat-
est recorded date for this hammer, many receivers on mail 
incoming from the US, England, South Australia (this one with 
AUGUSTA S.A. squared circle dispatch strikes), a 1c Jubilee on 
a private post card from the Sentinel-Star in Cobourg, etc. An 
interesting, and mostly very fi ne group. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3341 /PC GODERICH ONT. group of mostly very fi ne strikes 
on 20 covers and cards, including a few with missing year 
digits (1896 and 1899), a transit strike n a 1c Edward card 
20 DE/05 (inverted day and month), an 1894 1c post card 
uprated 1c SQ stamp to Germany, three registration receipts 
(Two are still attached to each other, all dated JU 11/98), etc. 
A nice lot. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3342 /PC GORE BAY ONT. group of 17 covers/cards with mostly 
very fi ne strikes. We note 6 items with small o, 3-digit month 
borrowed indicia examples, a backstamp AP 15/03 (with in-
verted year), etc. An overall very fi ne lot. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3343

3343 /PC GORE BAY ONT. two registered covers (Numeral and 
Edward) and two illustrated advertising private post cards, 
each with a very fi ne dispatch or receiver strike, between 
1899 and 1904. A very nice group. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3344

3344 /PC/GORE BAY ONT. group of 9 covers/cards plus a 
number of favour strikes, etc. We note JAN and JUL borrowed 
indicia, a 1927 receiver, a fancy Ocean House corner card 
with 2c Confederation stamp MR 12/28, a 2c Admiral card 
with AU 20/28 being the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer, etc. A nice lot. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3345 PC GORE BAY ONT. a very fi ne (light in places) receiver strike 

AP 29/99 on the front of a lovely 1c Numeral British America 
Assurance Company illustrated advertising private post card 
from Toronto. Very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3346 /PC GRAVENHURST ONT. group of fi ve items, with mostly 
very fi ne strikes, 2 AM and 3 PM time marks, with dispatch, 
transit and receiver uses, including a registration receipt. One 
cover has a vertical crease, still a very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3347 /PC GRAVENHURST ONT. 2 covers and 4 post cards, 
mostly with very fi ne strikes. Includes a fi ne (light and struck 
over another postmark) receiver strike PM/AP 4/01 on front 
of a post card from Toronto, being the unrecorded new latest 
known date for this hammer (fi le hole). Also a very fi ne free 
strike PM/FE 3/0? on a cover front, with stamp tied by a fancy 
cork, and more. Overall fi ne or better. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150

3348 /PC GUELPH ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on 12 covers 
and cards, including an 1895 2c green UPU card to England, 
a stationery cover dated PM/FE 29/96, an 1895 1c post card 
uprated by 1c SQ to England, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

 

    
3349  GUELPH ONT. a very fi ne strike PM/OC 18/94 ties an 8c 

Small Queen to a corner card registered cover to Cleveland, 
Ohio. Two additional strikes on back, alongside a Cleveland 
OC 20 receiver. Very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3350  HARRISTON ONT. a very fi ne free strike NO 28/96 plus a 

second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover 
to New York City. Two additional strikes on back, plus an RPO, 
a Hamilton R and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3351

3351 /PC HAGERSVILLE ONT. group of 3 covers and 3 post 
cards, each with one or more very fi ne strike. We note a very 
fi ne 8c SQ registered cover from Springvale Ont to Toronto, 
with three transit strikes on back, etc. One card has a fi le hole 
and one has a corner crease, else a very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3352

3352 /PC HAMILTON CANADA. group of 41 covers and cards, 
each with a very fi ne strike, with dispatch, transit and receiv-
ers and we note time marks 1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24. Includes TM 1 as a receiver on 
an uprated stationery card from Birmingham, two 1c SQ up-
rated cards to England, two 1c SQ uprated cards to Germany, 
etc. Some faults, still a useful group. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
x3353

3353 /PC/ HAMILTON CANADA. group of ten Admiral covers 
and cards plus 5 stamps from 1913 and 1914 (second period 
of use), as well as a group of 23 stamps from the fi rst period 
of use. In the second group we note time marks 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24 and an unrecorded blank 
on -/JU 4/95. A diffi cult group to assemble. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3354 /PC/ HAMILTON CANADA. group of matched sets 
of time marks on the same day, on 4 covers/cards and 13 
stamps, usually only two of each day. Too many to list but a 
diffi cult group to assemble. Mostly very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3355

3355 /PC HARRISTON ONT. three covers and a post card on 
three written-up pages, with mostly fi ne strikes. We note a 
fi ne strike -/AU 29/93 the earliest recorded date tying a 3c 
Small Queen on a Thos Seli & Co corner card cover. A light 
1894 receiver strike on back of a cover from Germany (with 
contents), an 1894 registered cover (pair of 3c + 2c SQ) to the 
US (with strikes on front and back), and a lovely 1c Leaf 1898 
post card. Mostly very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3356 /PC HARRISTON ONT. three covers with very fi ne strikes 
(1897 and 1898) plus a very fi ne 1897 strike on post card 
and a fi ne (partial) 1898 receiver on back of a post card. Very 
fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3357 /PC HAWKESBURY ONT. two covers and a card, mostly 
with fi ne or better strikes. Best one is SP 3/95 on a 3c SQ 
cover to Barb, Ont. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3358  HUMBERSTONE ONT. a very fi ne (light in places) free 

strike -/MR 24/96 plus another tying an 8c Small Queen to 
a registered cover to Toronto. Two additional strikes on back, 
plus an RPO and a Toronto MR 24 receiver. Very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3359  HUMBERSTONE ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/JA 23/96 

on an 8c Small Queen registered cover to Toronto. Two ad-
ditional strikes on back, alongside an RPO and a Toronto re-
ceiver. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3360

3360 /PC HUMBERSTONE ONT. three items on two written-up 
pages, with a very fi ne strike -/NO 18/95 tying a 3c SQ to a 
cover. This is the cover that was once in the Siverts collec-
tion which he had reported as the latest date, as the 95 was 
mistaken for a 98. This error is still in the handbook. a very 
fi ne free strike on a 3c SQ cover, and a fi ne strike -/DE 23/96 
used as a receiver on a stationery post card (with paid reply 
still attached) mailed from Buffalo NY. A very fi ne trio. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3361  HUNTSVILLE ONT. two 8c Small Queen yellow registered 
covers to Rennie in Toronto, AM/JA 23/96 and PM/MR 23/96 
(light wrinkles). Both have two additional strikes on back and 
Toronto receivers. Very fi ne duo. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3362 /PC/ HUNTSVILLE ONT. group of four written-up pag-
es with 3 covers, 3 post cards and 4 stamps, all with very 
fi ne strikes. We note an unreported new earliest known date 
AM/AP 13/95 for the use of the AM time mark, on an 8c SQ 
stamp, 2 examples of the unrecorded new latest date -/MR 
25/95 for the use of blank time marks, on a jumbo 2c SQ and 
a lovely pair of 3c SQ, an illustrated advertising 3c Leaf cover 
with two transit strikes on back (2 diff dates), etc. A very fi ne 
group. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3363 /PC/ HUNTSVILLE ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on a 
group of 11 covers and cards, plus two 3c Jubilee stamps (these 
a matched AM/PM pair on JY 19/97). We note a registered cov-
er (two 3c + 1c Numerals) to Toronto, lovely strip of three 1c 
Leafs on a cover to Toronto, etc. Mostly very fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3364 /PC INGERSOLL ONT. three post cards and a cover on 
four written-up pages, with mostly very fi ne strikes. We note 
dispatch, transit and receiver uses, an unrecorded new early 
date for the AM time mark AM/SP 1/93 (SP 6 in handbook), 
an 8c SQ registered cover mailed from Salford Ont to Augusta 
Maine, through Hamilton, Ingersoll and Montreal. A very fi ne 
group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3365

3365 PC/ INGERSOLL ONT. group of mostly very fi ne strikes 
on 10 post cards, and 2 stamps, including a matched set of 
AM/PM on AU 16/97 on 3c Jubilee stamps, a 1897 1c Small 
Queen private post card, fi ve 1c Jubilee post cards, including 
one mailed from Savona B.C (JY 16/97 broken circle is one of 
two reported) to Ingersoll re-directed to Port Keewaydin Ont, 
etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3366 PC INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE ONT. a very fi ne strike FE 18/95 

on s 3c letter card to Toronto (FE 19 receiver on back). Very 
fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3367  INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE ONT. a fi ne (light in places) free 

strike MR 19/95 on a 3c + 8c SQ registered cover to Floral 
Park NY. Back has an RPO, a Hamilton R c.d.s. and a NY re-
ceiver. Stains on back, 3c stamp is damaged and small pen 
number on front, still fi ne and unreported 8c SQ usage. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3368  IROQUOIS ONT. a very fi ne free strike MR 29/95 plus a 

second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to 
Floral Park, New York. Back shows an RPO, a Montreal precur-
sor squared circle and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3369

3369 /PC IROQUOIS ONT. four covers and a post card on three 
written-up pages, all with very fi ne strikes. We note dispatch 
and receiver use, a 2c + 5c Numeral registered cover, a 2c on 
3c Numeral cover with 2 strikes (uncommon for this town), 
etc. A very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3370

3370 /PC/KINCARDINE ONT. two covers with fi ne-very fi ne 
backstamps, three cards with fi ne-very fi ne dispatch strikes 
and a 3c Small Queen stamp with a FE 27/95 (inverted day). 
One card is creased, rest are very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3371

3371 /PC/KINGSTON CANADA Hammer I group of very fi ne 
strikes on 8 covers and cards, with a post card 4/DE 31/93 
being the latest recorded date for this hammer (and confi rm-
ing time mark, vertical crease), matched pair of 3/4 on DE 
7/93 (on 3c SQ cover and 3c SQ stamp), etc. Overall fi ne or 
better group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3372

3372 /KINGSTON ONT. Hammer I and II two 3c Jubilee cov-
er fronts with a matched pair of strikes of 3/4 on SP 16/97, 
plus two very fi ne 3c SQ covers, plus about 45 stamps (SQ 
and Jubilee) with many matched time mark sets, mostly all 
socked on the nose strikes, small and large 4 time marks, a 
4/JA 1/94 on a pair of 1c SQ being the latest recorded date 
for Hammer II, a 2/OC 10/93 on a 3c SQ being the earliest 
recorded date for Hammer 1, and confi rmation strike for time 
mark. A lovely group, diffi cult to assemble. RF 5, 25

 .................................................................................... Est $500

    
x3373

3373 /PC/ KINGSTON CANADA. Hammers I and II, study 
on eight pages, with 6 covers, 3 post cards and 8 stamps, all 
with very fi ne strikes, showing time mark chronology (1 to 4), 
an unreported inverted 3 time mark error on post card 3/MY 
4/94 and many other lovely strikes on different items. A nice 
group. RF 5 to 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3374  KINGSTON CANADA Hammer II group of 18 Jubilee 
stamps, all forming six matched groups of 2, 3 or 4 on the 
same day, with different time marks, all dated 1897. Also two 
3c Small Queens with matched pair 2/3 on AU 13/94. Very 
fi ne and diffi cult to assemble. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
x3375

3375 /PC/ KINGSTON CANADA Hammer II group of 28 
covers and cards, mostly with very fi ne strikes, with dispatch 
and other usages, and we saw time marks 2 to 4, with Small 
Queen and Jubilee covers, UPU card to England, receivers on 
cards from England, Spain, Holland, etc. Also 11 stamps (SQ 
and Jubilee) with socked on the nose strikes, we note an un-
reported inverted 4 on 4/JA 26/96, blank TM on SP 2/97, 1 
TM on 1/NO 1/98, etc. A few faults, still a useful lot. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3376 /PC/KINGSTON CANADA Hammer II group of three 
Jubilee matched sets: 2/4 on JA 13/98 (two post cards), 
blank/4 on SP 3/97 (3c cover and 1c stamp) and 2/3/4 on 
AU 25/97 on (3c cover, 2c stamp and post card). A very fi ne 
group. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3377  KINGSTON CANADA. Hammer III, a very fi ne (proof-like) 

receiver strike 13/JUL 29/02 being the unrecorded new lat-
est known date for this hammer, on the back of a 2c Numeral 
cover from Trenton (reduced at right). There is also a Kingston 
carrier’s datestamp on back. Very fi ne and one of 3 known 
examples. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $1,500

    
3378 PC KINGSTON CANADA. Hammer III a very fi ne (proof-like) 

receiver strike 12/JUL 22/02 on the back of a 1p KEVII post 
card from Chester, England (squared circle dispatch), to Roch-
ester, NY, forwarded to Kingston. The back of the card shows 
a lovely illustration of the walls surrounding Chester, plus a 
chronological history of the town from A.D. 73-on. Very fi ne, 
and one of only three known examples. RF 220

 .................................................................................Est $1,000 

    
3379  LAMBTON MILLS ONT. a fi ne 50% (bottom half of postmark) 

strike NO 19/94 on a 3c Small Queen stamp, showing LAM at 
left and ILLS at right and ONT at bottom. Very fi ne. RF 130

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    

3380 PC LANARK ONT. a very fi ne strike -/SP 17/98 ties a 1c Nu-
meral on a Gloria Mundi multi-colour patriotic private post 
card. Very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3381

3381 /LINDSAY ONT. a very fi ne free strike AM/JY 17/99 on 
a 2c Numeral illustrated advertising cover, a very fi ne strike 
AM/OC 22/97 on a 3c SQ TOO LATE cover (cut down at top), 
plus 13 stamps, mostly with very fi ne strikes, including a 2/
AU 17/97 on a strip of three 1c Jubilee (struck through cloth), 
a -/AU 26/97 on a 3c Jubilee (scarce blank TM), a TM 4 on 
3c SQ (partial strike), 4/AU 11/97 on a 5c Jubilee, PM/OC 
22/01 (all indicia inverted), a SP 27/93 on a 3c SQ being 
the unrecorded new earliest known date for this hammer and 
more. A very fi ne lot. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3382

3382 /PC/LINDSAY ONT. group of 43 covers and cards, plus 
5 stamps, mostly all having very fi ne strikes. We note different 
time marks, dispatch and receivers, etc. An overall very fi ne 
lot. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3383  LISTOWEL ONT. a very fi ne free strike AP/6/98 on an 8c 

Small Queen registered cover to New York City. Two additional 
strikes on back, alongside an RPO and Toronto transits and 
NYC receiver. Very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3384

3384 /PC LISTOWEL ONT. advanced study on six pages, with 
4 covers and 6 post cards, all with very fi ne strikes. We note 
a registered cover DE/31/97 franked 3c SQ and 5c Leaf, a 
free-franked customs notice card, dispatch and receivers, 
and more. A nice group. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3385

3385 /PC/ LISTOWEL ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on a 
group of 21 covers and cards (6 are backstamps), plus two 2c 
Map stamps and a 3c SQ stamp. A few cards have creases, 
otherwise a very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3386 PC LISTOWEL ONT. a very fi ne strike AU/8/99 on a lovely 1c 

Leaf illustrated private post card for Morris Pianos in Listowel, 
with their logo and a description of their business, etc, all in 
magenta, carried over to the back of the card, where there is 
also blue advertising for the Toronto Industrial Far, etc. Very 
fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3387 /PC LITTLE CURRENT ONT. three items, with a very fi ne 
free strike -/AU 26/99 on a 2c purple Numeral cover used to 
re-direct, also a very fi ne receiver strike on letter card mailed 
from Lindsay Ont (squared circle) and a very fi ne strike on 
post card mailed to Goderich (squared circle receiver). A very 
fi ne trio. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3388

3388 /PC/ LITTLE CURRENT ONT. 1 cover, 4 post cards and 
a stamp, all with very fi ne strikes. A very fi ne strike on a large 
8c Small Queen stamp -/MY 25/94 being the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer, one post card has a GORE BAY 
squared circle receiver on back, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3389 PC London Type I and II both on front of the same card ad-

dressed to Hamilton. Type I 1/JY 7/97, and Type II PM/JY 
7/97. Very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3390 /PC/ LONDON ONT. 2 covers, 7 post cards and 16 
stamps, mostly with very fi ne strikes. We note a 1c blue sta-
tionery card uprated with a 3c SQ to Gaston, Oregon, a 6c Nu-
meral stamp 9/FE 13/00, a 10c Special Delivery stamp (E1) 
14/OC 25/99, a 2c Edward stamp 1/JA 20/05 (unrecorded 
year) and lots more. Also includes two Type I cancels, one on 
a letter card. Overall very fi ne group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3391

3391 /PC/ LONDON ONT. group of 32 covers and cards, plus 
10 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne strikes. We note many 
scarce years, including 1902, 1905, 1920 (x2), 1947 (x2), 
1948 (x3), 1949 (x7 including a 10c aerogramme to UK), 
1950 and a 17/IX 17/54 very fi ne free strike on a 5c Wilding 
cover, being the latest recorded date for this hammer (and 
a very late use of any squared circle postmark in Canada) a 
matched set of four time marks on 2c Numeral stamps FE 
12/00, borrowed indicia, missing digits, etc. Mostly very fi ne. 
RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3392

3392 PC LONDON ONT. two post cards, each with a fi ne strike can-
celling a pair of 1c Admiral stamps. One is addressed to Dav-
enport and was originally mailed from Windsor, and has an 
oval London DLO dated NOV 13 1920 (the same date as the 
squared circle). The other was mailed with a 2c Washington 
stamp, handstamped Returned for War Tax, with a Montreal 
duplex, Montreal oval DLO and JUL 14/17 London squared 
circle with borrowed indicia. Both very fi ne. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
x3393

3393 /PC LUCKNOW ONT. a very fi ne (but light) free strike -/MR 
3/96 plus another strike tying an 8c SQ to a yellow Rennie 
cover to Toronto, a fi ne free strike -/NO 2/97 plus another 
strike tying a 3c + 5c SQ on a registered cover to Clinton, and 
a very fi ne (light light in places) -/MY 12/98 on front of a post 
card. A very fi ne trio. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3394

3394 /PC/ LUCKNOW ONT. study on three pages, with a 
fi ne (almost socked on the nose) strike -/SP 5/00 on 2c Nu-
meral, the latest recorded date for this hammer, four covers 
and cards with very fi ne dispatch strikes 1899 to 1900 and a 
very fi ne receiver on back of a cover from St Helen’s Ont (AP 
20/99, a new latest recorded date for this broken circle). One 
card has creases, rest are mostly very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3395  MANITOWANING ONT. three 7c Numeral (combinations) 
registered covers with fi ne or better strikes, one from Teh-
kummah Ont, with transit on back 19/MR 31/00, one with 
dispatch strikes plus two on back19/MY 12/00 to Bonavista, 
Newfoundland and a third (front only) dated -/SP 19/99. A 
fi ne trio. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3396 /PC/ MANITOWANING ONT. 3 covers, 2 post cards and 
a stamp, with fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note an 1898 3c 
Numeral + 5c Leaf registered cover (faults, mostly on back), a 
nice free strike on a 3c SQ cover, a 3-line date on a 2c Numer-
al 19/FE 27/00 and a light and fi ne strike on a 3c stationery 
cover -/SP 5/94 being the unrecorded new earliest known 
date for this hammer. A very fi ne lot. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3397

3397  MARKDALE ONT. Hammer I a partial but fi ne strike NO 
22/93 ties a 3c Small Queen to an illustrated advertising 
cover from the Markdale House Hotel to Hamilton. Small fault 
at bottom right else very fi ne. Also a light fi ne strike FE 17/94 
ties a 3c SQ to a (reduced) cover to Toronto. The year has an 
inverted 4. RF 55

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3381

3398 PC/ MARKDALE ONT. Hammer II a 70% strike on a 3c SQ 
stamp JU 21/49 (year digits reversed) plus a very fi ne strike -/6 
JY/94 (month and day reversed) on a 1c post card to Flesher-
ton. A very fi ne pair, and only two covers are known. RF 90

 .................................................................................Est $1,000 
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Type Two, Ontario continued

3399 /PC MARMORA ONT. 7 covers and 4 post cards, mostly 
with fi ne to very fi ne strikes. A fi ne (bump strike) free strike -/
FE 25/94 on front of a post card (clearly datelined on back) 
being the unrecorded new earliest known date for this ham-
mer, a very fi ne receiver -/DE 24/95 on back of a 8c SQ cover 
from Yarker Ont., an 1894 (missing the 9 digit on all 4 strikes) 
3c + 5c SQ registered cover (vertical crease), two fi ne 1900 
strikes on a 5c + pair of 1c Numeral registered cover, and 
more. Mostly very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3400 /PC MARTINTOWN ONT. a fi ne (light in places) free strike 
-/7 JU/9- on a 3c Leaf cover, unrecorded in handbook as 
missing year slug. Also a very fi ne receiver free strike -/24 
OC/93 on back of a post card, being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. A fi ne pair. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3401 /PC MARTINTOWN ONT. 3 covers and 3 post cards, most-
ly with fi ne strikes. We note a 3c+5c SQ registered cover, a 
SP 5/9- 2c Numeral cover (with missing 1896 year digit), a 
light purple strike on 3c SQ cover JY 3/93 the unrecorded 
new earliest known date for this hammer, by 3 months. Also 
a 14 JA/9- on front and back of a post card (unrecorded with 
inverted 14 and missing second 1899 year digit), etc. A very 
fi ne lot. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3402  MATTAWA ONT. a very fi ne free strike JA 09/95 plus two 

additional strikes tying an 8c SQ plus a pair of 1c SQ to a reg-
istered cover to Francesco Zanolini in New York City. Montreal 
SC precursor on back alongside two different NY receivers. 
An unreported zero spacer usage. Missing back fl ap, still very 
fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3403 /PC/MATTAWA ONT. a very fi ne free strike OC 13/94 
plus a second strike tying a 3c + 5c SQ to a registered cover 
front. Also a post card from 1897 (small faults), a post card 
with two strikes OC 14/-6 (missing 9 digit, unrecorded), and a 
fi ne strike on a 3c Jubilee stamp JY 09/97 (unrecorded date 
for the zero spacer). Mostly fi ne lot. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3404

3404 /PC/ MERRICKVILLE ONT. study on fi ve pages with 
interesting items, such as 3 stamps showing PM/NO 1/99 
(inverted PM), JY/PM 23/95 (PM in wrong place), PM/DE 
05/95 (zero spacer), the earliest recorded date for the three 
line dater style AU/9/01 (on 2c Numeral stamp piece) plus 
another lovely backstamp on a letter card DE/4/01. Also a 
very fi ne backstamp AM/AP 13/01 being the unrecorded new 
latest known date of the use of time marks for this hammer. 
Also a number of other mostly very fi ne strikes on cover, 1896 
to 1899. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 20 (this RF applies only 
to 2-line date items)

 ....................................................................................Est $150

3405 /PC/MERRICKVILLE ONT. 8 covers, 4 post cards and 
4 stamps. We note a PM/JU05/95 and PM FE02/95 both on 
3c stationery covers, both unrecorded uses of the zero spac-
er. Also a 1c Leaf card with PM/SP 22/99 with unreported 6 
instead of 89 in second year digit. Three items with small zero 
in year date dated for 1900, and 4 stamps with lovely socked 
on the nose strikes. A very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3406

3406 /PC MERRITTON ONT. 5 covers and 2 post cards, mostly 
with very fi ne strikes. We note a, AU 14/00 Numeral (2c +5c) 
registered cover with 5 very fi ne strikes, a very fi ne strike JY 
23/00, a very fi ne strike on 2c Numeral JA 28/00 (stamp 
tied by scarce roller) and a very fi ne JA 27/00 receiver on 
a postage due card from England (Handbook says these are 
scarce), and more. A very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Over 2,000 high 
resolution scans can 

be found online.
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3407 PC MILL BROOK ONT. a very fi ne free receiver strike -/JY 

16/95 on back of an incoming post card from Toronto. Two 
fi le holes and two smaller, fi lled-in holes do not detract from 
this rare strike. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3408 PC MILL BROOK ONT. a very fi ne (proof-like) free strike JU 

11/95 on a post card to Toronto. Very fi ne. RF 80
 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3409 /PC MOUNT BRYDGES ONT. mostly very fi ne strikes on 15 
covers and cards, 1911 to 1925. Includes three 1925 strikes 
(the single March 1925 date so far reported is called isolated 
late report in the Handbook, but seeing that we are offering 
three, including a JA 22 and a JUN 26, they are probably more 
common than previously thought), an AU 26/24 strike, 1912 
Christmas Day strike etc. Overall fi ne or better. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3410

3410 /PC MOUNT BRYDGES ONT. group of 40 covers and 
cards, including unrecorded strikes for the years 1902, 1905, 
1907, a number of indicia errors including 5 examples of in-
verted OC month in 1896, with OC 5, 6, 9 and 22, and more. 
Some faults, still a useful lot. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3411 PC MOUNT BRYDGES ONT. group of 7 post cards with both 
London Type I and Mount Brydges Type II cancels on front. All 
dated between 1895 and 1897 and mostly very fi ne strikes. 
Very fi ne. RF 5, 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3412

3412 /NASSAGAWEYA ONT. collection on three pages, with 
a very light strike -/AP 13/94 in purple on 3c SQ, a very fi ne 
fi led-down strike -/FE 1/96 on small piece, two purple favour 
strikes on piece, both undated and one showing the un-muti-
lated state and the second showing the top and bottom bars 
fi led-down, and the same two strikes (this time in black) on a 
large Mark Twain Hotel advertising cover from New York City. 
Accompanied by a 3 page article written by “Sadford Lem-
ming” in April 1977 explaining the history of this hammer, 
with illustrations, etc. An interesting group. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3413

3413 /PC/NEWMARKET ONT. 3 covers, 4 post cards and a 
stamp, with a range of fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note a fi ne 
NO 16/97 on a 1c SQ stamp, being the latest recorded date 
for this hammer, etc. A few faults, still an overall fi ne or better 
group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3414

3414  NIAGARA FALLS SOUTH ONT. collection on three pages, 
with 5 covers. We note very fi ne free strikes -/JY 23/00 and 
-/OC 10/01 on two registered covers (2c + 5c Numerals), 2 
1899 covers with fi ne free strikes and a 2c Numeral cover 
with a very fi ne free strike -/JA 7/02 being the unrecorded 
new latest known date. A very fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3415 /PC NIAGARA FALLS SOUTH ONT. two covers (one is a 
front, one is reduced) and two post cards (one is faulty), all 
with mostly very fi ne strikes from 1894 to 1900. One of the 
covers (reduced, to Pittsburg, PA) is dated -/FE 21/00, an un-
reported use for that year. Overall fi ne group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3416

3416 /PC NIAGARA ONT. a very fi ne strike on a facing slip with 
most of the indicia missing from the impression, but clearly 
struck in a year starting with a 0, thus a new latest known 
date for this hammer. Also two 3c SQ covers to Buffalo NY 
(one with a corner fault) and a post card to Hamilton, all with 
very fi ne strikes 1894 to 1895. Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3417  NORTH BAY ONT. a very fi ne free strike AP 21/96 plus 

a second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a yellow Rennie 
cover to Toronto. Two more strikes on back as well as an AP 
22 Toronto receiver. Very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3418

3418 /NORTH BAY ONT. study on four pages, all with very 
fi ne strikes. We note an 1989 3c Leaf cover, 1899 2c Map 
cover, 1897 3c Jubilee cover, 1897 3c + 5c SQ registered 
cover to Maine, 1899 transit strike on back of a 2c + 5c Leaf 
registered cover from Lake Talon Ont to Toronto, and a strip of 
three 1c Small Queen stamps showing two strikes with miss-
ing year slug -/OC 27/ 6. A very fi ne group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3419

3419 /PC/NORTH BAY ONT. 18 covers and cards, all with 
fi ne to very fi ne strikes including a 3c SQ cover with 8/JY 
13/96 (rare TM), a 1c Leaf post card mailed to England and 
postage due 1d, a set of 7 stamps with missing or mis-printed 
digits, etc. A few small faults, else an overall very fi ne lot. RF 
15

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3420 /PC ORANGEVILLE ONT. two very fi ne strikes on post 

cards (-/AU 9/93 and -/OC 31/93) plus a very fi ne receiver -/
AU 7/93 on back of a 3c SQ cover. Very fi ne group. RF 50

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3421

3421 /PC/ ORILLIA ONT. advanced study on four pages: 
a very fi ne free strike (plus others tying stamps) -/JA 2/94 
on registered Small Queen cover (pair of 1c + pair of 3c) to 
Craighurst, two stamps showing the earliest and latest known 
uses of the 1 time mark: 1/JY 26/94 (on 3c SQ) and 1/AU 
4/94 (on 1c SQ), as well as other cards, covers and stamps 
showing time mark chronology. A very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3422 /PC OSHAWA ONT. group of fi ve post cards and one 3c SQ 
cover, mostly all with very fi ne strikes, between JA 11/94 and 
SP 7/94. The cover is a very fi ne Western Bank of Canada 
corner card going to Rochester NY. One card is badly creased, 
rest is very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3423 /PC OWEN SOUND ONT. 5 covers and 6 post cards, most-
ly all with very fi ne strikes, with blank, B, C time marks, etc. 
Covers franked with 3c SQ, 1c Jub, 3c Jub, 3c Leaf and 3c QV 
stationery. A few faults, still a nice group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3424 /PC/OWEN SOUND ONT. 3 covers and 3 post cards, 
each with very fi ne strikes (time marks blank, A, B and C) plus 
20 stamps (mostly 3c Jubilees, most with socked on the nose 
strikes) with a matched set of A/C on JY 7/97, matched set of 
A/B on JU 25/97, matched set of B/C on JY 21/97 (two such 
sets), matched set of B/C on JY 10/97, a B/JY 4/99 on a 3c 
Numeral with sideways 4 and more. Very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3425  OXFORD MILLS ONT. two covers: a very fi ne free strike -/
MR 5/02 on a registered (2c + 5c Numerals) cover to Toronto 
with two additional strikes on back an RPO, a Merrickville and 
a Toronto receiver. Also a very fi ne free strike -/SP 6/02 on a 
2c Numeral cover front to Kemptville. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3426  OXFORD MILLS ONT. a very fi ne strike -/AP 11/96 ties 
a 3c SQ to a yellow cover to Rennie in Toronto, and a very 
fi ne (bit light) strike -/AP 20/05 ties a 1c Edward drop letter 
(faults). This is the unrecorded new latest known date for this 
hammer. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3427  OXFORD MILLS ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/AP 9/96 on 
an 8c Small Queen cover to Montreal. Kemptville backstamp. 
Opening faults at top, else very fi ne appearance. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3428  PAISLEY ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/AU 30/99 on a 

small Special Delivery cover to Brantford, Ont, franked with 
two 1c Numerals and a 10c Special Delivery stamp. Vertical 
crease and missing backfl ap, else decent appearance. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3429 PC PAISLEY ONT. four post cards, with two very fi ne strikes, 
one fi ne (partial) and one very light. The handbook noted that 
there is a strike -/MR 22/- (missing year slug) believed to be 
from 1894, and there is a complete strike from that day and 
year in this lot (very light). Very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3430  PALMERSTON ONT. a light but just readable strike DE 

28/94 on a (slightly sulphurized) 3c Small Queen stamp. The 
latest recorded date for this hammer and one of only four 
known strikes. RF 180

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
3431  PARIS ONT. a very fi ne free strike D/SP 26/95 on an 8c 

Small Queen registered cover to Floral Park, NY. Back shows 
two additional strikes, alongside an RPO, a Hamilton R dat-
estamp and a NY receiver. Very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3432  PARIS ONT. a very fi ne free strike A/DE 4/96 on an 8c 

Small Queen cover to New York City. Back has two additional 
strikes, alongside an RPO, a Hamilton R datestamp and two 
NY receivers. Very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3433  PARIS ONT. a very fi ne (but smudgy) free strike DE 23/97 
on an 8c Small Queen registered cover to New York. Two simi-
lar strikes on back, as well as a Hamilton c.d.s. and two NY 
receivers. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3434

3434 /PC PARIS ONT. 4 covers, 3 post cards and a stamp, in-
cluding a free-franked customs card, a registered SQ cover 
(pair 3c and pair 1c), another registered SQ cover (3c + 5c), 
a nice uprated (1c SQ) letter card, plus other nice items. Six 
of these items used to make up matched sets. C/D on MR 
13/96, A/D on AP 24/96 and A/D on JY 26/97. A very fi ne 
group. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3435

3435 /PC PARIS ONT. 19 covers and cards plus 20 stamps (in-
cluding Jubilees, 8c SQ, 5c SQ). We note different time marks, 
etc. Overall very fi ne. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3436 /PC PARIS ONT. 26 covers and cards, mostly with very 
fi ne strikes, including on 7 Jubilee covers. We note different 
time marks, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3437 /PC PARIS ONT. 22 covers and cards, mostly with very 
fi ne strikes. We note different time marks, registered cover, 
ten Letter Bills, a free franked customs card, etc. Overall very 
fi ne. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3438

3438  PARIS STATION ONT. group of ten Letter Bills, Railway Let-
ter Bills, Acknowledgement forms, etc, all with very fi ne 1895 
strikes, some with additional RPO c.d.s. cancels. Most are 
sleeved and very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3439

3439 /PC PARIS STATION ONT. study on seven pages, with 
9 items. We note a very fi ne receiver strike -/SP 26/93 on 
back of an incoming cover from New York being the earliest 
recorded date of this hammer, a very fi ne strike -/SP 3/95 
acknowledgement of receipt document, with an RPO in the 
receiving offi ce box. a Letter Bill and two Railway Post Offi ce 
Letter Bills, all dated between AU 19 and AU 27, 1895 (all 
very fi ne strikes) and other nice items. Overall very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3440 /PC/PARIS STATION ONT. group of 24 cards, one 3c 
SQ cover plus a 3c Small Queen stamp, mostly with fi ne or 
better strikes. The cover was mailed from Toronto (squared 
circle) to Paris Station (squared circle receiver on front), many 
receivers or transit usages, etc. Mostly very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3441

3441 /PC PERTH ONT. three items: a very fi ne strike -/MY 3/95 
ties a 1c SQ to a lovely private post card Revere House, Perth 
(very fi ne), a very fi ne strike -/JU 10/95 on a 3c stationery 
cover (very fi ne) and a fi ne (and light) strike -/DE 12/95 ties 
an 8c Small Queen to a registered business corner card cover 
to New York. Back has Perth c.d.s., Montreal precursor transit 
and NYC receivers. (Opening faults at top and bit of ageing). A 
useful group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3442 /PC/PERTH ONT. 5 covers, 3 cards and 2 stamps, all 
with fi ne or better strikes. We note socked on the nose strikes 
on two 3c SQ stamps, an 8c SQ cover, a registered SQ cover 
(two 3c and a pair 1c), a lovely barrister corner card 3c SQ 
cover, and more. Some faults, still a useful group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3443  PETERBOROUGH ONT. a fi ne and light nude strike ties a 

2c Edward to a #10 B. Morrow Registrar corner card cover to 
Belleville. There is a Peterboro c.d.s. (different spelling) along-
side the squared circle dated 13/MR 29/06 and the Belleville 
receiver on back is dated the next day. Normal edge wear, still 
very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3444

3444 / PETERBOROUGH ONT. one 3c SQ cover plus 34 
stamps, including OC 7/95 and OC 8/95 (with inverted 
month) sets of matched time marks (10 stamps total), plus 
many more inverted time mark or other indicia, a nude strike 
on 1c Edward and pair of 5c Edward, a matched set of time 
marks (1 to 4) on 03AU/95 (each with inverted day/month), 
and more. An interesting, and diffi cult to assemble lot. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $350 
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x3445

3445 /PC/PETERBOROUGH ONT. group of 27 covers and 
cards, mostly all with very fi ne strikes, with time marks blank 
through 4, different usages, 1c SQ uprated card to England, 
1c SQ printed matter rate cover, 3c SQ cover to Morgan in Ot-
tawa with enclosure, several corner card covers and a leather 
post card with a nude strike over a 2c Edward, and a Peter-
boro 18/MY 9/07 c.d.s. alongside, making this the unrecord-
ed new latest known date for this hammer. Also included are 
65 stamps, with ten Sunday dates, many TM 8, eleven strikes 
on 2c Edward stamps, all dated 1903, etc. Some faults, still a 
useful group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3446 /PC/ PETERBOROUGH ONT. group of matched sets 
of time marks, with 5 entires and 82 stamps. We counted 
27 matched sets of two, 13 matched sets of three and 4 
matched sets of four. A diffi cult group to assemble, and most-
ly all very fi ne strikes. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3447 /PC PETROLEA ONT. group of 35 covers and cards, most-
ly with fi ne or better strikes, including a Canadian Express 
Company post card, 1894 and 1895 strikes in dark purple, 
etc. Overall very fi ne group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3448

3448 PC PETROLEA ONT. two very fi ne strikes -/JU 16/97 and an 
overlapping -/JU 19/97 tie a 1c Small Queen to a thick private 
post card to Guelph. The card is illustrated with Parke, Davis 
& Co. in Walkerville. The second date was probably meant to 
correct the fi rst. Very fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3449  PICTON ONT. a very fi ne free strike 2/AU 24/95 plus an-
other partial strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a cover to New 
York City. Two additional strikes on back, alongside an RPO, a 
Toronto and two New York receiver. A few ink stains, still very 
fi ne. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3450

3450 /PC PICTON ONT. group of 25 covers and cards, mostly 
with very fi ne strikes and includes a very dirty post card with a 
clear 2/JY 31/94 strike unrecorded new earliest known date 
for this hammer and only two days after the proof date. Also 
saw a registered Numeral cover (missing backfl ap), a 2c Nu-
meral cover with AM/AP 28/00 being the latest recorded date 
for this hammer, A receiver 1/JY 15/59 (wrong year slug for 
1899), different time marks, etc. A useful group. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
3451  PONTYPOOL ONT. a very fi ne 60% strike -/OC/12/93 on 

a 3c Small Queen stamp, being the earliest recorded date of 
use for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 130

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3452  PONTYPOOL ONT. a very fi ne (bit light) free strike -/NO 

9/93 on an 8c Small Queen cover to Toronto. Back shows 
a second strike plus an RPO and a NO 9 Toronto receiver. 
Reduced at left and small tear at top, still unreported on this 
stamp and very fi ne. One of two known examples on cover. RF 
130.

 .................................................................................... Est $500 
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x3435

3453 /PC/ PORT ARTHUR ONT. group of 32 covers and 
cards, plus 10 stamps, including two 14c Tank stamps (both 
dated 1944). We note a 1c Admiral post card (showing the 
Port Arthur fi re hall) 18/NO 4/18, a Numeral registered cov-
er, some borrowed indicia in 1907, a post card with a light 
FE 17/94, the earliest recorded date for this hammer, some 
missing digits, receivers, many 1c Edward cards, etc. A few 
small faults else mostly very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
3454 PC PORT DOVER ONT. a fi ne-very fi ne (light in places) strike 

-/JA 1/94 on a post card to Simcoe (same day receiver on 
front). Very fi ne. RF 65

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3455

3455 /PC PORT HOPE ONT. group of 20 covers and cards (in-
cluding three fronts) plus 3 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne 
strikes. We note a receiver JA 14/9- (for 1897), a 2c red UPU 
card (UX15) to Germany, a nice 1c Jubilee corner card cover, a 
registered cover (3c + 5c SQ) missing backfl ap, a cross border 
cover with three 1c Jubilees (two creases), etc. A few small 
faults, still a useful lot. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3456 /PC PORT PERRY ONT. six covers and three post cards, 
with strikes ranging from poor, to fi ne and a few a little better. 
We note a 9/MY 31/95 (unreported and faulty cover), a 95/
JA 11/- (unreported), two 1901 strikes (unreported), two 1908 
strikes (unreported) including a weak FE 15/08 being the unre-
corded new latest known date for this hammer. The other 1908 
cover is a 2c Edward illustrated advertising cover from Mutual 
Life of Canada in Port Perry. Overall very fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3457  POWASSAN ONT. a very fi ne (but light) free strike -/AP 

15/96 on an 8c Small Queen registered yellow Rennie cover 
to Toronto. There are two additional (very light) strikes on 
back, alongside RPO c.d.s. and an AP 16 Toronto receiver. 
Very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3458  POWASSAN ONT. group of seven covers, including a reg-
istration receipt, all with fi ne to very fi ne strikes from 1897 to 
1904. We note a registered Numeral cover (2c + 5c) to Toronto, 
etc. Overall fi ne or better, one with vertical crease. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3459 /PC POWASSAN ONT. collection on three pages, with an 
1895 (cut down) 3c SQ cover a very fi ne free strike on a 1c 
stationery cover -/SP 29/00, same on a 3c Leaf letter card -/
NO 16/01, same on a 1c Edward stationery post card -/JAN 
8/06 being the latest recorded date for this hammer. A very 
fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3460  PRESCOTT ONT. a socked on the nose strike PM/OC 7/93 

on a 5c RLS stamp. Very fi ne. RF -
 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3461

3461  PRESCOTT ONT. group of 17 stamps, each with a socked 
on the nose strike, including a -/AU 2/93 being the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer, 8 different PM strikes in the 
reported range when it was used, two 3c Jubilees, etc. A nice 
lot. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3462 / PRESCOTT ONT. study on 6 pages, with 7 covers 
and 5 stamps. We note an unrecorded new latest date for 
the AM use on AM/DE 23/94 on a pair 3c SQ stamps, a 1c 
SQ cover with the latest use of the PM time mark on PM/FE 
19/94, a very fi ne strike -/MY 1/00 tying a 2c Map stamp to 
a cover to London Ont, a very fi ne strike on a 1c SQ mourning 
cover, same on a 3c Numeral business corner card cover to 
Vermont., etc. Couple of faults, still a nice group. RF 10 (see 
note in handbook about this RF, as there are 6 strikes in this 
lot dating before MR 3/94)

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3463

3463 /PC PRESCOTT ONT. group of 24 covers and cards with 
overall very fi ne strikes, dispatch and receivers. We note 
different time marks, two 8c SQ registered covers (one is a 
receiver on back, with crease), a few very fi ne 1c SQ covers 
addressed to Town, a 3c Jubilee cover and more. Overall fi ne 
or better lot. RF -

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3464  RIPLEY ONT. group of 12 stamps, with strikes ranging from 
fi ne to very fi ne. We note AM/AU 13/94 on a 3c SQ being 
the earliest recorded date for this hammer, zero spacers on 5 
stamps from 1895, 1897 and 1898 plus two 2c Edwards with 
revival strikes, both dated NO 6/03. Very fi ne. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3465 /PC/ RIPLEY ONT. a fi ne-very fi ne transit strike -/OC 
25/97 on back of a post card from Kinlough Ont to Kincardine 
Ont (fi le hole and bit dirty), two very fi ne strikes -/OC 18/07 ty-
ing a pair of 1c Edwards to a cover to Evans in Hamilton. This 
is the unrecorded new latest known date or revival for this 
hammer (very fi ne). Also two 1c SQ pairs and a 3c SQ single, 
two of them showing the zero spacer on -/SP04/94 and PM/
NO08/??. A nice group. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3466 PC RIPLEY ONT. two post cards on two pages: a very fi ne (but 

light in the centre) -/NO 16/95 (two fi le holes), plus a very fi ne 
AM/AU 13/94 being the earliest recorded date for the Ripley 
hammer. A useful pair. RF 45

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3467  ROCKTON ONT. a very fi ne strike -/DE 29/98 ties an 8c 

Numeral to a mourning cover to New York City. Two additional 
strikes on back, as well as two Dundas squared circles, a 
Hamilton c.d.s. and a New York receiver. Small faults, still at-
tractive. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3468

3468 /PC ROCKTON ONT. 10 post cards and two covers, mostly 
with very fi ne strikes (two are light). We note a receiver strike 
AU 26/07 on a birch bark postcard from Sheffi eld Ont., a very 
fi ne 1909 strike on a 2c Edward cover (unreported used that 
year), other strikes from 1894, 1905, 1907, 1908, 1909, 
1911 and 1912. A mostly very fi ne and useful group. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3469

3469 /PC RODNEY ONT. a very fi ne strike -/AP 9/94 on a post 
card to London Ont, plus a very fi ne free strike -/JU 15/00 on 
a 2c Numeral cover to London Ont being the latest recorded 
date for this hammer. A nice pair. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3470  ROSENEATH ONT. a very fi ne free strike DE 16/95 plus a 

second strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to 
New York. Cobourg transit on back, as well as two NY receiv-
ers. Very fi ne. RF35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3471

3471 /PC ROSENEATH ONT. 2 covers and 3 post cards, all with 
overall fi ne or better strikes from 1895 and 1910. The covers 
have faults (one is creased and one reduced at left), cards 
are very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3472  ROSSEAU ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/OC 11/95 plus 
another fi ne strike ties a 3c Small Queen to a #10 cover ad-
dressed to Toronto (OC 13 receiver). Three vertical fi le folds 
and a couple of small faults do not detract from this scarce 
town. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3473  ROSSEAU ONT. a very fi ne (but light) free strike -/FE 

23/96 plus another fi ne (and light) strike ties an 8c Small 
Queen to a yellow registered Rennie cover addressed to To-
ronto. Two additional strikes on back, alongside an RPO and a 
Toronto MR 2 receiver. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3474

3474 /PC/ SARNIA ONT. collection on 6 pages, with in-
depth study of time mark chronology and uses, etc. We note 
a lovely Dominion Express Co illustrated advertising 1c Leaf 
post card, an unreported matched set of AM/PM on AP 10/99 
(on cut stationery pieces), a very fi ne -/JA 5/97 strike on 3c 
Small Queen stamp being the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer, an 1897 receiver on cover, apparently one of only 
11 known strikes before 1899, one of the only 7 recorded 
blank time marks used in the AM/PM period (-/JY 23/99), 
etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3475

3475 /PC/ SARNIA ONT. 5 covers, 4 post cards and a 
stamp, with mostly very fi ne strikes. We note a fi ne (bit blurry) 
free strike JA 6/98 on a 3c SQ + 5c Leaf registered cover to 
Waterville, Maine, with three additional strikes on back, etc. 
An overall nice group with a few faults. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3476

3476 /PC/ SAULT STE MARIE ONT. collection on 5 pages, 
with 3 post cards, 5 covers and one stamp, with AM and PM 
time marks. We note a lovely UPU card to Canterbury, Eng-
land, a transit marking on a 3c SQ cover, a receiver on a post 
card, an indicia error AM/OC 9/95 (with inverted month slug, 
unreported in handbook) and more. Overall very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3477

3477 /PC/SAULT STE MARIE ONT. 8 covers, 4 post cards 
and 2 stamps, all with mostly very fi ne strikes. We note an 8c 
registered cover AM/OC 28/96 (reduced at right), registered 
SQ cover (3c + 5c) AM/OC 12 97, 5c Leaf cover to France, two 
1c SQ stamps PM/JY 27 and PM/JY 28 1897, and a cover 
clearly showing that on -/OC 21/93 the fi rst day digit was very 
weak, which might explain why the reported ERD is dated one 
day earlier than the proof impression (it may also have a weak 
or missing fi rst digit) - if that were to be proven then this one 
could become the new ERD. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3478

3478  SCHREIBER ONT. State I, with two covers: a fi ne free 
strike -/AP 9/94 on a registered Small Queen (pair of 3c + 2c) 
cover to Rennie in Toronto. Back shows an RPO transit and a 
next day Toronto receiver. Also a fi ne-very fi ne (bit light) strike 
-/MY 18/96 tying a 3c Small Queen to a cover to Toronto (MY 
19 receiver on back). Both covers very fi ne. RF 60
.................................................................................... Est $250

    
x3479

3479 /PC/ SCHREIBER ONT. State II, group of several 
items, with a folded letter sent to Frank Campbell by the Sch-
reiber post offi ce with several very fi ne strikes -/DE 8/24 and 
a message to him explaining about the hammer, including ... 
the instrument has not been used since 8 DEC 24... (hand-
book states 7 DEC) Accompanied by a write-up which also 
adds this was once ex. Noble. Also included are 8 cards or 
covers with mostly poor strikes, except for two nice 3c SQ cov-
ers. We note a fair strike -/OC 2/24 being the latest recorded 
date of use for this hammer, some borrowed indicia, etc as 
well as a fair strike on 2c Numeral piece sold by Richard Lamb 
at $22.50. Condition of the group varies, still many useful 
items. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

3480  SEELYS BAY ONT. a very fi ne (bit light) free strike 11/DE 
4/93 on front of a registered (two 3c SQ + 5c RLS) large cover 
to Toronto. Back shows a second strike, as well as a Kingston 
transit and a Toronto receiver. This abnormal indicia is known 
in 1893 and 1894, but this date is not recorded. Two vertical 
fi le folds, still very fi ne appearing. RF 35
.................................................................................... Est $250 

 The Postal History Society of Canada will soon be adding to its growing list of 
online postmark databases a new Squared Circle postmark database. The new infor-
mation contained in this sale will be included, and the PHSC is seeking the help of 
collectors to add any new information not contained in the Handbook. Please contact 
president@postalhistorycanada.net to participate in this ground-breaking project. All 
information in these online postmark databases is constantly kept up to date by dedi-
cated specialists and the collaboration of all collectors is always welcome.
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 Detail Lot 3481

3481  SEELYS BAY ONT. two interesting items: a very fi ne dis-
patch strike 1/AP 10/96 on front of a death notice folded 
form sent to Barriefi eld, Ont, with free franking notation. Also 
a very fi ne receiver strike 1/MY 29/95 on back of a birth no-
tice folded form sent from Barriefi eld to Pittsburgh, Seelys 
Bay. The squared circle is partially obscured by a Kingston 
transit c.d.s. A very fi ne pair and two examples of a scarce 
time mark. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3482  SEELYS BAY ONT. a fi ne strike AM/DE 29/97 ties an 8c 
Small Queen to a registered cover to Toronto. A second strike 
on back, alongside Kingston and Toronto c.d.s. Opening faults 
and light aging, fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3483

3483 /SEELYS BAY ONT. three covers and a post card with 
very fi ne strikes, three dispatch and one receiver, including 
AM and 1 time marks, from 1894 to 1900. Also a 3c Small 
Queen stamp with an unreported 1 time mark used in 1895. 
A very fi ne group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3484  SHAKESPEARE ONT. a fi ne (partially obscured by stamp) 

strike -AP 7/96 ties an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover 
to Toronto. Two additional (and better) strikes on back, plus 
an RPO and a Toronto receiver. Small opening tear at top, still 
very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3485

3485 /PC SHAKESPEARE ONT. collection on three pages, all 
with very fi ne strikes. Two post cards illustrate the usual bot-
tom left placement of the dispatch uses (1897 and 1898), 
another same placement on a 3c stationery cover (1900), a 
fourth example of placement (1898, with crease), and one 
showing the cancel on top of the 1c Numeral stamp (1898). 
Mostly very fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3486 /PC/SHAKESPEARE ONT. 3 covers, 2 post cards, all 
with very fi ne strikes, plus a 3c SQ stamp with a socked on the 
nose strike. We note a free strike on cover SP 2/0- (missing a 
zero in year date, reduced at left), etc. A nice group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3487 PC SHAKESPEARE ONT. a very fi ne strike -/JA 23/01 on a Ca-

nadian Express Co printed 1c Leaf post card to Shakespeare 
(no receiver). This is the latest recorded date for this hammer. 
Small corner crease, still a very fi ne item. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3488 PC SIMCOE ONT. a fi ne (light) receiver free strike -/NO 15/95 

on a 1c post card from Delhi, Ont, being one of only 5 known 
covers/cards known. Two fi le holes, still very fi ne. Ex. Siverts. 
RF 100

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
3489  SMITHS FALLS ONT. a very fi ne strike -/OC 31/01 ties 

a 2c Numeral to an all-over illustrated advertising cover to 
Brockville (same day receiver on back). Also an unreported 
contemporary c.d.s. alongside, with same date. Advertising 
is from the Smith’s Falls Malleable Iron Works and illustrates 
large factories with lots of smoke coming from the stacks. 
Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3490  SMITHS FALLS ONT. a very fi ne strike -/MR 14/98 ties 

an 8c Leaf stamp to a registered Rennie cover to Toronto 
(receiver on back). Also an unreported contemporary c.d.s. 
alongside, with same date. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3491

3491 / SMITHS FALLS ONT. collection on four pages, all 
with very fi ne strikes. A lovely -/OC 4/94 ties a 3c SQ on an 
illustrated advertising cover, two strikes-/DE 20/99 tie two 
1c Numerals to a business corner card cover, a 3c stationery 
cover clearly showing the 66 for 99 error (OC 24/66), a cover 
showing a missing year slug variety and fi nally a page with 
fourteen 2c Numeral stamps used to illustrate the chronol-
ogy of the missing second 0 variety, with examples fully dated 
between JA 1900 and SP 1901. A nice group. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3492 /PC SMITHS FALLS ONT. a very fi ne strike -/AP 6/96 ties 

an 8c Small Queen to a yellow Rennie cover to Toronto. Back 
shows only c.d.s. cancels from Smiths Falls, RPO and Toronto. 
Also a very fi ne strike -/AU 31/98 on a lovely Jubilee Stamp 
Co, Smiths Falls Ont 1c Leaf post card to Paducah Kentucky. 
A very fi ne pair. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3493

3493 /PC SMITHS FALLS ONT. 29 covers and cards, all with 
very fi ne strikes, a few covers are lightly reduced at side, else 
a mostly very fi ne group. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3494

3494 /PC/SMITHS FALLS ONT. group with mostly very fi ne 
strikes, with a redirected post card, having also a PORT HOPE 
ONT. squared circle on front, a registered cover (strip of three 
2c purple + 1c Numerals) with additional Smiths Falls c.d.s., a 
Frost & Wood fancy corner card cover with a 2c Numeral and 
an additional Smiths Falls c.d.s. plus seven mostly different 
stamps including 2c Map, 1c and 3c Jubilees, some showing 
the weak second 0, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3495 /PC ST THOMAS ONT. three items on two pages: a very 
fi ne (bit light) strike AM/JA 15/94 on a post card to Springfi eld 
Ont. being the earliest recorded date of this hammer (the AM 
cannot really be read, but is described as such by owner), 
plus a 3c SQ cover and a 1c Leaf card, each with a very fi ne 
strike demonstrating AM and PM time marks. A very fi ne trio. 
RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3496

3496 /PC/ST THOMAS ONT. group of 25 covers and cards, 
mostly with very fi ne strikes, plus 17 stamps (some on piece) 
with mostly socked on the nose strikes (Small Queens, Nu-
merals, Jubilees, Map). One registered cover is a front only, 
rest are mainly very fi ne. RF 7.5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3497 PC/ ST THOMAS ONT. group of very fi ne strikes, with 
PM/AU 10/95 on post card (the reported inverted PM), an 
unrecorded matched set of AM/PM time marks on AU 10/97 
on a post card (one fi le hole) and 3c Jubilee stamp, and an 
unreported matched set of AM/PM time marks on OC 14/97 
on two 3c Jubilee stamps. A very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3498  STIRLING ONT. a very fi ne strike PM/OC 2/94 tying an 

8c Small Queen to a registered cover to Toronto (same day 
receiver on back). One of the very few known PM time marks 
and unreported as such. Back faults and vertical crease, still 
fi ne appearance. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3499

3499 /PC STIRLING ONT. collection on three pages, with mostly 
very fi ne and light free strikes. -AP 30/00 on 2c Numeral 
cover is unreported for that year and the only one known, -/
DE 21/04 on 2c Edward cover, a -/DE 24/06 on 1c Edward 
picture post card and a -/MR 27/07 on 1c picture post card, 
being a confi rmation of the earliest reported date for this 
hammer. A very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3500 /PC STIRLING ONT. 4 covers and a post card, mostly with 
fi ne (often light) strikes. We note an 1896 receiver on an 8c 
Small Queen registered cover, a very fi ne free strike -/MR 
31/04 on a 2c Edward cover, similar OC 2/05, a 3c SQ cover, 
etc. Overall fi ne or better. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3501  STOUFFVILLE ONT. a very fi ne (little light) free strike */JY 

21/00 on a 2c Map cover to London (JY 22 receiver). This is a 
unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer. Very fi ne. 
RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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3502  STOUFFVILLE ONT. State I a very fi ne (light at bottom) 

free strike */SP 26/99 on a lovely multi-colour Gloria Mundi 
patriotic registered cover, franked with two 2c Maps and a 5c 
Jubilee addressed to London, Ont. Two additional strikes on 
back plus a Toronto transit and a London SP 27 receiver. Very 
fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3503

3503 /PC STOUFFVILLE ONT. group of 20 covers and cards, 
each with mostly very fi ne strikes, including blank and star 
time marks, a few corner cards, receivers and transits, etc. 
Overall fi ne or better. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3504 /PC STRATHROY ONT. 5 post cards and a cover, with fi ne 
to very fi ne strikes. We note receiving and dispatch strikes, all 
1898 except for one in 1899. Overall very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3505

3505 PC/STRATHROY ONT. collection on two pages, with three 
postcards showing dispatch and receiver uses, one of them 
has an additional Mount Bridges squared circle on front (JA 
12/98). Also two stamps, a 3c SQ and a 2c Numeral showing 
-/OC 12/00 being the latest recorded date for this hammer. A 
nice group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3506  SUDBURY ONT. a very fi ne (bit light) free strike -/OC 

19/97 on a registered 3c + 5c Small Queen illustrated adver-
tising cover to Owen Sound. The illustration depicts the inside 
of a pocket watch, and is for the Keetch Bros Watchmakers 
and Jewelers in Sudbury. Back of cover is also illustrated and 
advertised, partially hidden by a red wax seal. Fresh and very 
fi ne. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3507

3507 /PC SUDBURY ONT. collection on eight pages, with 9 
covers, 2 post cards and 3 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne 
strikes. We note -/AP 11/95 being the unrecorded new ear-
liest known date tying a 3c Small Queen to a CPR cover to 
Knowlton PQ, a registered corner card cover franked with pair 
of 1c and pair of 3c Small Queens, a free franked offi cial post 
offi ce cover, a registered 1903 cover franked with three 2c 
Numerals (plus a 1c Numeral on back) addressed to Crown 
Lands Commissioner in Toronto, with House of Assembly P.O 
crown duplex receiver on back. A mostly very fi ne group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3508

3508 /PC SUTTON WEST ONT. collection on fi ve pages, with 3 
covers, a letter card and 2 post cards with mostly very fi ne 
strikes. We note dispatch, transit and receiver usages, a reg-
istered cover franked with two 1c SQ and a 5c Leaf (reduced 
at left), etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3509

3509 /PC SUTTON WEST ONT. 5 covers and 6 post cards, all 
having generally very fi ne strikes, two being receivers (one on 
a UPU card from GB) and the rest dispatch. Overall very fi ne. 
RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3510  TARA ONT. a very fi ne (bit light) free strike SP 5/94 on a 
registered cover (3c stationery + 5c SQ) to Toronto (2 more 
strikes on back plus a RR50 RPO cancel, a fi ne free strike MY 
18/00 plus a partial second strike tying a 2c Numeral to a 
very damaged advertising cover to London Ont. This is the lat-
est recorded date for this hammer. Also two very fi ne strikes 
on Numeral covers plus a fi ne strike on a post card. Overall 
very fi ne lot. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3511 /PC TARA ONT. collection on three pages, with all very 
fi ne strikes. We note a free strike on an illustrated advertis-
ing cover I.O.O.F, a free strike on a registered cover franked 
with a 3c SQ + two 2c purple Numerals, a free strike on post 
card and a 3c SQ cover mailed Paisley Ont (squared circle) to 
Wiarton with a Tara transit on back then to the House of Com-
mons, where the addressee worked. A nice group, some with 
small faults. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3512

3512 /PC TAVISTOCK ONT. 3 post cards and a cover, all with 
very fi ne strikes. The cover is an 8c SQ registered front only 
with very fi ne 1897 strikes, one card has a dispatch, the other 
a receiver and the third a dispatch dated MY 3/00 being the 
latest recorded date for this hammer. A very fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3513 PC TEESWATER ONT. two 1c QV post cards, each with a very 
fi ne dispatch strike (scarce thus) from 1895 and 1896. Very 
fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3514

3514  TEESWATER ONT. a very fi ne free strike JY 25/95 on an 
8c Small Queen registered cover to New York City. Four ad-
ditional strikes on back, alongside two RPO datestamps, a 
Toronto transit and two NY receivers. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3515 /PC THAMESFORD ONT. collection on fi ve pages, with 3 
covers and 4 post cards, with dispatch, transit and receiver 
uses, registered cover, a fi ne receiver -/DE 31/07 on card 
from the US, being the unrecorded new latest known date for 
this hammer. Also an unrecorded use of the zero spacer free 
strike on a cover with two 1c Edwards -/MY 01/07 (one of 2 
known such). A very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3516 /PC/THORNBURY ONT. a very fi ne (bit light) strike -/
AP 28/96 ties a 3c Small Queen to a business corner card 
cover to Toronto, a very fi ne strike -/FE 23/95 on a letter card 
to Kansas, a 3c SQ stamp with -/MY 10/95 where the month 
and day are inverted (unrecorded), a 3c SQ stamp with a 50% 
strike 1/OC 4/94 being the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer, plus the only strike not having a blank time mark, 
plus a third 3c SQ stamp with a socked on the nose -/OC 
15/94. A very fi ne lot. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3517

3517 /PC/TILLSONBURG ONT. collection on seven pages, 
with 6 covers, 4 post cards and a stamp piece. We note AM, 
PM and blank time mark chronology, an unreported matched 
set of AM/PM time marks on OC 28/98, a receiver on an il-
lustrated private post card from Toronto, a fi ne 60% strike on 
2c Numeral piece AM/JU 7/00 being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. An overall very fi ne group. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3518 /TORONTO CANADA group of 44 stamps and a cover. 
We note a matched pair of AM/PM on a 2c SQ cover and 3c 
SQ stamp JU 24/93 (second day of use), better time marks, 
a 10c SD (E1) stamp 10AM/DE 10/98, 2c Map, several SQ 
stamps, and more. A useful lot. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3519

3519 /PC TORONTO CANADA. group of 23 covers and cards, 
each with a very fi ne strike demonstrating time marks be-
tween 1PM and 12PM (missing only 6PM). We note business 
corner card covers, a lovely 2c red QV UPU card to Germany, 
2c green UPU cards to the UK (x2) and to Germany, and more. 
A few small faults, still an overall very fi ne group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3520

3520 /PC TORONTO CANADA. group of interesting items: bulk 
payment receipt (3c + 8c SQ on both sides for 11 lbs) 10AM/
JU 5/96, same, with (3c SQ on both sides for 3 lbs), 12AM/JU 
7/98, 3c stationery cover uprated with a 3c SQ addressed to 
Australia, via Vancouver 7PM/13 JA/94 (day and month inver-
sion) with JA 9 Vancouver squared circle transit on back, San 
Fransisco transit and MR 7 Sydney receiver. Also a 1c post 
card with a very fi ne strike 6PM/JU 23/93 being the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer, and confi rming time mark. A 
nice group. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3521 /PC TORONTO CANADA group of 12 covers and cards 
with mostly very fi ne strikes, all with AM time marks. We note 
an 8AM, 9AM, 3 entires with 10AM including one with a Lon-
don Type I (both on front), four 11AM, three 12AM including a 
2c red UPU card to Scotland. Overall very fi ne. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3522 /PC/ TORONTO CANADA group of 1897 time marks 
and matched sets on Jubilee stamps (x16), covers (x3) and a 
post card. We note six different sets of (2 or 3 different) time 
marks on the same day, plus other interesting time mark-re-
lated items. Very fi ne. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3523 /PC/TORONTO CANADA group of mostly fi ne to very 
fi ne strikes on 7 covers/cards plus 28 stamps. We note differ-
ent time mark arrangements, some matched pairs, etc. Some 
faults on a few covers/cards, still mostly very fi ne and useful 
lot. RF 2.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

Toronto Street Cancels 

    
x3524

3524 /PC BLEECKER ST TORONTO Hammer II, collection on 
three pages, with three very fi ne strikes -/MY 8/95 on a sta-
tionery cover uprated with four ½c SQ to New York, two very 
fi ne strikes (both 1899) on post cards, an early very fi ne strike 
-/AP 23/95 on a 3c QV stationery cover to New York, and a 
fi ne (and light) strike -/JY 25/00 being the latest recorded 
date for this hammer, on a 2c Numeral cover. A nice group. 
RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3525  BLEEKER ST TORONTO Hammer I a very fi ne strike on a 3c 

Small Queen stamp on piece, dated -/JA 23/95. Very fi ne. RF 
70

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3526  BLEEKER ST TORONTO Hammer I two very fi ne strikes 

-/FE 26/95 on 1c QV postal stationery cover uprated with a 
block of four ½c Small Queen to Williamsport Pennsylvania. 
Very fi ne and ex. John Siverts. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3527 PC BLEEKER ST TORONTO Hammer I a very fi ne (but light) 

strike -/MR 3/95 being the latest recorded date for the fi rst 
hammer, on a 1c QV stationery post card to Amherstburg. 
Very fi ne. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3528  PARLIAMENT STREET TORONTO two 2c Small Queen 

stamps, each with unrecorded early date arrangements: a 
socked on the nose strike 9-/JA 12/PM (missing year slug), 
and a 50% strike 93/NO ?/PM. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3529  PARLIAMENT STREET TORONTO a very fi ne (proof-like) free 

strike 93/NO 4/PM on a cover addressed to Upper Keswick, 
NB. Tiny insignifi cant scuff on front and corner crease. Very 
fi ne and ex. John Siverts. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3530 /PC/QUEEN ST EAST TORONTO. with 3 covers, 3 post 
cards and 3 stamps, each with an average of a fi ne strike. We 
note an 8c Small Queen cover to Waterville, Maine (partial 
strike on this one) JA 11/98, with Queen Street c.d.s. on back, 
etc. Overall fi ne or better group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3531

3531 /PC/SPADINA AVE TORONTO collection on four pag-
es, with two post cards showing AM and PM time marks, the 
AM being 1898 (scarce), two post cards from 1897, a letter 
card AM/JY 28/96, a very fi ne strike AM/AP 5/99 being the 
unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer, tying a 
2c purple Numeral to a mourning cover (several edge faults), 
a 2c + 3c SQ cover to Scotland with c.d.s. having missed the 
stamps and squared circle fi nishing off the job, and a socked 
on the nose strike on a 3c Jubilee stamp. A very nice group. 
RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3532

3532  STRACHAN AVENUE TORONTO a group of 5 stamps with 
mostly very fi ne strikes, including an unrecorded AM use on 
AM/AP 16/95 on 3c SQ, a scarce PM/NO 21/94 on 5c RLS, 
two more 3c SQ and a 3c Jubilee. A nice group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3533

3533 PC/STRACHAN AVENUE TORONTO group of 8 post cards 
and 8 stamps, mostly with very fi ne strikes. We note a 3c SQ 
stamp with partial AMAM/OC 4/93 the earliest recorded date 
for this hammer, a PM/DE 11/94 on 8c SQ stamp, a matched 
set of AM/PM on JA 22/94 on 2 post cards, etc. A nice group. 
RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3534  YORK STREET TORONTO a very fi ne (proof-like) strike 

6.30/AP 2/97 ties a 3c Small Queen to a Heintzman & Co. Pi-
anos illustrated advertising cover to Brampton (AP 3 receiver 
on back). The cover has closed tears at left, mostly on back, 
which do not detract. RF 5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3535  YORK STREET TORONTO a very fi ne strike 6.30/MR 

26/97 ties a 3c Small Queen to a J.D. King Co. Boots and 
Shoes illustrated advertising cover to Amherstburg (MR 27 
receiver on back). Slightly rounded corner at bottom left, still 
very fi ne and appealing. RF 5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3536  YORK STREET TORONTO a very fi ne free strike 9.45/

JU 7/97 on a cover to Skive, Denmark, franked with ten ½c 
Small Queens, all cancelled by York Street roller cancels. Red 
London transit and June 17 Skive receiver on back. Stains, 
still a scarce time mark and fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3537  YORK STREET TORONTO four very fi ne strikes 6.30/NO 

3/97 tie a strip of three plus a single 1c Jubilees, plus a 2c 
Small Queen (paying double the weight rate) to an illustrated 
Manufacturers Life Insurance Co advertising cover to Mon-
treal (No 4 receiver on back). Small tear at right, still a very 
fi ne and colourful cover. RF 5

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3538

3538  YORK STREET TORONTO mostly very fi ne strikes on a 
group of 7 lovely covers, all with illustrated advertising or 
fancy corner cards. Mostly very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3539

3539 /PC YORK STREET TORONTO collection on three pages, 
with a very fi ne strike PM/FE 1/94 tying a 5c Small Queen 
to a cover addressed to Germany, a very fi ne free strike -/FE 
25/96 (unreported blank time mark in 1896) on a free-frank-
ed cover to Ottawa, and an unreported no town name dated 
6.30/DE 8/99 on a 1c Leaf stationery card to Amherstburg. 
There are no indicia bars on this strike either. Long write-up 
by owner accompanies. A nice group, very fi ne. RF 5

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3540

3540 /PC YORK STREET TORONTO mostly very fi ne strikes on 
a group of 7 lovely covers, all with illustrated advertising or 
fancy corner cards, including a private post card. Mostly very 
fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3541

3541 /PC YORK STREET TORONTO mostly very fi ne strikes on a 
lovely group of 2 covers and 2 post cards, all with illustrated 
advertising or fancy corner cards. Mostly very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3542 /PC/YORK STREET TORONTO mostly very fi ne strikes 
on a group of matched time mark sets and pairs, with 21 
stamps (some are on piece) plus 9 covers and cards, all in 
pairs showing two different time marks on the same day, usu-
ally with a cover/card and a stamp. On AP 11/00 there are 
4 different time marks, all on stamps. We note a registered 
Small Queen (3c + 5c) cover to NYC (small faults). Diffi cult 
group to assemble and mostly very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3543 /PC/ YORK STREET TORONTO an extensive study 
of unusual time marks, time mark errors, etc, majority are 
very fi ne strikes. Includes 9PM on 10 entires and 8 stamps, 
12NOON on 6 entires and 7 stamps, 9:45 on 8 entires and 
8 stamps, AM on 3 covers, BLANK on 1 cover and 3 stamps, 
7:00 on 5 stamps, 7 on 7 stamps including a 2c Map, etc. A 
very fi ne lot. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
x3544

3544 /PC/YORK STREET TORONTO mostly very fi ne strikes 
on a group of matched pairs of time marks using Jubilee cov-
ers and cards (four) and stamps (seven). Includes six different 
pairs, usually with a cover/card and a stamp of the same day. 
We note a lovely 2c Jubilee illustrated cover from the Comp-
ton Corset Co. featuring an illustration of their Yatisi corset. 
Diffi cult group to assemble, mostly very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3545

3545 /PC/ YORK STREET TORONTO group of 98 covers 
and cards, including Jubilees, two 2c Map covers, 2c SQ drop 
letters, several business corner card covers, etc. plus 11 not 
counted. Also 64 stamps including ERD and LRD for specifi c 
time marks, a 2c Numeral on piece 7PM/AU 13/00 being the 
latest recorded date for this hammer, and much more. A very 
nice lot and ideal for further time mark or other study. A few 
fronts and other small faults, still overall very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

Ontario Continued 

    
3546  VIENNA ONT. fi ve very fi ne strikes -/SP 17/97 each tie 

a stamp on a registered uprated stationery cover to Berlin, 
Ont. Jubilees used to uprate are 1c, 2c, 3c and 5c. Back of 
cover shows two additional strikes, plus three different RPO 
datestamps and a Berlin SP 18 receiver. Very fi ne and colour-
ful. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $300 
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3547 /PC VIENNA ONT. collection on three pages, with a very 
fi ne (but light) strike -/AU 23/94 on post card, an 1899 post 
card, a 1902 2c Numeral cover and a fi ne free strike -/AP 
23/03 being the unrecorded new latest known date for this 
hammer on a cover addressed to Hamilton. There is mention 
of a 1905 strike in the 3rd edition of the handbook but it has 
not been confi rmed. Very fi ne group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3548 /PC WALLACEBURG ONT. 3 covers and a post card, in-
cluding a very fi ne (proof-like) free strike PM/AP 14/96 on a 
3c+5c Small Queen registered cover to Toronto (reduced at 
top by opening), a fi ne receiver strike on a cover mailed from 
Port Lambton on May 19th 1900, and received on back with 
a very fi ne strike MY 1?/00 (the second digit day is unclear 
but probably the same day as the dispatch as it cannot be any 
other lower number), being the unrecorded new latest known 
date for his hammer, as well as being the only strike known 
without an AM or PM. Also a post card (very fi ne strike) and a 
cover (blurry strike). A useful lot. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3549  WARKWORTH ONT. a very fi ne free strike -/DE 17/95 on 

an 8c Small Queen registered Druggist corner card cover to 
New York. Two additional strikes on back, as well as a Col-
borne transit, Montreal precursor transit and New York receiv-
ers. Small opening fault at top, still very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3550  WARKWORTH ONT. a very fi ne (but light) free strike AP 
9/96 on an 8c Small Queen registered cover to Toronto. Two 
additional strikes on back, plus an RPO and a Toronto AP 9 
receiver. Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3551 /PC WARKWORTH ONT. 3 covers and 3 post cards with 
mostly very fi ne strikes. We note an 1895 8c SQ cover to To-
ronto (light strikes and crease), a receiver on back of a SQ 
cover (opened roughly at right) JA 1/94 being the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3552 PC WATERDOWN ONT. a very fi ne strike AP 2/97 on a 1c post 

card to Goderich (AP 3 squared circle receiver on front). Two 
fi le holes, one affecting top of dispatch strike, still the only 
known strike on cover and the unrecorded new latest known 
date for this hammer. RF 160

 .................................................................................... Est $800

3553 /PC WATERFORD ONT. a lovely 1895 8c Small Queen 
registered cover from Bealton Ont to New York, via Waterford 
(squared circle transit on back) plus many other postmarks 
on back. Ex. Whitehead. Also fi ve post cards with fi ne or bet-
ter dispatch or receiving strikes, including a 1c Jubilee card 
with a receiver on front MY 31/98, being the unreported new 
latest known date for this hammer. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3554

3554 /PC/ WATERFORD ONT. with three items: a very 
fi ne receiver strike -/JU 19/97 on post card from Tilsonburg 
(squared circle dispatch), a fi ne 60% (bit doubled) strike -/SP 
30/93 being the earliest recorded date on a 3c Small Queen 
stamp. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3555 /PC WATFORD ONT. with two items: a very fi ne strike 
-/MR 19/94 on post card to London (very fi ne), and a fi ne 
receiver strike -/JA 2/05 being the unrecorded new latest 
known date for this hammer, on a cover originating in Mon-
tana, addressed to London and re-directed to Wiarton. Small 
opening faults, still a useful pair. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3556  WELLINGTON ONT. a very fi ne strike 99/AP 15 ties a 2c 

purple Numeral to a lovely Squire’s Dandy Pea illustrated ad-
vertising cover to Toronto (same day receiver). The illustration 
is of a basket overfl owing with fresh peas in the pod. Very fi ne. 
RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3557 /PC WELLINGTON ONT. two covers and two post cards, all 
with very fi ne strikes, plus a 3c SQ stamp 95/NO/-. We note 
a lighter receiving strike -/DE 17/94 on cover from Boulder 
Colorado being the unrecorded new earliest known date for 
this hammer, a 95/JA 22/-- which is a new earliest date for 
the use of the year in the top slot, etc. Overall fi ne or better 
group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3558

3558 /PC/WELLINGTON ONT. collection on 4 pages, with 
2 covers, 3 post cards and a stamp. We note an unreported 
strike (socked on the nose) on a 6c Small Queen 95/MY 15, 
all items have the year slug at the top, one of two known 1900 
strikes, one of three known 1898 strikes, etc. A nice group, 
mostly very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3559 PC WELLINGTON ONT. a very fi ne strike 95/JY 23 tying 

(socked on the nose) a 1c SQ which uprates a 1c stationery 
card mailed to Vivier-sur-Mer, France (AU 2 receiver). Corner 
crease and small paper adhesion on back, else very fi ne. RF 
30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3560  WESTON ONT. a very fi ne (light) strike AU 31/93 ties a 

3c Small Queen to a cover mailed to Cumberland House, 
North West Territory (SP 2/93 broken circle on back). The ad-
dressee’s address was crossed out, and a Hamilton address 
added. The cover then went to Ottawa (squared circle on front 
dated FE 9/94) and then to Hamilton (FE 10/94 receiver on 
back). There is also a Prince Albert SASK c.d.s. on back SP 
5/93. The Weston strike is the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer. A few small faults, else very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3561

3561 /PC WESTON ONT. collection on four pages with mostly 
very fi ne strikes. We note one card mailed from London on MR 
15/02, with two strikes on different dates -/MR 17/00 and -/
AP 19/00 with no indication of re-direction (probably held at 
P.O. for recipient), also a registered cover mailed to Rennie 
in Toronto with three strikes, a nice 2c purple Numeral cover 
and two cards showing dispatch and receiver usages. Very 
fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3562 /PC WESTON ONT. a fi ne 1896 strike on a green UPU card 
to Scotland, a very fi ne 1898 receiver on front of a 1c Leaf 
post card, a very fi ne 1898 dispatch strike on a 3c Leaf cover, 
a very fi ne 1900 dispatch strike on a 2c Numeral cover (light 
Thornhill squared circle receiver on back) and a light receiver 
FE 09/03 on back of a cover to BC (small faults), being the 
latest recorded date for this hammer. A mostly very fi ne group. 
RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3563  WHITBY ONT. six very fi ne strikes -/MR 10/94 tie ten ½c 

Small Queens to a cover to Skyve, Denmark. Red London tran-
sit and Skyve receiver on back. Very fi ne and ex. John Siverts. 
RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3564

3564 PC/WHITBY ONT. 3 very fi ne strikes (one a little light) on 
post cards plus a 3c SQ stamp with an 80% strike JA 15/94.
Very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3565

3565  WIARTON ONT. a very fi ne strike MY 10/94 on a 3c SQ 
stamp plus a fi ne strike JU 8/49 on a 3c SQ (with inverted 94 
year). Very fi ne. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3566 PC WIARTON ONT. a very fi ne 95% strike -/MY 3/94 on 1c QV 

stationery post card to Hespeler Ont (same day receiver on 
back). Two fi le holes, still one of only 10 known covers. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3567

3567 / WILLIAMSTOWN ONT. two covers with very fi ne 
receivers on back, 1896 from Cornwall (squared circle) 
and 1900 from Brockville (squared circle), plus three lovely 
stamps, each with a socked on the nose strike: DE 19/98 on 
8c Numeral, NO 1/97 on extremely fi ne and large margined 
8c Small Queen and JU 7/94 on an extremely fi ne 8c Small 
Queen. A nice group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3568

3568 /PC/ WILLIAMSTOWN ONT. collection on three pag-
es, all with very fi ne strikes, starting with a -/JA 25/99 free 
strike on 2c Map cover (same correspondence as illustrated 
in Handbook), a lovely socked on the nose strike -/DE 6/98 on 
a 3c Numeral, a receiver on front and re-directional on back of 
a post card -/JU 8 and 9/99, and a cover mailed from Jamaica 
(Jamaica Railway Co. corner card) to Williamstown with three 
strikes (for three different purposes) including one dated fi rst 
day of the new Millennium -/JA 1/00, as well as several other 
postmarks, including Kingston Jamaica, Boston, Lancaster, 
Louisville and Three Rivers. A very fi ne group. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3569

3569  WINDSOR ONT. group of 9 stamps, 1c SQ, 3c SQ, 3c Leaf 
and a 3c Jubilee. We note a very fi ne PM/SP -/93 (missing 
day), a socked on the nose AM/SP 27/93 being the earli-
est recorded date for this hammer, a PM/SP 52/95 (invert-
ed day), PM/SP 01/94 (zero spacer, or inverted day), OC/
PM3/93 (mixed up and inverted indicia), PM/MY 4/98 (in-
verted 4), etc. Very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3570

3570 /PC/WINDSOR ONT. collection on seven pages, with 
7 post cards, 4 covers and a few stamps. We note receivers 
and dispatch uses, AM and PM time marks, two 3c Jubilee 
stamps showing same day uses of c.d.s. and squared circle (SP 
14/97), two nice UPU post cards to Switzerland, a (damaged) 
SQ registered cover sent London (AP 19/94) to Windsor (AP 20 
c.d.s. receiver), NOT CALLED FOR, then dispatched to the DLO 
offi ce (two different receivers) by two squared circles on back -/
MY 18/94 (with contents). Also an unrecorded matched set of 
AM/PM time marks on two 3c Jubilee covers AU 7/97, a transit 
strike on card AM/SP 27/93 being the earliest recorded date 
for this hammer, etc. A very nice group. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3571 /PC/ WINDSOR ONT. 8 covers, 5 post cards and 5 
stamps, all with mostly very fi ne strikes. We note a 1c +2c SQ 
cover (reduced) with unreported inverted day AM/SP 22/96, 
a 3c SQ stamp on piece with the reported inverted day on 
PM/JU 22/95, an uprated 1895 stationery cover to Germany 
(missing fl ap), some receivers and dispatch strikes, AM and 
PM time marks, a 1894 OHMS Notice of Undelivered Publica-
tion free franked card, etc. Also four 1c Jubilee stamps and a 
3c SQ stamp on piece. Overall very fi ne. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3572 PC WINGHAM ONT. 1st State a fi ne-very fi ne (but light) strike 

-/AU 2/93 on a post card to Mildmay Ont. The message on 
back is clearly dated August 2, 1898. One of the only two 
known strikes on cover. Very fi ne. RF 130

 .................................................................................Est $1,000 

    
x3573

3573 /PC WINGHAM ONT. 2nd State group of 19 covers and 
cards, mostly with fi ne or better strikes, dispatch and receiv-
ing. We note a free strike SP 29/02 being the unrecorded new 
latest date known for this hammer, a receiver on card from 
Germany dated MR 22/10 (for 1901 error), a backstamp on 
an 8c Small Queen registered cover, missing year digits in 
1896 and 1897, a FE 29 leap year, and more. Overall fi ne or 
better

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3574  WINONA ONT. a fi ne (blurry) free strike MY 8/98 plus a 

second strike tying a 2c purple Numeral to a lovely real photo 
illustrated cover from E.D. Smith, Fruit Farms and Nurseries. 
Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3575 /PC WOODSTOCK ONT. 3 covers and 7 post cards, all 
with very fi ne strikes. We note the missing 8 in 1898 on three 
items: AP 9/9-, AP 12/9- (on two items), receivers on many 
items including two incoming cards from Hungary, two dis-
patch strikes on a 5c SQ cover to Scotland, etc. Some faults, 
still a useful group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3576

3576 PC WOODSTOCK ONT. collection on four pages, with eight 
1c QV stationery post cards, all showing very fi ne strikes. We 
note dispatch and receiver uses, -/MR 10/94 being the earli-
est recorded date, three cards showing the missing 8 in 1898 
error on AP 8 and AP 9 (these two unreported) and AP 12. 
Also a -/AP 5/98 strike being the earliest recorded date for 
the second period, plus confi rming that the 8 of 98 was still 
there on that day. A very nice group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3577 /PC/WOODVILLE ONT. collection on three pages with 
mostly very fi ne (but light) strikes. Starts with -/JY 19/94 on 
the front and back of a post card, receiver strike -/OC 5/94 
on back of a 3c SQ cover from Victoria Road Ont to Woods-
ville, then a second re-directional strike on front -/OC 11/94 
to send it to Chicago (Oct 22 receiver on back). Also -/FE 3/02 
on a 2c Numeral small piece, being a unrecorded only known 
strike for 1902. A nice group. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3578 /PC/WOODVILLE ONT. a very fi ne strike AP 13/95 on 
post card, fi ne (but light) strike JY 4/94 on a post card, fi ne 
(blurry) receiver on back of a cover from Buffalo NY and a 3c 
SQ plus a 2c Numeral stamps, each with 90% strikes. Very 
fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3579  WOOLER ONT. fi ne and light strike -/NO 25/97 ties an 8c 

Small Queen to a McConnell merchant corner card registered 
cover to Montreal. Two additional strikes on back, alongside 
Trenton c.d.s., RPO cancels and two Montreal precursor re-
ceivers. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3580

3580 /PC WOOLER ONT. collection on fi ve pages with 3 post 
cards and 2 covers, from 1899 to 1912 with mostly very fi ne 
strikes. We note borrowed indicia -/JUL 7/05, dispatch and 
receiving uses, etc. A nice group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3581

3581 /PC WOOLER ONT. group of 19 covers and cards with 
mostly very fi ne receiver and dispatch strikes. Includes an 
AU 12/12 receiver, the latest recorded date for this hammer, 
a partial cover with JA 3/02 (the fi rst report for 1902), two 
missing year digits and borrowed indicia strikes, a Certifi cate 
of Issuance of a Post Offi ce Money Order, etc. Overall fi ne or 
better. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3582

3582  Group of Ontario Towns,with Pembroke (3c SQ stamp JY 
12/9- missing year digit, 3c Numeral, plus other stamps with 
indicia errors) and Perth (5c SQ stamp with JA 31/94 the ear-
liest recorded date for this hammer plus two other stamps). 
Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3583  Group of Ontario Towns, all on stamps, with Schreiber 
State II (light NO 4/02), Seely’s Bay (very fi ne AM/NO 29/98) 
and Shakespeare (very fi ne on damaged pair of 3c SQ JA 
4/98 plus an 8c SQ SP 25/94 the earliest recorded date for 
this hammer).

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3584

3584  Group of Ontario Towns, with Paris (inverted D time mark, 
5c SQ, a C/D matched pair for AU 3/93, three copies of a 
sideways 3 in year on SP 5/93, SP 20/93 and SP 27/93, plus 
fi ve 3c SQ, two 3c Jubilee and three 1c Jubilee), and Paris 
Station (strip of three 1c SQ with JU 24/96 the latest recorded 
date for this hammer). A very fi ne and useful group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3585

3585 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Mattawa (includ-
ing a 2c Numeral SP 2/01 the latest recorded date for this 
hammer), Merrickville, Merriton (including DE 6/94 the earli-
est recorded date for this hammer), Milton West and Mitchell. 
We note covers, post cards and stamps, mostly with very fi ne 
strikes.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3586

3586 /Group of Ontario Towns, with Peterborough (3c SQ 
stamp with rare TM on 5/DE 11/93, three 3c Jubilee stamps 
and three 1c SQ stamps), Picton (group of stamps, with a 2c 
Numeral PM/AP 28/00 the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer, plus a matched set, plus errors, and more) and Petrolea 
(one cover and one stamp). Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3587

3587 /Group of Ontario Towns, with Dundas (matched set 
of 3c Jubilee stamps AM/PM AU 20/97, plus 5 other stamps), 
Dunnville (2 stamps), Durham (3c SQ cover with business cor-
ner card but crease JU 9/94), Fonthill (convincing forgery on 
3c Leaf stamp), Formosa (2c Numeral stamp) and Flesherton 
(3c SQ stamps and cut square). A very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3588

3588 /Group of Ontario Towns, with Manitowaning (includ-
ing a 2c Numeral stamp 19/SP 28/00 the latest recorded 
date for this hammer), Markdale Hammer 1 (3c SQ stamp MY 
28/94 the latest recorded date for this hammer) and Mar-
mora (a matched pair of different time marks on the same 
day. AM/PM NO 2/96). We note a few errors, Small Queens, 
mostly nice strikes, etc. A very fi ne group.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3589

3589 /PC Toronto and Associated Squared Circles group of 
78 covers and cards, with average to very fi ne strikes, with no 
scarce time marks that we’ve seen. We note a YORK STREET 
PM/N- 17/94 error, a 2c orange UPU card to UK, 2c Leaf or-
ange UPU card to Germany, a card with both YORK STREET 
and WATERLOO on front, different SQ frankings including 2c 
drop, 5c+3c registered, some postage due covers, and much 
more. Some faults, still overall fi ne or better.

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
x3590

3590 /PC Three Jubilee Items with Two Different Towns on 
Front a 1c post card with Mount Brydges and London Type 
I, a 3c cover with Halifax and Ottawa Type IIs, and a 3c cover 
with a St Thomas and Mount Forest Type I. Very fi ne strikes 
and items.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3591

3591 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Leamington (5 
entires and 5 stamps, including a 3c Jubilee), London (group 
of 12 interesting stamps, including 10 for 01 error, a nude 
strike, a 1917 strike on a 3c Confederation stamp, a 1950 
strike and more), Lanark (3c SQ stamp with DE 30/93 the 
earliest recorded date for this hammer, a cut square DE 8/99 
the latest recorded date for this hammer) and L’Orignal (3c 
SQ stamp). Overall very fi ne.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3592

3592 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Port Arthur (post 
card DE 20/08 unlisted year, cut square, 3c Confederation 
with 10/NO 10/17), Port Dover (light strike on 3c Leaf JU 
13/98 unlisted stamp), Port Hope (3 stamps including MR 
17/95 the earliest recorded date for this hammer), Prescott 
(one SQ registered cover plus 9 stamps) and Port Perry (3 
cut squares plus 2 stamps including a 2c Numeral with -/98 
only). Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3593

3593 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Niagara (5 entires, 
including a facing slip with FE 23/02 an unreported new lat-
est known date by over one year, plus two 3c SQ stamps), 
North Bay (1 post card with missing digit, a pair of 3c SQ with 
lovely strike DE 23 with no year, an 8c SQ on piece and two 3c 
SQ stamps) and Orillia (4 entires including a 3c SQ cover with 
rare TM 1/JY 28/94, plus 10 stamps). An overall very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3594

3594 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Oshawa (card with 
very light DE 30/93 the earliest recorded date for this ham-
mer two fi le holes, plus a 3c SQ stamp with missing month 
error), Oxford Mills (a 3c SQ stamp with unrecorded OC 49/56 
indicia errors) and Paisley (2 entires including a registered 
Leaf cover, plus a 3c SQ stamp with light MR 15/94 an unre-
corded new earliest known date for this hammer). Overall very 
fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3595

3595 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Berlin (8c SQ 
stamp), Bobcaygeon (a Numeral and Leaf registered cover), 
Bowmanville (post card plus two 3c SQ stamps and a rare 
strike on a 2d Prince Edward Island stamp) and Bracebridge 
(3 entires plus 2 stamps, one with manuscript PM on JY 
21/99 as described in Handbook) and Comber (DE 8/94 on 
an 8c SQ stamp). Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3596

3596 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Brampton (fi ve 
Small Queen stamps, all very fi ne), Burford (4 entires includ-
ing a backstamp on a card DE 25/93 the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer), Cardinal (3 entires including a regis-
tered Leaf and Small Queen cover, and a light AU 4/96 in-
verted day on a 3c SQ stamp) and Cheltenham (one post card 
plus a 3c Small Queen on piece OC 7/93). Overall very fi ne.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3597

3597 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Galt (6 entires 
plus a 1c SQ stamp, plus two cards with faults and a stamp, 
all showing AM and PM on SP 4/93), Glammis (3 letter bills), 
Glencoe (5 entires), Goderich (3c SQ stamp, 2c Numeral 
stamp with JAN 12/9- missing digit, 3c SQ cover reduced at 
right with 2 strikes on front JU 28/95 and JY 4/95, also a 
backstamp MR 21/03 completely missing all lettering and 
indicia bars). Mostly very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3598

3598 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Chesterville (2 
post cards), Cobden (very fi ne cover, stamp and piece), Co-
bourg (very fi ne backstamp) and Cornwall (2 entires 3c SQ 
stamp, 3c Jubilee stamp, 2c Numeral stamp MY 8/00 latest 
recorded date for this hammer and a 3c 1897 Newfoundland 
stamp SP 23/98). Overall very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type Two, Ontario continued

    
x3540

3599 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Lakefi eld (6 en-
tires, 3c Jubilee stamp AU 46/97 error, 3c SQ stamp light 2/
MR 3/94 the earliest recorded date for this hammer), Lanark 
(8c SQ registered cover with light AU 23/95), Listowel (back 
stamp on card and a 1c Jubilee stamp DE/6/97), Little Cur-
rent (3c SQ stamp JU 1/94 with inverted 4). Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3600

3600 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Hawkesbury (3c 
SQ cover AU 17/96 plus three 3c SQ stamps including JA 
27/94 on a pair, the earliest recorded date for this hammer), 
Ingersoll (group of stamps: pair of 3c SQ, matched set with 
a 3c Jubilee and strip of 1c Jubilees AM/PM for JY 30/97), 
Iroquois (5 entires plus one 3c SQ stamp) and International 
Bridge (a back stamp on a cover plus a 3c SQ stamp with 
a purple strike AU 31/93 the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer). A very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3601

3601 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Gore Bay, Grafton, 
Guelph, Hagersville, Harriston, Huntsville and Humberstone. 
We note zero spacer, matched set of time marks on the same 
day, indicia varieties, Small Queens, Jubilees, and much more 
on stamps covers and post cards. Overall very fi ne group.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3602

3602 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Acton, Almonte, 
Angus, Arnprior, Athens (with 3c SQ -/JY 18/94 the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer), Aurora and Beamsville. We 
note indicia errors, Small Queens Jubilees, and more. Overall 
very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3603

3603 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Rockton, Rodney, 
Roseneath (poor strikes on strip of three 1c SQ stamps JY 
12/93 the earliest recorded date for this hammer), St Thom-
as and Sault Ste Marie. We note indicia errors, time marks, 
and more. A mostly very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3604

3604 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Wingham (2nd 
State, including a cut square SP 21/93 the earliest recorded 
date for this State), Woodstock (including a 3c Numeral OC 
23/99 the latest recorded date for this hammer), Woodville, 
and Winona. We note indicia errors, a registered cover, etc. A 
mostly very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3605
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3605 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Sudbury, Tavis-
tock, Teeswater (including a 3c SQ stamp NO 6/93 the ear-
liest recorded date for this hammer), Thamesford, Thornhill 
(including a piece with PM/FE 25/09 the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer) and Waterford. We note indicia errors, 
Small Queens, covers, post cards and stamps. Overall very 
fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3606

3606 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Waterloo (5 en-
tires including an Admiral post card AM/JAN 25/15 borrowed 
indicia, plus same PM/JAN 20/15 and a lovely 3c + 5c reg-
istered cover with two additional strikes on back), Whitby (3 
entires plus three stamps including a 3c SQ JA 2/94 the earli-
est recorded date for this hammer), Woodville (3c SQ stamp) 
and Wooler (an Edward cover plus two Small Queen stamps). 
Overall very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3607

3607 /PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Vienna (two post 
cards plus a 3c Small Queen stamp MY 16/94 the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer) and Watford (a proof-like strike 
on a 3c SQ piece OC 19/96). Very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3608

3608 /PC/ Group of Ontario Towns, with Thornbury (one 
post card plus fi ve 3c SQ stamps, including three with invert-
ed indicia), Tillsonburg (a matched set of different time marks 
on the same day AM/PM OC 8/96 on two 3c SQ stamps, plus 
a very fi ne strike on a 3c SQ stamp on piece), Warkworth (four 
entires) and Wellington (two stamps including a 3c SQ with 
95/NO 15 error). Mostly very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3609

3609 PC Three Post Cards with Two Different Towns on Front a 
1c SQ with London Type I and Port Hope, rest are 1c Leafs: 
St Thomas & Goderich, Dundas & Gore Bay, Almonte & Port 
Hope. Very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3610 PC Group of Ontario Towns, with Cheltenham (two post cards 
1909 and 1921) and Chesley (post card OC 22/94). All very 
fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3611

3611 PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Mount Brydges (3 post 
cards plus two cut down post cards) and Nassagaweya (a 
sheet margin block of four Women of the World issue with a 
very fi ne strike SP 7/60).

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3612

3612 PC/Group of Ontario Towns, with Smiths Falls, Stouffville, 
Strathroy, Sutton West, and Tara, all on post cards or stamps, 
including indicia errors, Small Queens, an AR card, few post-
cards. Overall very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Type Two, Ontario continued

    
x3613

3613 /PC/Group of Toronto Streets, with Spadina Ave. (7 
entires and 4 stamps), Queen St (3 entires and 3 stamps), 
Strachan Ave (3 post cards) and York St. (3 illustrated cov-
ers one is a front, plus four 3c Jubilee stamps and 6 other 
stamps). A very nice lot, with mostly very fi ne and socked on 
the nose strikes.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3614

3614 /PC/Group of Toronto and Toronto Streets, with To-
ronto (all stamps, including 3 with scarce time marks 1AM, 
11AM and 11PM, three with missing letter in time mark, 
nude strike on a pair and a block of 1c Numerals, plus 7 oth-
er stamps and 4 Jubilees). Also Bleeker St (a 3c SQ cover, a 
creased card, an 8c Leaf a 1c Jubilee and a pair of 1c SQ) and 
Parliament St (3c SQ partial strike 94/NO ?/AM).

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Type Two, Western Provinces 

Manitoba 

    
3615  BIRTLE MAN. a fi ne free strike DE 11/96 plus a second 

strike tying an 8c Small Queen to a registered cover to New 
York City. A third strike on back, alongside a Moosomin ASSA 
c.d.s., a Winnipeg c.d.s. a St Paul Minnesota transit and two 
NY receivers. Very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3616 /PC BIRTLE MAN. two items with very fi ne strikes: a -/MY 
28/02 on a 1c Leaf stationery post card (this very fi ne), and a 
-/JA 13/99 transit on back of a ripped and tattered large legal 
cover mailed from a barrister in Moosomin ASSA to a barrister 
in Yorkton NWT, franked with seven 2c purple QV Numeral 
stamps. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3617

3617 /PC BRANDON MAN. collection on 3 pages plus others, 
with a total of 10 covers or post cards plus one stamp. We 
note many very fi ne strikes, illustrating usages, etc plus a 
study of the broken 8 in 1898 with a chronology of its deterio-
ration. Includes an 8c SQ registered cover, etc. Overall fi ne or 
better, with a few faults, still a useful lot. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3618 /PC/ BRANDON MAN. group of mostly very fi ne 
strikes on 6 post cards, 4 covers and 14 stamps. We note an 
1895 UPU card to Germany, an 1893 1c SQ Canadian Pacifi c 
Railway Company cover, the stamps are mostly socked on the 
nose examples, with three stamps having a missing 8 in 1898 
(plus others which are partially missing), one with inverted 
day and month in -/27 NO/93 (unreported), etc. One cover 
has a light crease, a few have overall ageing, still overall very 
fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3619

3619  DELORAINE MAN. group of 5 covers, all showing very fi ne 
strikes. Including two matched sets of AM and PM time marks 
on AP 19/99 and MR 20/99 (all franked with 2c purple Nu-
merals) plus a registered cover with AM/AP 22/99 (3c QV sta-
tionery cover uprated with 5c Leaf) with two additional strikes 
on back. All very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3620

3620  DELORAINE MAN. three registered covers: two franked 
with 5c Leaf + 2c purple Numeral combinations AM/AP 4/99 
and PM/MR 25/99, both to Toronto and both with additional 
strikes on back plus squared circle RPO cancels. The third 
cover was mailed on AM/MR 23/01 (with a broken circle, be-
ing only the second report and latest date for that hammer), 
with stamps cancelled by a Deloraine roller to Minden Ont. 
Back has many different transit datestamps, including a NAP 
+ WPG No. 2 squared circle. A very fi ne trio. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3621  DELORAINE MAN. a fi ne-very fi ne (bit light) strike -/SP 
5/95 ties an 8c Small Queen to a registered corner card cover 
to New York City. Back has two additional strikes, alongside a 
Winnipeg c.d.s. and two NY receivers. Very fi ne.RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3622

3622 /PC DELORAINE MAN. collection on six pages with 4 post 
cards and 3 covers. We note different usages, AM, PM and 
blank time marks, an OHMS cover front with a very fi ne strike 
AM/FE 19/00 being the unrecorded new latest known date 
in the fi rst period, a post card with a very fi ne strike PM/DE 
27/10 being the latest recorded date for this hammer, and 
one of 5 known strikes in the third period (1906), and more. 
A mostly very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3623 /PC/DELORAINE MAN. 5 covers, 4 post cards and 3 
stamps, all with very fi ne strikes. We note a picture post card 
mailed to Forget ASSA on PM/MR 3/06 This was mistakenly 
reported as the latest of the 1906 strikes, but as a MR 31, 
which it is not (Forget receiver clearly MR 6) - still one of only 
4 strikes known in this period. A PM/FE 28/06 receiver on 
picture post card from Hungary is a new unreported earliest 
known date for Period 3. A very nice group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3624  ELKHORN MAN. a very fi ne free strike (plus two addi-

tional very fi ne strikes on back) -/AP / on a registered cover 
mailed to Toronto (AP 6 receiver on back). Franked with a 1c 
Leaf + two 3c Numerals (each tied by grid cork cancels). A 
lovely cover, written-up on page. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3625

3625 /PC/ELKHORN MAN. a lovely Wilcox & Clingan Mer-
chants illustrated advertising 2c Numeral cover with a proof-
like strike MY 20/98, two very fi ne strikes (1895 on 3c SQ 
cover, 1898 on 3c stationery cover), very fi ne 1897 strike on 
1c post card, very fi ne 1899 strike on 1c Leaf post card (re-
duced), partial receiver strike on back of a tatty post card and 
a socked on the nose strike OC 7/96 on a 3c Small Queen 
stamp. Overall very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3626

3626 PC ELKHORN MAN. two post cards, each with very fi ne 
strikes: -/JY 10/96 as transit from Kola Man to Brandon 
Man, two strikes -/JA 17/98 as dispatch to Winnipeg (corner 
crease). Also a fi ne 40% strike -/OC 9/99 on a 2c Numeral 
stamp, being the latest recorded date for this hammer. Very 
fi ne pair. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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Type Two, Western Provinces continued 

    
3627  GRETNA MAN. a very fi ne free strike OC 16/02 on a 2c 

Numeral cover to Minneapolis (next day receiver on back), be-
ing the latest recorded date for this hammer, and confi rming 
strike. Small tear at top, still very fi ne and one of only 7 known 
covers. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3628

3628 PC GRETNA MAN. two very fi ne strikes FE 22/96 on a post 
card to Morden, Man (two fi le holes), also a very fi ne strike FE 
21/98 on an O.H.M.S free franked Notice of Undelivered Pub-
lication notice (small tear at bottom). Overall very fi ne, and 2 
of only 7 known covers. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3629  MANITOU MAN. two fi ne strikes SP 9/95 tie a 3c + 5c 
Small Queen to a cover to New York City. Two additional 
strikes on back, plus a Winnipeg c.d.s., a St Paul, Minn transit 
and two NY receivers. Tiny tear at top, still very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3630

3630 /PC/ MANITOU MAN. 1 cover, 3 post cards and 2 
stamps, mostly with very fi ne strikes. We note a purple strike 
DE 21/95 on a post card (2 fi lled-in fi le holes), a very fi ne 
strike DE 21/97 on a post card (2 fi le holes), two 3c SQ 
stamps with very fi ne strikes, etc. Overall very fi ne lot. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3631

3631 PC MANITOU MAN. two post cards: a very fi ne (proof-like) 
strike -/OC 1/96 and a very fi ne (but light) magenta strike -/
NO 28/95 (this one with fi le holes). A very fi ne duo. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

   
3632 PC MANITOU MAN. a very fi ne free strike -/OC 13/94 on 

a post card, being the unreported new earliest known date 
(handbook says OC 17). Two fi lled-in fi le holes, still very fi ne. 
RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3633  McGREGOR STATION MAN. a very fi ne strike -/JU 13/98 

ties a 1c QV Leaf to a lovely Voting Paper unsealed cover to 
the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. Very fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3634  McGREGOR STATION MAN. a fi ne strike FE 13/96 ties an 
8c Small Queen to a yellow Rennie registered cover to Toron-
to. Two additional strikes (one is very fi ne) on back, alongside 
a large C.P. RY WEST OF WINNIPEG 1. RPO and a Toronto FE 
16 receiver. Small fault at top right affecting stamp, else very 
fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3635 PC/McGREGOR STATION MAN. a fi ne strike OC 4/94 on 
a 1c post card, a very fi ne strike AU 4/98 on a 1c Leaf CPR 
illustrated stationery post card to La Prairie Man, and a well 
centered fi ne strike DE 13/94 on a 3c Small Queen stamp. A 
very fi ne trio. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3636

3636 /PC/ MINNEDOSA MAN. 5 covers, 3 cards and 17 
stamps, all with fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We note a socked 
on the nose -/AU 29/93 on 3c SQ stamp, being the earliest 
recorded date for this hammer, a lovely strip of three 5c SQ 
with two deep purple strikes -/FE 7/98, a fi ne 90% strike -/
MY 14/03 on a 2c Numeral stamp, being the unrecorded new 
latest known date for this hammer, an 1893 2c + 3c SQ cover 
to Ireland, two post cards to Rhode Island, etc. One card has 
a crease, rest is overall very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $300

    
x3637

3637  MORDEN MAN. partial (and light) strikes -/MR 3/95 tie 
stamps (3c QV stationery and 5c SQ) to registered cover to 
Toronto. Back has two very fi ne strikes plus a 95% strike of the 
Napinka & Winnipeg MC. RPO squared circle (RF 30) and a 
Toronto receiver. Slightly reduced at top, else very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3638

3638 /PC/MORDEN MAN. collection on 15 pages with 14 
covers, 2 post cards and a few other items. We note dispatch 
and other usages, a very fi ne free strike 37/DE 1/97 (show-
ing the Queen’s years of reign as the time mark), 2c Edward 
cover with -/MR 8/04 being the only known 1904 use (unre-
ported in handbook), a Christmas Day 1905 strike, 2 of only 
4 known 1908 strikes, the only known 1910 strike (partial on 
2c Edward), one of only 2 known 1911 strikes, one of the only 
2 known 1914 strikes, the only known 1915 strike, a lovely 
2c Admiral War Tax private post card showing one of only 2 
known strikes used as dispatch (-/SP 6/18), the only known 
1920 strike, one of only two known 1934 strikes (this one 
with borrowed indicia), three covers and a piece showing De-
cember 1946 strikes and more. One of the covers was mailed 
from Wakeham Man, (open for only 10 years) with its broken 
circle being the fi rst report (MY 19/03). A most useful group 
with many rare items. Overall very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3639 /PC/ MORDEN MAN. 11 covers, 5 post cards and 
4 stamps. We note a 37/AU 23/97 on 3c Jubilee stamp, -/
JA 4/14 on 10c Admiral stamp, an -/AP 30/17 used as a re-
ceiver on a censored 2c + 1c War Tax Admiral cover, a War Tax 
Admiral cover mailed from Haskett Man (JUN 15/15 broken 
circle is a new second report and latest date for this ham-
mer), an 1895 5c SQ cover to Scotland (unusual Packet Let-
ter Glasgow cancels on back), an FE 29/96 (leap year) 3c + 
5c SQ registered cover to Rennie, an unreported 1904 strike 
on a picture post card from the Le Roi Mine in Rossland BC 
(faults), two unreported 1934 strikes (JAN 11 and JAN 23 re-
ceivers) and more. Overall a nice group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3640

3640  NEEPAWA MAN. a very fi ne strike -/MY 8/96 tying two 
stamps (3c + 5c SQ) to a registered cover mailed to Toronto. 
Not the most legible strike because of placement on stamps, 
but the back has two additional proof-like strikes, alongside 
an RPO and a Toronto receiver. Reduced at top, else very fi ne. 
RF 15.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3641

3641 /PC/NEEPAWA MAN. group of 4 covers, 3 post cards 
and 8 stamps (2 on piece). We note two very fi ne -/FE 29/96 
(leap year) strikes tying three 1c SQ to a cover, and other fi ne 
to very fi ne strikes. The stamps all have choice, socked on the 
nose strikes, from 1894 to 1898.One card is creased, rest 
are overall very fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3642  PIPESTONE MAN. three fairly well centered, fully dated 

strikes on stamps: DE 7/93 on a 3c SQ being the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer (and confi rms ownership of the 
strike), AU 6/97 on a 3c SQ and NO 23/98 on a 3c Numeral. 
A very fi ne trio. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $300
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 Type Two, Western Provinces continued 

    
x3643

3643 PC/PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE MAN. collection on three pages 
with 3 post cards and 5 stamps. A very fi ne strike on post card 
and on 3c SQ stamp showing the blank time mark, two post 
cards showing very fi ne examples of time mark 1 and 2 (the lat-
ter being the latest reported use of numerical time marks) plus 
4 other 3c SQ stamps each with socked on the nose strikes 
showing AM/PM chronology. Very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3644

3644  SELKIRK MAN. study on two pages, with mostly very fi ne 
strikes on two 3c QV Numeral covers and two QV stationery 
covers (a 3c and a 1c, the latter returned and not called for, 
with Town of Selkirk corner card) showing AM and PM time 
marks. Overall very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3645  SELKIRK MAN. very fi ne transit strike PM/MR 13/96 on 

back of a registered Small Queen cover (pair of 1c + pair of 
3c) mailed from Fisher Bay Man (new earliest date for broken 
circle, and one of two reports - open for only 4 years in fi rst 
period) to Toronto. Back shows a very fi ne broken circle transit 
from Icelandic River Man (a new earliest date and one of only 
two reports) plus an RPO and a Toronto receiver. A very fi ne 
cover and ideal for the Manitoba collector. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3646  SELKIRK MAN. very fi ne strike (plus two others on back) 

AM/NO 3/98 tying an 8c QV Numeral to a registered cover to 
Melita, Man. Back has two strikes of the Souris & Winnipeg 
M.C No.2 squared circle, two Winnipeg c.d.s. transits and a 
Melita receiver. Very fi ne RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3647

3647  SELKIRK MAN. group of 6 covers and one stamp, with a 
very fi ne strike ?/DE 10/19 on a 3c brown Admiral piece, de-
scribed in the handbook as an isolated late revival. Also 4 cov-
ers from 1895 to 1898 with fi ne to very fi ne strikes, three of 
which have additional instructional handstamps, plus a regis-
tered cover franked with four 1c and two 2c Small Queens to 
Montreal (some faults). Overall very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3648  SELKIRK MAN. a very fi ne free strike PM/MR 10/96 plus 
a second strike tying an 8c SQ to a yellow Rennie cover to To-
ronto. There are two additional fi ne strikes on back, alongside 
an RPO and a MR 12 Toronto receiver. Small part of backfl ap 
missing and reduced slightly at top, still very fi ne appearance. 
RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3649 /PC/SOURIS MAN. group of seven items, with fi ne to 
very fi ne strikes, including two 2c Numeral covers, a 1c Leaf 
stationery card, two receiver strikes on incoming cards and two 
stamps, each with a socked on the nose strike: -/OC 3/93 on 
3c SQ and -/AP 5/00 on 2c Numeral. Overall very fi ne. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3650

3650 PC/SOURIS MAN. two items on a written-up page: a very 
fi ne free strike -/AP 3/00 (quite late) on a 1c QV Leaf post 
card, and an 80% strike -/MY 10/00 being the latest recorded 
date on a small 2c QV Numeral piece. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3651

3651 /PC ST BONIFACE MAN. two written-up pages with very 
fi ne strikes: -/JU 4/98 on post card, -/JU 18/98 on post card 
(both used as receivers on front) plus a -/DE 4 / 99 strike ty-
ing a 2c Numeral to a cover to London, Ont. One of the post 
cards was mailed from St Jean Baptiste Man and shows a 
very fi ne broken circle JU 3 / 98 being the new earliest known 
date for the third hammer, and only the second reported. A 
very fi ne trio. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3652 PC ST BONIFACE MAN. group of 8 post cards, with a 1c Leaf 
reply portion having a very fi ne strike -/OC 31/99 on both 
sides, a very fi ne receiver strike -/AP 10/00 being the latest 
recorded date for this hammer, a fi ne strike -/2 DE/98 tying a 
1c Numeral to a private post card, being the reported inverted 
indicia 2, and other receiver or dispatch uses. A nice group. 
RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3653

3653  WINNIPEG Hammers I, II and III group of about 95 stamps, 
mostly all with socked on the nose strikes, including 17 Jubi-
lee stamps (incl. a 5c), Small Queens are to the 5c, including 
two super-jumbo copies of the 5c, etc. Many different time 
marks, and ideal for further study. A very fi ne and diffi cult to 
assemble lot, especially in this quality.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3654

3654 /PC WINNIPEG Hammers I to III group of 168 covers and 
cards with mostly all very fi ne strikes, with 3c Small Queens 
and Jubilees, 2c SQ drop covers, many business corner cards, 
some advertising, etc. Also includes a handy transparency 
card with the four hammer proof impressions for identifi ca-
tion. Some faults, still mostly fi ne or better. RF -

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3655

3655 /PC/ WINNIPEG Hammer I, II and III 6 covers and 
cards plus 24 stamps. We note a 2c green UPU card to China, 
a customs package card, a 5c Small Queen (3c + two 1c) 
to France, the stamps (which are mostly socked on the nose 
strikes) include a matched pair and a matched set of three, 
and more. A mostly very fi ne and useful lot. RF 5-7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3656

3656 /PC/WINNIPEG Hammers I to IV group of 66 covers 
and cards plus 17 stamps, including three 1c and 3c Jubi-
lee covers, 1c, 2c and 3c Small Queen covers, an uprated 1c 
post card (with 1c SQ) to England 7/JU 20/95, different time 
marks, etc. A nice lot to study, unchecked by us as to hammer 
identifi cation. Very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $250 
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Type Two, Western Provinces continued 

    
3657  WINNIPEG MAN. Hammer IV, a very fi ne (but light) strike 

14/NO 23/04 cancels a 3c QV stationery cover to Ottawa (NO 
25 receiver). One of four known covers in this period. Tiny tear 
at right, still a very fi ne cover. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

  
3658  WINNIPEG MAN. Hammer IV, a very fi ne strike 20/NO 

23/04 ties a 2c Edward to a yellow cover to Toledo, Ohio (NO 
26 receiver). One of four known covers in this period. Slightly 
reduced at top, still a very fi ne cover. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

  
3659  WINNIPEG MAN. Hammer IV, a very fi ne (but light) strike 

21/NO 24/04 ties a 2c Edward to an Ogilvie Flour Mills Co 
illustrated corner card (in purple) cover to Athens, Ont (NO 28 
receiver). The stamp has an OFM perfi n. One of four known 
covers in this period, very fi ne. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

  
3660 PC WINNIPEG MAN. Hammer IV, a very fi ne strike 10/NO 

22/04 ties a 2c Edward to a picture post card to Edinburgh, 
Scotland. The colour picture is of Geronimo / Apache, copy-
righted in Omaha Nebraska. Edge wear and corner creases, 
still an neat item to show this hammer. One of four known 
covers known in this period. RF 90

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3661  WINNIPEG group of mostly very fi ne interesting strikes on 
SQ and Jubilee stamps, with different hammers, a fi rst day 
cancel (for 3c Jubilee stamp 7/JU 19/97), a pair of 3c SQ with 
socked on the nose 5/AU 26/93 being the earliest recorded 
date for Hammer I, plus another 15 stamps with indicia errors, 
including nude strike on a 1c SQ, missing month, missing dig-
its, a sideways 0 used as a day, and more. A very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3662

3662 /PC WINNIPEG group of mostly fi ne strikes on 3 covers 
and 6 post cards, mostly all to trans-Atlantic destinations. We 
note fi ve 1c SQ on cover to France, pair of 1c SQ + 3c SQ to 
England, uprated (by 1c SQ) 1c post cards to England (x2, one 
with tear) and France, two 2c green UPU cards to England and 
Scotland, and a 1c post card to England with T5 and 1d F.B 
postage due markings. Also a 2c SQ cover to Brandon, with 
Winnipeg and Brandon squared circles on front, and 2 post-
age due marking. A useful group, with different hammers, etc.

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3663

3663 /PC/ WINNIPEG interesting group of covers, post 
cards and stamps, all with mostly very fi ne strikes, with a 
total of 29 matched time mark sets. These are represented 
with combinations of covers, only, covers and stamps, and or 
cards, etc. We note a lovely strip of 5 of the 3c Small Queen, 
with three strikes of Hammer III showing two different time 
marks on the same day, and much more. A very nice group 
and diffi cult to assemble. Overall fi ne or better.

 .................................................................................... Est $400 
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3664 /PC/Group of Manitoba Towns, with Neepawa (one 
cover and 3 stamps), Portage La Prairie (3 post cards plus 
a 3c Jubilee cover, one of the three recorded such covers, 
and three 3c SQ stamps), and St Boniface (three stamps, one 
is dated AM/OC 6/97). Two items have light stains, rest are 
mostly very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3665

3665 /PC/Group of Manitoba Towns, with Birtle (2 stamps 
including a 2c Numeral JY 4/02 the latest recorded date for 
this hammer), Brandon (three 2c Numeral stamps), Elkhorn 
(3c SQ stamp), Hartney ( stationery cover front with JU 9/00 
the latest recorded date for this hammer, plus 3 stamps), 
Minnedosa (card and stamp) and Morden (3 entires including 
a scarce 1919 strike, an advertising cover, a 3c Admiral with 
1923 scarce year and a stamp on piece). Mostly very fi ne lot.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

Assiniboina 

3666 / ESTEVAN ASSA. a fi ne 90% free transit strike AP 
6/02 on back of a Numeral (three 2c and a 1c) cover from 
Yellow Grass ASSA (broken circle) to Toronto, with Moose Jaw 
ASSA broken circle on back, alongside an RPO and a Toronto 
receiver. Also a light but readable strike MY 15/03 on a 2c 
Numeral being the latest recorded date for this hammer. Very 
fi ne. RF 70

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3667  GRENFELL ASSA. a very fi ne free strike (alongside an-

other tying the stamps) -/MY 2/00 being the unreported new 
latest date for this hammer, on a cover to Rennie in Toronto. 
The handbook says that a -/MY 2/?? exists which could be 99 
or 00, and this confi rms it. Very fi ne and on a written-up page. 
RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3668

3668 /PC/GRENFELL ASSA. a very fi ne strike FE 7/95 on 
a post card to Regina NWT is the unrecorded new earliest 
known date for this hammer. A very fi ne strike MY 30/96 ties 
a 3c Small Queen to a yellow Rennie cover to Toronto. Also a 
socked on the nose strike MR 29/97 on a 3c Small Queen 
stamp. A very fi ne trio. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3669

3669 / MAPLE CREEK ASSA a very fi ne free strike -/OC 
23/93 on a cover to England, franked with two 1c + a 3c SQ 
(bit of ageing) being the unrecorded new earliest known date 
for this hammer, a fi ne (but smudgy) free strike -/JY 3/95 on 
5c SQ cover to England, being an unrecorded only known use 
in 1895. Also three stamps with socked on the nose strikes, 
including an 1897 fi ne unrecorded nude strike on a 1c Jubi-
lee. A useful group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200

3670 PC MAPLE CREEK ASSA. two items: a very fi ne -JY/20/99 re-
ceiver on back of a post card, and a very fi ne (but light at top) 
-/OC 9/93 on a post card, being the unreported new earliest 
date, and the only 1893 report for this hammer (this with two 
fi le holes). A useful pair. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3671

3671 / MEDICINE HAT ASSA. two items on a written-up 
page, with a very fi ne dispatch strike -/JA 13/03, being the 
earliest recorded date for the third distinct period of use, on a 
Money Order Advice free franked cover to the US, plus a very 
fi ne but 70% strike dated -/FE 6/03 being the unrecorded 
new latest date for this hammer, on a 2c Numeral small piece. 
Nice items. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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x3672

3672 PC MEDICINE HAT ASSA. two items, with a very fi ne strike 
-/MR 3/99 on a 1c Leaf stationery card (reply portion only) 
plus a very fi ne strike -/NO 3/99 on a 1c Leaf stationery card 
(crease) to London England (with due markings) being the un-
reported new latest date in the second (main) period of use 
for this hammer (this ex. Carstairs). An interesting pair. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3673 PC/MEDICINE HAT ASSA. a very fi ne strike -/AP 15/95 
on a post card to Montreal, plus 4 stamps (including a strip of 
three 1c SQ) with socked on the nose strikes, including -/AU 
26/94, being the earliest recorded date for this hammer. Very 
fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3674

3674 /PC MOOSE JAW ASSA. two items, starting with a very 
fi ne free strike (plus another tying stamp) PM/FE 28/98 on 
3c Leaf cover to Toronto, plus a PM/JA 17/99 on a post card 
going to Calgary, then Edmonton. Very fi ne pair. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3675 /PC/MOOSE JAW ASSA a fi ne light strike -/AP 12/00 
ties a 2c Numeral on cover to Montreal, being the unrecord-
ed new latest known date for this hammer (plus unrecorded 
blank TM). a very fi ne 1898 strike on a registration receipt, 
a very fi ne 1898 strike on post card to Clinton Ont (DE 17 
receiver). Also four stamps, three of which have blank TM (all 
unrecorded as such) -/MR 7/96, -/AP 21/94, -/OC 30/93 
(this one is recorded, but for having an altered date, being 
that a 1 was added over the 0). A nice group. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
Detail Lot 3676

3676  REGINA ASSA. a very fi ne (light in places) receiver strike 
-/FE 11/94 being the unreported new latest known date for 
this hammer, on the back of a Dominion Crowns Land cover 
(#10 size) mailed from Regina ASSA (DE 28 1903 c.d.s. ties 
2c Edward) to Pasqua ASSA (no postmark present). There is 
a NOT CALLED FOR handstamp, which helps explain why the 
cover was returned two months later. Few small faults, includ-
ing two fi le holes, still useful. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3677  REGINA ASSA. a very fi ne strike 2/JY 20/97 ties a 3c 

Jubilee to a Secord & Balfour Barristers corner card cover to 
Toronto (JY 23 receiver on back). Very fi ne and apparently one 
of three known such covers. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3678

3678 / REGINA ASSA. collection on six pages, with -/NO 
16/93 tying 3c SQ to cover addressed to Sanford Fleming in 
Ottawa, an 1895 cover to Sanford Fleming in Ottawa with 1c 
+ 2c SQ cancelled by Regina c.d.s. cancels (this and previ-
ous covers have Government House Regina backfl aps). Also a 
very fi ne receiver strike 2/JA 23/96, a 3c SQ piece with lovely 
strike 3/DE 10/95 (a very rare time mark), two items (a cover 
and a piece) showing two unreported new later dates for the 
blank time mark -/FE 6/94 and -/JU 11/94 and fi nally a 2c 
Numeral piece showing a very fi ne strike -/AU 29/03 being 
the only 1903 strike known. A very nice group. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 
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x3679

3679 /PC/ REGINA ASSA. 5 covers, 2 post cards and 15 
stamps, mostly all with very fi ne strikes. We note a lovely CPR 
view card with -/NO 8/03, a very fi ne transit strike -/JY 29/05 
on back of a cover from Sedley ASSA to New York, being the 
unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer, a light 
receiver strike -/JA 9/04 with unrecorded inverted 4 in year 
slug, plus mostly very nice strikes on stamp, from 1893 to 
1903 (this being an unrecorded year of use). An interesting 
group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3680  WOLSELEY ASSA. Hammer I, a socked on the nose strike 

-/SP 23/95 on a 3c Small Queen, being the latest recorded 
date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 120

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3681 PC WOLSELEY ASSA. Hammer I a very fi ne free transit strike 

AP 6/94 on back of a UPU card mailed to Holland, being the 
earliest recorded date for this hammer. The card is datelined 
Chickney ASSA, and receiver on front. Very fi ne. RF 120

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3682  WOLSELEY ASSA. Hammer II, a very fi ne (bit light) transit 

strike -/AP 11/99 on a registered Webster Bros. cover (Ca-
nadian Plants for Canadian People) mailed from Chickney 
ASSA (lovely broken circle on front and back, closed in 1907) 
to Hamilton (AP 17 receiver) with 28mm c.d.s. C.P.Ry WEST 
OF WINNIPEG transit. Franked with a 1c + two 3c Numeral 
stamps. Very fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3683

3683 /PC/ WOLSELEY ASSA. Hammer II a fi ne strike NO 
15/95 on 3c SQ stamp is the unrecorded new earliest known 
date for this hammer, JA 23/96 is a receiver on back of a reg-
istered cover from GB to Ellisboro Man (Ellisboro ASSA purple 
broken circle receiver), AU 1 96 receiver on back of a 3c SQ 
cover, plus two dispatch strikes on post cards (1898, 1900 
with fi le holes) one from Pheasant Forks ASSA (broken circle). 
Also a 1c SQ stamp NO 24/96. A very fi ne group. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3684 PC WOLSELEY ASSA. Hammer II, a very fi ne (but light) strike -/
MR 24/96 on a post card to Regina. Back has a very fi ne strike 
of the Regina squared circle 2/MR 29/96. Very fi ne. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

Saskatchewan 

    
3685  PRINCE ALBERT SASK. a very fi ne strike (bit light in 

places, plus a second lighter strike beside it) -/JAN 15/10 
(possibly 1916) on a large piece of a cover with Ohio corner 
card. Handbook shows borrowed indicia (such as this 3 letter 
month) on JAN 10/10, so this is likely also a 1910 strike. Fine. 
RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

Over 2,000 high 
resolution scans can 

be found online.
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x3686

3686 /PRINCE ALBERT SASK. a very fi ne (bit light at bot-
tom) strike -/JA 29/96 ties a 3c SQ to a cover to Winnipeg, 
two covers plus two stamps with 1955 strikes, a very fi ne free 
strike -/JA 27/98 plus another tying a 1c + 2c Leaf stamp to a 
cover to North Dakota, plus a pair of ½c Leafs on back, ties by 
a third strike. Also another 5 stamps with strikes from 1893 to 
1915, including a fi ne -/FE 1/94, being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3687

3687 PC/PRINCE ALBERT SASK. three period 8 items: a post 
offi ce form with -/JAN 13/55 being the unreported new earli-
est date of the revival, also with the only known indicia error 
for this hammer (inverted year date slugs) and one of two bor-
rowed indicia in this period (three letter month). Also a post 
card with two light strikes PM/MR 11/55 and a piece with 
light strike PM/5 JUN/55. Very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200

Alberta 

    
x3688

3688  CALGARY ALTA. Hammer II, a very fi ne free strike (plus 
another cancelling stamps and two more on back) PM/FE 
20/99 on a registered Rennie cover to Toronto, franked with 
a 5c Leaf and a 2c Numeral. Toronto FE 25 receiver on back. 
Very fi ne. RF 10

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3689

3689 /PC/ CALGARY ALTA. Hammer II, 2 covers, 3 post 
cards and 5 stamps, with mostly fi ne to very fi ne strikes. We 
note a Dominion Express Company illustrated 1c Leaf card with 
light -/DE 30/89 (error for 98, unrecorded day), a partial (40%) 
strike PM/JA 10/94 on 3c Small Queen stamp, being the ear-
liest recorded date for this hammer, an unrecorded matched 
pair of AM/PM time marks on FE 6/00 on 2c Numeral stamps 
(also unrecorded AM date), a 2c UPU card to Batavia, NY, a 
registered cover to Wisconsin, franked with a pair of 3c + a 2c 
Small Queens, with scarce TM AM/NO 1/94, a second day of 
use (JA 11/94) on card, etc. A nice group. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3690

3690 PC CALGARY ALTA. Hammer II, group of three post cards, 
each with a fi ne-very fi ne strike: PM/JY 16/98 dispatch, PM/
MY 4/96 transit from Toronto to High River Alta (faults) and 
a PM/MY 15/97 dispatch strike to Wingham (with squared 
circle receiver on front). A fi ne or better trio. RF 10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3691  EDMONTON ALTA. a very fi ne free strike (plus two others 

tying stamps and two more on back) -/AP 1/99 on registered 
cover to Toronto, franked with two 1c Leafs, a 2c Numeral and 
a 3c Numeral. Toronto AP 9 receiver on back. A lovely three 
colour franking, very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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3692  INNISFAIL ALTA. fi ne strike -/MR 6/03 tying a pair of 1c 
Numerals to a cover going to Hamilton (MR 11 receiver on 
back). Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3693 /INNISFAIL ALTA. a very fi ne (proof-like) free strike -/

MR 30/96 placed to the right of a MISSENT TO handstamp, 
on a cover which was meant to be sent to Stroud, Ontario (AP 
6 receiver). A very fi ne strike -/MR 23/03 ties a 2c Numeral 
to a cover to Hamilton. Also a fi ne 40% strike -/MY 14/03 on 
a 2c Numeral stamp,being the unrecorded new latest known 
date for this hammer. Very fi ne group. RF 35

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3694

3694 /MACLEOD ALTA. group of three items with very fi ne 
strikes written-up on a page: a -/AP 1/95 tying a 3c SQ to 
a cover (roughly opened at left) to Annapolis NS (with very 
fi ne squared circle receiver on front), -/AU 21/94 on a 3c QV 
stationery cut square piece and -/OC 2/97 three strikes on a 
strip of three 1c Jubilee. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3695  RED DEER ALTA. two fi ne (but obscured by stamps) 
strikes -/MR 12/98 tie stamps (1c + 2c SQ + 6c Leaf) to a 
registered cover mailed to Rennie in Toronto. There are two 
additional strikes (fi ne) on back plus a Toronto receiver. Inter-
estingly, a Red Deer c.d.s. was used as a dater on the front 
of this cover, but only on the next day (MR 13). Very fi ne and 
colourful franking. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3696

3696 /RED DEER ALTA. a very fi ne strike -/AP 25/99 ties 
a 2c purple Numeral to a cover to Toronto (AP 30 receiver 
on back). Also three socked on the nose strikes on stamps, 
plus a very fi ne 50% strike -/NO 5/94 being the earliest re-
corded date for this hammer (and confi rming strike). A very 
fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3697

3697 /PC/Group of Alberta Towns, with Edmonton (3c SQ 
cover, back stamp on card, back stamp on card with lazy 8 on 
8/JY 19/97, plus 6 stamps), Innisfail (one stamp), Lethbridge 
(3 stamps), MacLeod (card with light SP 1/97 and Lethbridge 
back stamp, card AU 16/94 and three 3c SQ stamps) and Red 
Deer (one card DE 2/95 and a 2c Numeral stamp AU 5/02). 
Overall very fi ne.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

British Columbia 

    
3698  ASHCROFT STATION B.C. a very fi ne (light in places) 

strike -/AP 17/98 ties a 3c Leaf to a Cargile House corner 
card cover to Ohio. One of four known examples from the 
third period of use (April 1898). A lovely cover, ex. Siverts and 
Price. RF 100

 .................................................................................Est $1,000 

    
3699 PC DONALD B.C. two very fi ne strikes -/OC 13/96 on a 1c QV 

stationery post card, uprated with a 1c Small Queen to Ful-
lerton, North Dakota. Small tear at bottom does not detract. 
Very fi ne. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $500 
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3700 PC/DONALD B.C. a fi ne receiver OC 30/95 on back of a 

post card from Chicago (bit of edge wear), plus a partial strike 
MR 12/94 on a 3c SQ stamp, being the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3701  GOLDEN B.C. a very fi ne free strike -/MR 15/96 plus a 

second strike tying a 3c and a 5c Small Queen to a registered 
cover to Toronto. Backstamps include two further strikes, two 
RPO and a Toronto MR 22 receiver. Very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3702  GOLDEN B.C. a very fi ne strike -/MR 15/96 ties a 3c 

Small Queen to a cover to Toronto (MR 19 receiver on back). 
Insignifi cant tear at left, still very fi ne. RF 55

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3703

3703 /PC/ KAMLOOPS B.C. 4 covers with fi ne or better 
strikes (1893 to 1900, one is faulty), a Dominion Express 
Co. 1c Leaf post card with a very fi ne strike JU 17/99 and 2 
stamps, an 1899 1c purple Numeral and a 2c Numeral with 
partial DE 1/00 being the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer. Overall nice lot. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3704 PC MISSION CITY B.C. a fi ne and light (but readable) strike 

AU 5/93 on a post card mailed to Vancouver (AU 7 receiver on 
back). This is an unreported new earliest known date for this 
hammer, and one of only three known strikes on cover. Two 
fi le holes not affecting postmark, still very fi ne. RF 130

 .................................................................................... Est $500

    
3705  NANAIMO B.C. 1st State, a very fi ne strike PM/JU 23/94 

ties a 5c Small Queen to a cover addressed to London, Eng-
land (AU 10 receiver on back). Very fi ne and ex. John Siverts. 
RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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3706  NANAIMO B.C. 1st State, two very fi ne strikes PM/JA 

29/94 each tie a 3c and a 5c Small Queen to a registered 
cover to Toronto. Back shows a third strike plus an RPO and 
a FE 5 Toronto receiver. Light corner crease and tiny edge 
faults, else very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3707

3707 /PC/ NANAIMO B.C. 1st State, group of 6 items in-
cluding three dispatch strikes on post cards plus another on 
a letter card, a very nice receiving strike on back of a 3c SQ 
cover from Halifax and a 3c Small Queen stamp showing the 
scarce AM time mark, dated only SP 6 (likely 1896). A mostly 
very fi ne group. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3708

3708 /PC NANAIMO B.C. 1st and 2nd States group of 26 cov-
ers and cards, about 50-50 for each state, and includes a 
1917 2nd State on an Admiral (1c + 7c) registered drop cov-
er, returned, etc. An 1899 2c blue Leaf UPU card to Austria, 
items up to 1952, a small cover to Toronto franked with two 
3c SQ (1896) and more. A nice lot, mostly very fi ne. RF 15, 25

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3709  NANAIMO B.C. 2nd State group of 30 stamps, mostly with 
socked on the nose strikes, from 1897 to 1958, including a 
6c brown air mail (unrecorded), 7c ochre Admiral (unrecord-
ed), many different time marks, etc. A very nice lot. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3710  NANAIMO B.C. 2nd State, a lovely (proof-like) strike PM/

NO 17/97 ties a 3c Small Queen to a Stevenson & Son, Yukon 
Outfi tters, Nanaimo B.C. advertising cover to Toronto. Almost 
half of the front of this cover is covered in advertising text 
from this company, listing the goods they provide, and the 
benefi ts of purchases in this area of B.C. Slightly reduced, still 
fresh and very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3711  NANAIMO B.C. 2nd State, a very fi ne strike AM/AP 2/00 

ties a 2c Numeral to a lovely Comox Road Nursery, Nanaimo 
B.C. fl ower and petals illustrated cover to Toronto (AP 9 re-
ceiver). Light discolouration in places due to storage, still very 
fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3712  NANAIMO B.C. 2nd State, a very fi ne free strike AM/SP 

27/30, plus two others cancelling a pair of 2c KGV Arch book-
let stamps plus a 20c Special Delivery stamp on a #10 size 
special delivery cover to Tacoma, Washington. Back shows 
a US RPO plus a SP 28 2am Tacoma receiver. There is also 
a FEE CLAIMED AT TACOMA WASH light handstamp on front. 
Very fi ne and unrecorded usage on the 20c SD. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $200 
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x3713

3713 /PC/ NANAIMO B.C. 2nd State, collection on 19 
written-up pages. An advanced study on this fascinating post-
mark, with 42 items including covers, post cards, pieces and 
stamps from about 1897 to 1956. We note many early and 
late dates for time mark usages, periods of use, replacement 
indicia, unrecorded usages for 1931, 1940, the only example 
used as a receiver and much more. One of only two indicia er-
rors in the 50 year of use is shown AM/22 OC/04 where the 
day and month are upside down. A post offi ce facing slip dur-
ing WWII, believed to be the only one known shows VICTORIA 
handstamp, the letter H in blue and a Nanaimo State II 7/JUN 
6/46. Last but not least is a strike on piece 14/JU? 3/56 - if 
this is JUL, then it would be the latest known strike of this 
hammer, not to mention the latest known use of a squared 
circle postmark in Canada. A very nice, and diffi cult to as-
semble lot. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
3714  REVELSTOKE B.C. a 50% strike on a 3c Small Queen, 

showing REVELS... and B at bottom, plus AU of the date (prob-
ably 1893). Only four examples are known, all on 3c Small 
Queen stamps, this one was discovered in England in 1985. 
Very fi ne. RF 250

 .................................................................................Est $4,000 

    
3715  ROSSLAND B.C. a fi ne strike MR 27/96 on a horizontal 

pair of 3c SQ stamps and a fi ne strike MR 5/96 on a single 3c 
SQ stamp. Very fi ne. RF 65

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3716 PC SANDON B.C. a very fi ne strike -/OC 6/97 on a 1c QV sta-

tionery post card to Ashcroft B.C. The post card has a nicely 
repaired tear, which extends partially under the cancel, else 
very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3717 PC SANDON B.C. a very fi ne strike -/OC 5/97 on a 1c Jubilee 

stationery post card to Toledo, Ohio (receiver on front). A few 
corner creases, else very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $300 
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3718  UNION B.C. a very fi ne strike -/AP 28/98 ties a 3c Leaf 

stamp to a cover addressed to Heath Bell, NS. This is the day 
before the reported last day of use. Bit of edge wear, overall 
aging and damage to backfl ap, still a nice item. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
3719  UNION B.C. a partial strike FE 8/94 ties a 3c Small Queen 

to a cover front to Knowlton PQ. This is the earliest recorded 
date for this hammer. Fine. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3720

3720 /PC/ VANCOUVER B.C. 2 covers, 7 post cards and 
8 stamps, all with very fi ne strikes. The covers and cards all 
have TM 1 to 3. We note a 3c SQ stamp with a socked on the 
nose 4/OC 23/93 being the earliest recorded date for this 
hammer, plus a nice usage of the rare TM 4. Other stamps in-
clude a blank TM on-/JA 2/94, two 1c SQ stamps dated 1/DE 
9/93 (one has all its indicia inverted) and two 1c SQ stamps 
dated 1/NO 7/93 and 2/NO 7/93, etc. A very fi ne lot. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3721  VICTORIA B.C. Hammer I, II and III, group of 7 stamps, 
each with indicia errors. Includes inverted time marks, days, 
months, a sideways day, etc. Also includes a seventh stamp 
(3c Leaf) with PM/8JU9/98 with an accompanying letter from 
Jim Hennock to Bill Moffat, plus an old Steinhart price tag for 
$85. A very fi ne group. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3722  VICTORIA B.C. Hammer I, II and III group of about 80 
stamps, with SQ (to the 5c), Leafs, Numerals, Jubilees, 2c 
Map. We note an unrecorded blank TMs on -/MY 1/96, -/SP 
28/94 and -/OC 18/94a PM./MY 8/95 being the earliest re-
ported date for Hammer II, a rare TM 2 on 2/? 20/94, and 
more. A very fi ne and useful group. RF 7.5-10

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
x3723

3723 PC VICTORIA B.C. Hammer I, II and III, group of UPU post 
cards, each with very fi ne strikes. Seven 2c green cards 1893 
to 1896 (3 to Germany, 1 to Italy, 2 to Scotland and 1 to Eng-
land). Also an 1897 UX15 2c orange to New York City and a 
1899 UX20 5c blue Leaf to Belgium, and an 1897 UX ...........

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3724

3724  VICTORIA B.C. Hammer II and III, two covers with indicia 
errors, with a very fi ne strike PM/ON 5/95 tying a 3c SQ on 
a cover to New York City (NO is inverted) plus a AM/4 JU/98 
canceling a 3c stationery cover to Toronto (4 is inverted) both 
these covers have small faults. Also included is a blue-green 
Chandler Invalid Chairs illustrated cover to Toronto with two 
very fi ne strikes AM/MR 20/99. Very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3725

3725 /PC VICTORIA B.C. Hammer II and III, group of 3 covers 
and 3 post cards, with mostly very fi ne strikes, including a 
card with two strikes on front (an AM and a PM) on AP 21/96, 
two uprated cards to England, a cover to Scotland franked 
strip of three 3c Jubilees + 1c SQ, plus two covers, each dated 
SP 21/96, (one with AM and one with PM), one to England (2c 
+ 3c SQ) and one to US (3c SQ, faulty). Overall very fi ne group. 
RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $300 
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x3726

3726 /PC VICTORIA B.C. Hammer II and III group of 47 covers 
and cards, mostly all with fi ne to very fi ne strikes, different 
time marks, Jubilee covers, etc. Overall fi ne or better group. 
RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3727

3727 PC/VICTORIA B.C. Hammer II and III, group of matched 
sets, with (PM and NT) on JA 9/96 (post card and strip of 
three 3c SQ stamps), (PM and NT) on OC 9/97 (on 3c Jubilee 
stamps) and the rest are all on 2c Map stamps: (AM, PM, 
NT) on JA 16/99, (PM, NT) on JA 31/99, and (AM , NT) on MY 
27/99. A very fi ne group and diffi cult to assemble. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3728  VICTORIA B.C. Hammer III, four bold strikes PM/8JU2/98 

tie stamps (34c total in Leaf issues, including a block of 6 of 
the 5c) to a bulk mailing receipt for 34 pounds of material 
mailed. The reverse shows a total of 22c in Leaf issues, for 22 
pounds of material delivered, all cancelled by a Victoria c.d.s. 
dated PM/JU 29/98, which explains that the indicia error in 
the squared circle strikes must have occurred on June 28th 
(with the 8 placed before the month, not after the 2). Most 
interesting error, on a great item, very fi ne. RF 7.5

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
x3729

3729 /PC/ Group of British Columbia Towns, with Kam-
loops (JA 19/94 cut square), Kaslo (letter card JU 18/97, 2 
stamps plus a cut square and a 3c SQ on piece DE 17/97 the 
unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer), Nanai-
mo (on ten SQ stamps), Vancouver (on a post card DE 22/93), 
Vernon (pair of 1c SQ stamps, 3c SQ stamp) and Victoria (card 
NT/FE 28/99, two 3c Jubilee stamps, two 3c SQ stamps and 
a socked on the nose strike JY 24/94 on a ½c SQ stamp). 
Overall very fi ne.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

Type Two, Railway Post Offi ces 

QUE. & CAMP. M.C. 

3730  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No. 5 group of 17 stamps with 
mostly fully readable dates, including 150/OC 13/11 on a 2c 
Edward being the latest recorded date for this hammer, two 
stamps showing borrowed indicia in 1909 (JUL, unrecorded), 
also three stamps showing indicia errors (all unrecorded, with 
inverted OC, etc), different issues (incl. 2c Québec), dated, 
time marks, etc. Also includes several partial strikes not 
counted. A nice lot. RF 40

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3731 /PC QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No. 5 three covers and a 
post card, on three written-up pages. Three are backstamps 
on registered covers (1896 and 1897), with many other dat-
estamps, also a fi ne and partial strike E/JUL 9/08 tying a 1c 
Edward to a post card (borrowed indicia). A few faults, still a 
good lot. RF 40

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3732

3732  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 1st State 
group of eight 1c (unrecorded on this stamp) and 3c SQ 
stamps, each with well centered strikes, including a W/AU 
16/95 on a 1c being the unrecorded new latest known date 
for this state. Also a ninth stamp with a light strike reading 
either AP 6/94 or AU 6/94, and if AP would be a new ERD. A 
very fi ne lot. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3733  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 2nd State 
group of 6 3c SQ stamps plus a 3c Jubilee, each with a well 
centered strike, including a W/AU 27/95 being the earliest 
recorded date for this state. A very fi ne lot. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $200
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3734  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 2nd State 
group of fi ve 3c Small Queen stamps, all with fully readable 
dates including a W/AU 27/95 being the earliest recorded 
date for this state. Very fi ne group. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3735 PC QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 2nd State 

a very fi ne strike on front of a 1c Post card W/AP 30/98 being 
the unrecorded new latest known date for this state, by 25 
days. Very fi ne and one of only three known covers. RF 50

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3736  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 3rd State a 
very fi ne strike on 1c Leaf piece W/JU 17/98 is the earliest 
recorded date for this state, and confi rms previously unknown 
directional mark. Also a 2c Numeral with a partial ?/JA 16/00 
being the latest recorded date for this state. Also two 2c pur-
ple Numerals with very fi ne1899 strikes. A useful group. RF 
60

 .................................................................................... Est $100

    
x3737

3737 PC QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 3rd State 
two 1c Leaf post cards with very fi ne strikes, one with E/AP 
3/99 and one with E/DE 28/98 (this one with heavy crease). 
Only 4 known covers. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3738

3738  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 4th State 
three 2c Numeral stamps with partial but readable strikes: 
E/AP 5/00 being the unrecorded new earliest known date for 
this state, W/JA 29/02 being the latest recorded date for this 
state, and a ?/NO 15/00 strike. Very fi ne. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $100

    
3739  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 4th State 

a fi ne but partial (60%) strike W/AP 7/00 ties a 2c Numeral 
to a Rennie cover to Toronto (AP 8 receiver on back). Very fi ne 
and one of only three covers known. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3740  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 5th State 
group of 5 stamps, including one E and four W strikes. All very 
fi ne strikes with fully legible dates. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3741  QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 6th State 
group of 14 stamps, mostly with fully readable dates, includ-
ing a 42/AU 02/09 (having a train number as the time mark, 
plus an unrecorded zero spacer), etc. A very fi ne group, with 
different time marks, issues, etc. RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3742 /PC QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II, 6th 
State 6 covers and 2 post cards, with mostly fi ne or better 
strikes, dispatch and receivers. We note advertising, corner 
cards, three registered covers, etc. An overall very fi ne group. 
RF 45

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

3743 /PC QUE.&CAMP. M.C. LOCAL No.20, Hammer II three 
items, each on a written-up page. A very fi ne State 1 E/JU 
20/95 on a post card (RF 60), a fi ne State 2 W/JY 16/97 on 
a post card (horizontal crease and fi le hole, RF 50) and a fi ne 
State 6 E/NO 27/05 on a 2c Edward cover to Moncton (RF 
45)

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. 

3744  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. group of 16 stamps for No. 1, 
and 5 stamps for No. 2. Mostly fully readable dates, with both 
EAST AND WEST, etc, some are on piece. We note an incom-
plete strike but with inverted SP in 8 SP/99. A very fi ne group. 
RF 30, 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3745  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No.1, No.2 a # 10 registered 
cover mailed free-franked to Brandon, redirected, not called 
for, etc. The back of this cover shows a very fi ne strike of the 
No.1 squared circle WEST/JY 21/04, alongside a light strike 
of the No. 2 hammer EAST/SP 15/04, as well as several other 
datestamps from Brandon, Winnipeg, Lyleton (SP 15/04 be-
ing the second report for this hammer) and Deloraine, being 
the unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer. An 
interesting cover, with reduction at top and right. RF 30, 35

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3746  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No.1 and No.2 group of 
7 covers with mostly fi ne or better strikes 4 have dispatch 
strikes, rest are transit strikes. Three covers with transit 
strikes are Numeral and Leaf registered covers, one is from 
Hyder Man (MY 9/99 broken circle is the new earliest record-
ed, offi ce open from 1895 to 1920), another is from Wakopa 
Man (MR 25/99 broken circle) and the third from Pilot Mound 
(AP 6/00 c.d.s.). A very fi ne group. RF 30, 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200
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Type Two, Railway Post Offi ces continued
 

    
3747  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No 1 a fi ne strike EAST JU 

25/98 on back of a registered Leaf cover (pair of 3c + two 1c) 
from Lyonshall Man (broken circle, open from 1889 to 1906) 
to New York City, through Ninga Man and St Paul, Minnesota. 
Very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3748  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No 1 a very fi ne strike EAST/

MR 10/98 on back of a registered cover from Princess Man 
(broken circle, open 1888 to 1909) to Toronto, with very fi ne 
Deloraine Man squared circle and Toronto MR 14 receiver. Bit 
of ageing and light crease, still fi ne. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3749 PC NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No 1 a very fi ne strike EAST/
MR 2/95 on a post card to Montreal, plus a very fi ne strike 
EAST/FE 25/07 tying a 1c Edward to a beautiful black and 
white street scene from Grenfell, Sask. This is a unrecorded 
new latest known date for this hammer. Very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

3750  NAPINKA & WINNIPEG M.C. No 2 three covers and a 
card on two written-up pages, two are 1899 dispatch strikes 
and two have 1899 transit strikes on back of registered cov-
ers, one having very fi ne strikes of the Crystal City Man broken 
circle MR 14/99, being the earliest known date for this ham-
mer. Very fi ne. RF 35

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. 

3751 /PC SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 1 three 1c Edward 
post cards, each with a very fi ne strike, all three are E time 
marks (1908 and 1910). Also a damaged 2c Edward cover 
with a fi ne E/FE 26/12 being the latest reported date for this 
hammer. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3752 /PC/SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 1 three post cards 
and a cover (small tears) with very fi ne strikes dated 1906, 
1907, 1909, 1910, plus 4 stamps with very fi ne fully readable 
strikes dated 1894, 1895 and 1912. A nice lot. RF 30

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3753  SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 2 an 8c registered Small 
Queen cover (2c + pair of 3c) from Salterville Man (open 
1878 to 1899, broken circle dated SP 20/97 is one of only 
two reported and the latest) addressed to Waterville Maine. 
Back has a very fi ne strike EAST/SP 21/97 alongside a Car-
man and a Winnipeg c.d.s., and a St Paul, Minn purple transit. 
Very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3754 /PC SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 2 two 1c Leaf post 
cards, each with a fi ne strike (1899 and 1901) plus a reg-
istered cover (3c + 5c Leaf) mailed from Treesbank, Man to 
Toronto, with two fi ne strikes on back EAST/AP 26/98 and AP 
29 Toronto receiver. The cover is opened a little roughly at top 
and has a horizontal light crease, still very fi ne. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3755 /PC/ SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 2 three regis-
tered covers, with an 1896 8c SQ from Glenboro Man, an 
1898 8c Numeral from Carman Man and a, 1898 combina-
tion Leaf and Numerals from Methven Man, all with very fi ne 
strikes on back. Also an 1897 post card with a very fi ne (but 
light) strike. Four stamps have fully dated, centered strikes, 
including a 1c Jubilee. A very fi ne lot. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
3756 PC SOURIS & WINNIPEG M.C. No 2 a very fi ne strike E/JAN 

17/08 ties a 1c Edward to a picture post card to Seaforth Ont. 
An unreported occurrence of all of the indicia being upside 
down, and contains an unreported borrowed indicia for the 
month. Very fi ne. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

Precursors 

    
x3757

3757 /PC/HALIFAX N.S. CANADA group of 85 covers and 
cards plus 25 stamps. We note two 2c green UPU cards to the 
UK, two matched sets of 4 different time marks on the same 
day, ten matched sets of 3 different time marks on the same 
day, 20 matched sets of 2 different time marks on the same 
day (some are covers and stamps, etc.). Also stamps only: 
seven matched sets of various different time marks on the 
same day, and a 1c Small Queen stamp with OC 31 P5/92 
being the unrecorded new latest known date for this hammer. 
A very nice lot and diffi cult to assemble. Very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $450 
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x3758

3758 /PC HAMILTON CANADA group of 9 items, with mostly 
very fi ne strikes, including a 2c UPU card to Austria, two post 
cards, another post card mailed at Halifax (precursor) to Ham-
ilton (precursor receiver), a Lady’s College corner card cover 
with a strip of three 1c SQ JY 12 P3 (day before latest), a 3c 
stationery cover uprated with two 1c SQ (different shades) 
to England, an illustrated Bird Cage cover with enclosure (re-
duced at right), and two 5c Small Queen cover fronts to Eng-
land. A few small faults, still a useful group. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3759

3759 /PC/ HAMILTON CANADA group of 50 covers and 
cards, mostly with very fi ne strikes, plus 11 stamps with 
well centered strikes. We note a wide range of different time 
marks, dispatch and receivers, etc. A good lot for study. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

3760 /PC/LONDON CANADA group of 33 covers and cards 
plus 2 stamps, including about 12 matched sets of TM on the 
same day (usually on 1 or more cover/card and 1 or more 
stamp) including some very clear examples of missing year, 
etc. A diffi cult lot to assemble, mostly very fi ne. RF 30

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

3761  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I a registered Small 
Queen cover mailed from Montreal JA 10 P2/94 to Pottsville 
PA, franked with a 6c, 1c and two pairs of ½c. Fine. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3762  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I group of 12 registered 
covers, all with fi ne to very fi ne receivers on back. We note 
covers from France (x2), Victoria (Australia), rest from Ontario 
or Québec, with many other postmarks. A few faults, still over-
all fi ne or better. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3763

3763  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I group of four registered 
covers, each with a fi ne to very fi ne strike, including a 6c + 2c 
SQ to New York with AP 20 P6/94 dispatch on front, a 3c SQ 
+ 5c RLS to New York with MR 2 1P/92 on front, being the un-
recorded new earliest known date for this hammer, and two 
other transit markings on backs. A few faults, still a nice lot. 
RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
x3764

3764  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I group of 5 covers, includ-
ing a very fi ne strike on registration receipt, receiver on regis-
tered cover from England (missing stamp), transit on back of 
an 8c SQ cover from Smiths Falls (squared circle dispatched) 
to Knowlton, a transit on back of an 8c SQ registered cover 
from Addison Ont to Knowlton, and a registered corner card 
cover with 3c SQ and 5c RLS with MR 15 1P/92 dispatch 
strike on front (very early date and ex. Lussey). Overall very 
fi ne lot. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
x3765

3765  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I group of seven registered 
covers, mostly with different Small Queen (and one Numeral) 
frankings, and fi ne to very fi ne strikes. Three strikes are dis-
patching on front, including one to France (3c stationery + 5c 
+ 1c + pair ½c, part of address erased). A few faults still a 
useful group. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $400
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Precursors continued

    
x3766

3766  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I three registered covers, 
each with a very fi ne dispatching strike on front. Single 8c 
Leaf AU 25 P7/98, 3c Numeral + 5c Leaf SP 20 P6/98 (small 
faults) and four 2c Small Queens DE 18 P3/93. Mostly very 
fi ne trio. RF 80

 .................................................................................... Est $450 

    
x3767

3767  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer I to V group of registra-
tion receipts, all with very fi ne strikes, including one each for 
Hammer I, II and V, two for Hammer III and one for Hammer 
IV DE 30 P4/02 being the unrecorded new latest known date 
for this hammer. A useful group. RF 50 to 110

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3768  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II a very fi ne free strike FE 

11 P1/01 on a lovely colourful What We Have We’ll Hold illus-
trated patriotic registered cover to Medford, Massachusetts, 
franked with a strip of three 2c Numerals plus a pair of ½c 
Leafs. Two additional strikes on a fully advertised back, plus a 
Boston transit. Very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3769

3769  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II group of 22 registered 
covers plus two fronts, all with a Montreal precursor on front. 
We note several frankings, including nine single 8c Small 
Queens, etc. Overall very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

    
x3770

3770 /PC MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II group of six items, 
all with Montreal precursors on front: 5c Leaf UPU card to 
Holland, two registered covers (2c SQ + 6c SQ) to Pottsville 
PA, a corner card registered cover (strip of three 3c SQ + 1c 
SQ) to de Bourg, France (light folds), registered cover (pair 
3c SQ + 1c SQ + 1c Jubilee) to Cleveland and an illustrated 
advertising 8c SQ registered cover to New York. Overall very 
fi ne group. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
x3771

3771 /PC MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II group of 52 regis-
tered covers, all as backstamps, including 8c Numeral, 8c 
Leafs, 8c Small Queens, other Small Queen, Jubilee, Numer-
al, Map and Leaf combinations, to and from a wide variety of 
places. Some faults, still an overall fi ne or better lot. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $500 
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3772  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II and III a Numeral regis-

tered cover (2c + 5c) from Nicolet Que to Montreal, re-direct-
ed to Toronto. Back has a Hammer III receiver SP 25 A10/00 
(possibly the new latest date for this hammer) alongside a 
Hammer II SP 25 A11/00 used to re-direct one hour later. Bit 
of ageing, still very fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3773  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II and IV a light green 

drop (then returned to sender) registered cover (franked 5c 
Numeral + four ½c Numerals) with three 1902 Montreal pre-
cursor strikes: AP 10 P6 (Hammer II on front), AP 21 A8 (Ham-
mer IV on front) and AP 21 A11 (Hammer II on back). Missing 
backfl ap, still very fi ne. RF 50, 70

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3774

3774  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer II to V group of registered 
covers, each with poor to average strikes. We note Hammer 
II: 8 covers, Hammer III: 11 covers, Hammer IV: 9 covers and 
Hammer V: 14 covers. We note many different frankings, des-
tinations (cross border, overseas), postmarks (small town bro-
ken circles), etc. Many have faults, but still some very fi ne and 
a nice group to study. 42 covers RF 50-110

 .................................................................................... Est $600 

    
x3775

3775  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer III group of 18 registered 
covers, including an illustrated advertising (front only), a 2c 
+ 6c SQ combo, an 8c Leaf, four 8c Small Queens and many 
other franking combinations. The fi ne to very fi ne strikes in 
this lot are all on front of the covers. Small faults, else overall 
very fi ne. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $600 

    
x3776

3776  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer III group of 28 registered 
covers, all with the Montreal precursor on back. We note a 
single 8c Jubilee from Peterboro, 12 single 8c Small Queens 
and more combination frankings, etc. Covers come from, or 
are going to many different areas, including mostly Ontario 
and Québec but also Jamaica, USA, England, etc. A few faults, 
still overall very fi ne. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

    
3777  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer III and IV a blue green 

drop registered cover from Stevens & Hutchins Advocates, 
franked with four 1c Jubilees and a 3c Jubilee, with a Mon-
treal Hammer IV on front JY 10 P2/97 and a Hammer III on 
back JY 12 A9/97. Part of backfl ap missing, still very fi ne. RF 
60, 70

 .................................................................................... Est $400 
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Precursors continued

    
x3778

3778  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer IV group of ten registered 
covers (one is a front, one is slightly reduced and one is much 
reduced). We note Leaf, Numeral, Small Queen and Map 
frankings, and all have Montreal Hammer IV precursor strikes 
on front. A nice group. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
x3779

3779  MONTREAL CANADA Hammer IV group of 26 registered 
covers, all with Montreal precursors on back, including Small 
Queen, Numeral and Leaf frankings, including ten 8c Small 
Queen single frankings. Some faults, still a useful group. RF 70

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
x3780

3780 /PC MONTREAL CANADA Hammer V 4 covers and cards, 
each with the precursor on front, three are very fi ne strikes 
and three are registered. Also a very fi ne receiver strike OC 7 
10A/04 being the unrecorded new latest known date for this 
hammer on a cover from Jamaica, with SP 28 squared circle 
from there. A few small faults, still overall fi ne to very fi ne. RF 
110

 .................................................................................... Est $800 

    
3781  OTTAWA Early Type a 3c Small Queen cover with a very 

fi ne free strike 3/AU 10/80. The stamp is cancelled by an 
ideal OTTAWA in bars. Ex. Fred Jarrett, desirable and very fi ne. 
RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3782

3782 /PC OTTAWA Early Type group of three post cards and two 
free-franked covers, each with a very fi ne strike. The range 
of dates is from JY 24/80 to DE 4/80. One of the cards is 
creased, still a lovely group. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
x3783

3783 /PC/ OTTAWA Early Type group of interesting items, 
each with very fi ne strikes, with a cut-down 3c SQ cover 3/
MY 28/81, two post cards: 3/JU 23/81 (docketing) and 3/
JY 26/81 (with large OTTAWA in bars), a 3c SQ stamp 3/MR 
30/80 the earliest recorded date for this hammer. Also two 
stamps with the latest recorded date for this hammer: 3/JY 
28/81 (on a 3c SQ and on a chocolate brown 6c SQ). A very 
fi ne group, with a few items being ex. Colin Bayley. RF 60

 .................................................................................... Est $300

3784  OTTAWA CANADA group of 57 stamps, some on piece, 
each with fully readable dates, including two 5c SQ. We note 
a wide array of different time marks, etc. An excellent lot for 
further study. Very fi ne RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3785 /PC OTTAWA CANADA group of 79 covers and cards with 
mostly all very fi ne strikes, with 1c and 3c Small Queen frank-
ings, many different time marks, etc. Some faults, still overall 
very fi ne. RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $250 
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3786 /PC/ OTTAWA CANADA study of matched pairs and 
sets. We note 4 matched pairs on entires, 2 matched sets 
on entires and stamps, one matched set of three (one en-
tire and 2 stamps), the rest are stamps only (1c to 5c SQ): 
27 matched pairs, 4 different time marks on NO 9/92, NO 
21/92 and DE 24/92. A very fi ne lot and diffi cult to assemble. 
RF 20

 .................................................................................... Est $350 

3787 /PC/ OTTAWA CANADA group of interesting items, 
with a 3c SQ JA 19 8P (one hour after earliest recorded), a 
Small Queen cover (2c + 3c) to England, a green UPU card to 
France, a receiver on a card from France (period 2: MR 9 A12) 
and a cut down cover franked with a single 6c Small Queen 
DE 21 P6/92. Very fi ne lot. RF 20

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3766

3788  ST JOHN N.B. CANADA group of four 3c Small Queen il-
lustrated advertising covers, each with a very fi ne strike tying 
the stamp. Very fi ne lot. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3789

3789 /PC/ ST JOHN N.B. CANADA group of interesting 
items with very fi ne strikes: a pair of 1c Small Queens with JA 
21 6P/92 being the unrecorded new earliest known date for 
this hammer, a post card with FE 29 1P/92 (leap year), a post 
card AU 31 P7/92 and a 1c + 2c SQ advertising cover with AU 
31 AN/92, both being the latest recorded date for this ham-
mer. Very fi ne group. RF 25

 ....................................................................................Est $150

    
x3790

3790 /PC/ST JOHN N.B. CANADA group of 38 covers and 
cards plus 22 stamps, mostly all with very fi ne strikes. We 
note corner card covers, advertising post cards (on back), a 
few UPU cards, cross border, some 2c SQ rates, etc. Some 
faults, else mostly fi ne or better. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
3791  ST JOHNS NEWF’D a General Post Offi ce registered cover 

franked with 6 different stamps, dispatched St Johns on 24 
JY 99, addressed to Sidney O. USA with a JY 28 Boston transit 
on back. This precursor is the unrecorded latest known date 
for this hammer by 48 days. Very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3792  ST JOHNS NEWF’D a very fi ne free strike 2 MR 8 (missing 

digit for 1898) plus a second strike tying a 10c Cabot stamp 
to a registered on postal service cover addressed to New York 
City. Back has a Boston transit and a MR 27 NY receiver. Very 
fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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Precursors continued

    
x3793

3793  ST JOHNS NEWF’D a lovely group of 18 registered covers, 
plus one stamp and a piece. The covers are mostly all lavishly 
franked (usually with many colourful stamps, but one has a 
block of 20 of the ½c black Newfoundland dog, etc.). They 
are addressed to such places as Ontario, New York, Germany, 
Nova Scotia, Rhode Island, England, France, British Columbia 
and Boston. A few are fronts only but all have fi ne to very fi ne 
strikes of the precursor. Most interesting group and overall 
very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................Est $1,500 

    
3794 PC ST JOHNS NEWF’D a 2c red UPU stationery card (with re-

ply portion) addressed to Leipzig, Germany (receiver on front) 
through London (transit on back). Dispatched St Johns on 6 
AP 5 (year digit omitted in 1895). Very fi ne. RF 50

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3795  TORONTO CANADA a very fi ne strike JY 14 7P/92 ties a 

6c Small Queen (for double the weight) to a cover to London 
(next day receiver on back). Tiny bit reduced at top, still very 
fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

    
3796  TORONTO CANADA a very fi ne strike JU 5 2P/92 ties a 2c 

Small Queen to a lovely illustrated advertising cover for the 
Canada’s Great Industrial Fair to Toronto. Tiny bit reduced at 
top, still a very fi ne cover. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3797

3797 /PC/ TORONTO CANADA group of seven interesting 
items, each with a very fi ne strike. A 3c Small Queen stamp 
on piece SP 16 6P/92 being the latest recorded date for this 
hammer, and confi rming time mark. A lovely 15c grey Large 
Queen stamp MY 26 4P, two 2c Small Queen illustrated ad-
vertising covers, a 6c Small Queen cover to London Ont, a 
1c post card (with matching date to one of the 2c SQ covers 
AP 27) and a 2c green UPU post card to Germany. A very fi ne 
group. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Esr $300 

    
x3798

3798 /PC/TORONTO CANADA group of 80 covers and cards 
plus 20 stamps, all with mostly very fi ne strikes, with different 
Small Queen frankings including drop letter, registered, etc. 
We note one matched set of 4 different time marks on the 
same day, seven matched sets of 3 different time marks on 
the same day, twelve matched sets of 2 different time marks 
on the same day, a matched set of three 3c Small Queen cov-
ers with different time marks on the same day, and more. A 
very nice lot, and mostly very fi ne with a few small faults. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $500 
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3799 PC TORONTO CANADA a very fi ne strike MY 30 8P/92 on a 1c 

post card uprated with a 1c Small Queen to London, England, 
with a red JU 9 92 receiver on front. Very fi ne. RF 15

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

3800 PC TORONTO CANADA two post cards from Newmarket (date-
line on back) with very fi ne transit strikes MR 16 and MR 22, 
each also having a WAY LETTER in circle handstamp cancel-
ing the stamp, addressed to Vermont and Connecticut. Very 
fi ne. RF 15

 .................................................................................... Est $100 

3801 /PC WINNIPEG CANADA two free franked covers, one is 
an International Money Order Business cover to NY, a (dam-
aged) drop cover (pair of 1c SQ) to Winnipeg with three dif-
ferent DLO cancels on back and three 2c green UPU cards to 
England. Overall fi ne or better. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $250 

    
x3802

3802 /PC/ WINNIPEG CANADA group of 31 covers and 
cards, plus 15 stamps, mostly with very fi ne strikes. A few 
faults (we saw one cover which is a front only), still a useful lot 
for research. RF 25

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3803

3803 /PC/ Group of Different Precursor Towns with 17 
covers, cards or stamps, including a 2c green UPU card to 
Newfoundland from Halifax, other items from Hamilton, Ot-
tawa, Toronto, St John NB, Winnipeg, a Numeral registered 
advertising cover from Montreal, etc. Overall fi ne or better lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

Miscellaneous Lots 

    
x3804

3804 /PC Group of Ottawa Non-Squared Circle covers and 
cards, from 1877 to 1905, showing the evolution of Ottawa 
postmarks before and after the Squared Circle usage. We note 
a group of 8 early small c.d.s. only, an 1881 c.d.s. with crown 
cancel, 5 items with small c.d.s. and large OTTAWA in grid can-
cel, rest are 41 duplex cancels, from 1885 to 1905, showing 
the evolution of time marks, etc. We note a 2c green UP to 
France, a 2c Edward to Belgium, etc. Overall very fi ne lot.

 .................................................................................... Est $300 

    
3805  Pritchard & Andrews Proof Book Page 1 from the original 

Colin Bayley fi nd in 1960, showing eleven proof impressions 
made on AP 29 / 95, interestingly all in red, with six different 
Type II squared circles, Stouffville, Sutton West, Powassan, 
Gore Bay, Victoria and Springhill. Also includes broken circle 
proof impressions for Millbrook Man, Mallorytown Ont, Merlin 
Ont, Shawmut Ont and Pentecost River Que. Folded down the 
middle, with a diagonal crease and other smaller faults, still 
a unique page which is rare in private hands. Accompanied 
by a copy of a 1960 article by Colin Bayley from the Canadian 
Philatelist detailing his fi nd of the two pages included in this 
sale. Illustrated in an article (p.14-15) in the third edition of 
the Handbook.

 .................................................................................... Est $400 
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Miscellaneous Lots continued

    
3806  Pritchard & Andrews Proof Book Page 2 from the original 

Colin Bayley fi nd in 1960, showing eight proof impressions 
made on JU 3 / 95 in black, with a Type II squared circle for 
DELORAINE MAN. Also includes broken circle proof impres-
sions for Kault B.C. (error for Kualt B.C. and not known used), 
Clover Valley B.C., Cottonwood B.C., plus c.d.s. proof impres-
sions for Westmount Que, Ladner B.C. plus two for Matepedia 
& Paspebiac M.C. / Que Div. Tears and paper deterioration 
(fragile), still a unique page which is rare in private hands. 
Accompanied by a copy of a 1960 article by Colin Bayley from 
the Canadian Philatelist detailing his fi nd of the two pages 
included in this sale. Illustrated in an article (p.14-15) in the 
third edition of the Handbook.

 .................................................................................... Est $500 

    
3807 PC/Two Items with a 3c Small Queen showing a socked 

on the nose small early 3/OTTAWA/AP 20/80 squared circle, 
plus a post card showing a very fi ne SEAFORTH ONT precursor 
SP 13 92.

 ....................................................................................Est $150 

    
x3808

3808 PC 24 Post Cards with Two Different Towns on Front, includ-
ing Strathroy & Mount Brydges, Victoria & Listowel, Winnipeg 
& Charlottetown (vertical crease), etc. Overall very fi ne group.

 .................................................................................... Est $400 

 
x3809

3809 /PC/Canada-Wide Squared Circle Lot, group of over 
175 covers and cards, plus stamps. Strikes range from poor 
to very fi ne, Types I and II, and we note many frankings, in-
cluding registered, 5c SQ to England, etc. We note a wide va-
riety of towns, including very fi ne Galt, Rockton, L’Original, fair 
Baie Verte, and many more. Inspect. Fine or better.

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
x3810

3810 /PC/Group of Western and RPO Strikes, with Prince 
Albert (on a 1917 Admiral War Tax large cover plus a post card 
SP 10/94), Regina (free strike 2/FE 21/96) on a free-franked 
large cover to the Minister of Justice in Ottawa, plus a socked 
on the nose strike on a 3c Jubilee stamp). Also some RPO 
strikes, including different hammers on 6 stamps and a post 
card, including an earliest recorded date and latest recorded 
date, a few indicia errors, etc. Overall very fi ne lot

 .................................................................................... Est $200 

    
3811  HONOLULU H’I. two fi ne nude strikes tie three stamps 

(totaling 4c) on a cut down parcel front to Northampton Mass, 
with a Aug 28/99 duplex receiver, then re-directed to Holyoke 
Mass. Dates in the Handbook range from 1897 and 1898, so 
this may be a new latest known date. Not often seen and fi ne.

 .................................................................................... Est $100 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 
(Please read carefully)

1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at public 
auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of various consign-
ors.  By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through an agent, via 
Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, website, or any 
other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of the follow-
ing Terms and Conditions of Sale.

2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the 
buyer.  The term “hammer price” means the last bid acknowledged by 
the auctioneer.  The purchase price payable by the buyer will be the 
sum of the hammer price and a commission equal to 15% of the ham-
mer price (“buyer’s premium” ), together with any sales tax which may 
be due on the sale.  

3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue.  The auctioneer 
shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid be-
lieved by him not to be made in good faith; to withdraw any lot prior to 
sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or more lots and to act on behalf of 
the vendor.  In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall 
be fi nal. Sparks will execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients, 
but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.

4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the sale, 
Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be delivered.  
Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in full within fi ve days 
from the date of sale.  Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will 
be subject to a late payment charge of 2% per month.  All expenses in-
curred in securing payment from delinquent accounts will be charged to 
the defaulter.  A fee of $100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned 
for insuffi cient funds.

5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS.  Payment may be made by 
bank draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S. bank, 
Canadian or International postal money order, cash or credit card (VISA 
and MasterCard only). Please note: Effective August 1, 2014, we will 
be charging a 2.5% convenience fee to process Visa & MasterCard 
payments. Payment in U.S. funds is acceptable at the same rate which 
Sparks can purchase Canadian Funds at our bank (2.5% percent above 
the mid-market rate).  Contact us if you require the exact amount owed 
in U.S. funds.  Credit cards will be processed in Canadian Funds.

6. Buyers from Canada will be charged Federal GST or HST. Absentee 
bidders resident outside Canada are not liable for Canadian taxes if 
purchases are delivered outside of Canada.  See shipping instructions.

7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on behalf 
of the seller.

8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and agrees 
to pay for prescribed shipping costs.

9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be available 
in a printed catalogue, our website and on Stamp Auction Network, 
there is a chance of technical error.  In that event the auctioneer’s deci-
sion will be fi nal.  If discovered before the sale a notice will be posted 
on sparks-auctions.com.  Opening bids will be available on the websites 
and will be updated.  These are only provided as a service to bidders 
and Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.

10. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable, 
but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of receipt.  All disputed lots 
must be returned intact with the original packing material.  The follow-
ing lots may not be returned for any reason: Lots containing ten or more 
items; any lot described with “faults”  or “defects” may not be returned 
because of any fault or defect.  No illustrated lots may be returned be-
cause of centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.

11.  All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser wishes to 
obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable authority, an 
extension may be granted on a lot prior to the commencement of the 
auction provided that the following conditions are met; (1) the purchase 
price of the lot must be paid in full, (2) the item must be submitted to 

the mutually acceptable expertizing committee with a properly executed 
application form within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application 
form must be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made, 
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days;  (5) if in the opin-
ion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed, 
the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement of the purchase price 
plus costs of certifi cation up to $100, and (6) lots back stamped or 
marked are not returnable.  It is the purchaser’s responsibility not to let 
this happen.

SHIPPING INFORMATION

Unless specifi c other arrangements are made between the buyer and 
Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following manner:

Within Canada:
a) Single or multiple lots that fi t into one or more regular EXPRESS 
POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required.  
These lots will be charged postage only but not a handling, packaging, 
or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post or 
FedEx with signature required.  If bulky lots have a value in excess of 
$1000 they will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature required.  
This category of lots will usually be charged an additional handling or 
packaging fee.

To the USA:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required 
and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground or FedEx 
Ground with signature required.  This category of lots will usually be 
charged an additional handling or packaging fee. 

Overseas:
a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Registered or Xpress Mail with 
signature required and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only.  We 
reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served by Fed-Ex.

Consignments
 If you are planning to consign material, it is to 
your advantage to do so early.  This gives our lot-
ting team suffi cient time to properly lot, describe 
and catalogue your property.  

consign@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336
844-252-2032 toll-free

AGENTS

We can recommend the following 4 agents.

 John Beddows Peter Rennie
 705-495-3134 450-218-1616
 jlw@onlink.net peter.e.rennie@videotron.ca

 Doug Lingard Nick Martin
 613-737-4864 nick@loveauctions.co.uk
 lingardd@istar.ca (44) 012 0546 0968



About Bidding

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

$5 - $100 $5 
$110 - $250 $10 
$275 - $750 $25
$800 - $1500 $50  
$1600 - $3100 $100
$3200 - $7000 $200
$7500 - $15,000 $500 
$16,000 - $30,000 $1,000
$32,000 - $50,000 $2,000
above $50,000 $5,000 

1) Please bid using the increments above.  All 
bids not conforming to these increments will 
be lowered to the appropriate amount.

2) You have the option to break ties or in-
crease your bids if needed by checking the 
appropriate box on the bid sheet.

3) If you are bidding through the internet, af-
ter you have entered your bids you will receive 
a computer generated email describing each 
lot you bid on and telling you where you stand 
in terms of other bidders without divulging 
the high bid.  You then have the option of up-
dating your bids.  If you bid by mail or fax you 
have the option of asking to receive this email 
by checking the appropriate box and including 
your email address.

4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Net-
work, or to Sparks Auctions you will only pay 
one increment over the second highest bid. 
Your top (maximum) bid will be used only if 
another bid is one increment below yours, or 
exactly the same as your bid but was received 
after yours.  In the event of tie bids, the earli-
est bid received by us will be successful.  We 
do not accept “buy” bids.

5) The auctioneer may permit telephone 
bidding during the auction.  This must be ar-
ranged well in advance of the auction start-
ing time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse 
telephone bidding at any given time.  Sparks 
will not be held responsible in the event that 
a telephone bidder cannot be contacted.  Ap-
plicable telephone expenses will be charged 
to telephone bidders.

6) OPENING BIDS will be available approxi-
mately one week before the auction.  (With 
one week to go most of these will be well 
below the fi nal price).  New opening bids will 
be updated at least daily.  If you see that an 
opening bid is higher than you wish to bid for 
a lot you would like to buy, this feature allows 
you to focus on other lots of interest to you.  
Sparks will not be held responsible in the 
event of errors in the opening bids provided 
before the sale.

7) You have the option of limiting your pur-
chases to a specifi ed dollar fi gure (e.g. $325), 
or to an approximate fi gure.  This feature 
allows you to bid with the confi dence that you 
will not be fi nancially embarrassed if you are 
very successful in the auction. It also allows 
you to use a strategy of bidding just above the 
opening bid for many lots with the expectation 
of winning only a minority of these.

8) With currencies fl uctuating as widely as 
they do it is no longer practical to offer bid-
ding in both Canadian and U.S. dollars.  
However you can specify the limit of your total 
purchases in US funds and it will be convert-
ed to the appropriate amount on the day of 
the sale.



How To Bid
Advance Bidding We accept bids in the time-honoured tradition: you 
can mail us a printed bidsheet (available for download from our site), 
or fax it to us at 613-567-2972, or call us at 613-567-3336 with your 
bidding information. E-mail bids also work well; simply provide the lot 
number and your maximum bid in Canadian dollars.

For the most satisfying and realistic experience akin to being on the 
auction fl oor, you should become familiar with Live Internet Bidding.

Live Internet Bidding
Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the world to par-
ticipate in the auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased to make the auction 
available through Stamp Auction Network, and we will do everything we 
can for our customers to make the process simple, trustworthy and fun.

Connect to Stamp Auction Network at:  stampauctionnetwork.com

Register once and create a user name, which will allow you to choose 
auction fi rms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions. We will approve you 
to bid as soon as possible during normal business hours. If your appli-
cation was made more than one month ago, please re-submit.

The Approval Process
We will not extend credit terms to any buyer who has not made arrange-
ments in advance of the auction. Payment must be made before lots 
are shipped, preferably by credit card, but we also accept cheques, 
money orders, etc. We need to confi rm your account before you will be 
able to place bids with us. For fastest bidder confi rmation, please refer-
ence Ian Kimmerly, Sparks Auctions, or other North American auction 
houses when you create your account. Other details that will help us 

quickly approve you for bidding include:

* Credit Card number (Visa or MC, with expiry date and CVC code)
* Philatelic references (including eBay reputations, BidStart etc.)
* Associations (APS, RPSC, BPA, etc.)
* Your own professional website (stamp-related or otherwise)
* A valid e-mail address (we will not approve you if your e-mail bounces)
* Call us at 613-567-3336
A complete bidder registration with many of these details included will 
result in a speedy approval. We want your bids, but we do not want 
“problem buyers!” NB: We do not normally check references from 
banks, AMEX, individuals (non-philatelic), etc.

The On-Line Auction
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:

Keep track of lots you are interested in, and place bids on-line at any 
time before the auction begins. This is similar to any other form of ad-
vance bidding (ie., sending us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will 
receive acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted, and, if 
you wish, further confi rmation by e-mail if you are outbid.

Comprehensive internet bidding instructions can be found at:
sparks-auctions.com/how-to-bid-with-us/



BID SHEET
Public Auction #23 — January 31st, February 1st and 2nd, 2017

SPARKS AUCTIONS
1550 Carling Avenue, Suite 202, Ottawa, ON, K1Z 8S8

Telephone: (613) 567-3336    844-252-2032 toll-free    FAX: (613) 567-2972
Email: info@sparks-auctions.com    www.sparks-auctions.com

Your name and full mailing address:(please print):

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Daytime telephone______________________________________

Fax:___________________________________________________

Email:_________________________________________________

PLEASE LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS ON REVERSE OR COPY TO LIST ADDITIONAL BIDS

Check appropriate boxes:
 You may increase my bids by one increment to break a tie.
 You may increase my bids by _______% if competition warrants.

Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

$5 - $100 $5 $3200 - $7000 $200
$110 - $250 $10 $7500 - $15,000 $500
$275 - $750 $25 $16,000 - $30,000 $1,000
$800 - $1500 $50 $32,000 - $50,000 $2,000
$1600 - $3100 $100 above $50,000 $5,000 

See reverse for options such as limit bids, credit card payments* etc.

I authorize Sparks Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following lots at 
or under the limited stated.  I agree to the terms of sale as printed in the 
catalogue.
____________________________________________________
Signature
References: 
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone
____________________________________________________
Stamp Firm  Telephone

A buyer’s Premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price and 
becomes part of the total purchase price.

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid



LIMIT BIDS  If you wish to limit the total amount of your successful bids (not including the 15% buyer’s premium) enter the 
amount here. $_________
Your bids will be executed until this fi gure is reached.

I would like to pay by VISA or MASTERCARD.  *Please note: Effective August 1, 2014, we will be charging a 2.5% 
           convenience fee to process Visa & MasterCard payments

CC # ________________________________________________  Expiry  _______/_______

Validation number on back____________ (this must be provided)

Name as shown on card: ______________________________________________________

Authorizing Signature_________________________________________________________

 Please check here if you have provided us with your email address and you would like us to enter your bids in the Stamp Auc-
tion Network system.  You will receive email messages advising you of the status of your bids.

   Lot Number      My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid         Lot Number       My Top Bid        Lot Number       My Top Bid







Corrections & Updates

AUCTION #23 CORRECTIONS TO LOT
DESCRIPTIONS
Last updated Wednesday, February 1st, 2017 at 8:30am EST

LOT# Correction

Lot 9 Accompanied by a 1986 Greene Foundation certificate.

Lot
20

We strongly suggest a certificate for this stamp.

Lot
23

This stamp is the re-entry from position 52 [not the major re-entry
from position 29].

A Traditional Philatelic Auction House — Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada

Home About Us ∠ Auction #25 ∠ Auctions Archive ∠ BNAPS Bookstore ∠
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Lot
93

Opened on three sides and stamp may not belong.

Lot
171

Hinged in selvedge.

Lot
289

This variety is in fact listed in Unitrade, CV $300 on cover.

Lot
380

Estimate $275 [not CV].

Lot
408

No certificate.

Lot
458

Withdrawn.

Lot
564

Hinged as re-inforcement [not hinge remnants].

Lot
777

This imperf pair is on Peterborough paper, [not the Rolland paper].
Catalogue Value is correct.

Lot
778

This imperf pair is on Peterborough paper, [not the Rolland paper].
Catalogue Value is correct.

Lot
834

#O6 Upper left block is hinged.

Lot
784

Canada #1359g var is indeed listed in Unitrade, CV $1000 as noted.

Lot
893

Withdrawn.

Lot
897

Withdrawn.

Lot #716-731 set is used, #708-710, #713-715 are mint lightly hinged.
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Lot
2290

Estimate C$200 [not Coutts CV].

Lot
2577

#C1 mint hinged with perf separation, repaired top selvedge.

Lot
2745

Not a hingeless album.

Lot
3013

This is a front [not a cover].

Lot
3056

Some timemarks missing (#1, 8, 9, 14, 17).

Lot
3144

There are four covers from WINDSOR, NS, and one from SYDNEY NS.

Lot
3209

This is Laurentides [not Lobtiniere].

Lot
3216

This is the earliest known date [not latest].

Lot
3286

One of the covers is brittle and has suffered some slight damage
during auction preparation.

Lot
3350

This is Hagersville Ontario (not Harriston).

Lot
3656

There are no Type IV.

Lot
3762

At least three covers in this lot are Hammer 5.

Lot
3780

The one cent Leaf card is Hammer 4.
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Prices Realized for Sparks Auctions's Sale 23, Jan. 31-Feb. 2 .

Lot No. Realized
1 C$ 800
2 C$ 325
3 C$ 800
4 C$ 350
5 C$ 500
6 C$ 725
7 C$ 425
8 C$ 850
9 C$ 1,350
10 C$ 160
11 C$ 130
12 C$ 160
13 C$ 450
14 C$ 250
15 C$ 425
16 C$ 575
17 C$ 130
18 C$ 375
19 C$ 450
20 C$ 950

Lot No. Realized
21 C$ 1,600
22 C$ 600
23 C$ 1,050
24 C$ 100
25 C$ 230
26 C$ 180
27 C$ 600
28 C$ 425
29 C$ 600
30 C$ 1,450
31 C$ 3,600
32 C$ 2,300
33 C$ 525
34 C$ 230
35 C$ 220
36 C$ 350
37 C$ 900
38 C$ 550
39 C$ 350
40 C$ 1,050

Lot No. Realized
41 C$ 2,500
42 C$ 300
43 C$ 230
44 C$ 800
45 C$ 1,450
46 C$ 675
47 C$ 500
48 C$ 500
49 C$ 500
50 C$ 375
51 C$ 375
52 C$ 170
53 C$ 160
54 C$ 325
55 C$ 160
56 C$ 525
57 C$ 325
58 C$ 190
59 C$ 1,050
60 C$ 700

Lot No. Realized
61 C$ 6,000
62 C$ 110
63 C$ 160
64 C$ 130
65 C$ 275
66 C$ 900
67 C$ 120
68 C$ 1,050
69 C$ 425
70 C$ 425
71 C$ 525
72 C$ 400
73 C$ 850
74 C$ 2,600
75 C$ 1,700
76 C$ 375
77 C$ 725
78 C$ 275
79 C$ 160
80 C$ 950

Lot No. Realized
81 C$ 950
82 C$ 575
83 C$ 400
84 C$ 190
85 C$ 1,200
86 C$ 130
87 C$ 20
88 C$ 120
89 C$ 130
90 C$ 300
91 C$ 95
92 C$ 110
94 C$ 725
95 C$ 130
96 C$ 675
97 C$ 275
98 C$ 110
99 C$ 850
100 C$ 100
101 C$ 5,800

Lot No. Realized
102 C$ 425
103 C$ 375
104 C$ 900
105 C$ 475
106 C$ 425
107 C$ 475
108 C$ 325
109 C$ 450
110 C$ 110
111 C$ 475
112 C$ 625
113 C$ 475
114 C$ 1,050
115 C$ 575
116 C$ 60
117 C$ 650
118 C$ 575
119 C$ 475
120 C$ 575
121 C$ 575

Lot No. Realized
122 C$ 350
123 C$ 625
124 C$ 425
125 C$ 575
126 C$ 1,150
127 C$ 725
128 C$ 300
129 C$ 425
130 C$ 70
131 C$ 500
132 C$ 65
133 C$ 230
134 C$ 160
135 C$ 120
136 C$ 180
137 C$ 2,800
138 C$ 425
139 C$ 400
140 C$ 1,050
141 C$ 1,050

Lot No. Realized
142 C$ 230
143 C$ 725
144 C$ 2,400
145 C$ 160
146 C$ 425
147 C$ 900
148 C$ 2,000
149 C$ 3,400
150 C$ 275
151 C$ 1,600
152 C$ 525
153 C$ 65
154 C$ 45
155 C$ 150
156 C$ 325
157 C$ 300
158 C$ 130
159 C$ 100
160 C$ 180
161 C$ 180

Lot No. Realized
162 C$ 210
163 C$ 1,250
164 C$ 1,250
165 C$ 210
166 C$ 75
167 C$ 110
168 C$ 140
169 C$ 850
170 C$ 375
171 C$ 210
172 C$ 800
173 C$ 75
174 C$ 200
175 C$ 600
176 C$ 275
177 C$ 95
178 C$ 150
179 C$ 210
180 C$ 425
181 C$ 85

Lot No. Realized
182 C$ 100
183 C$ 1,600
184 C$ 275
185 C$ 525
186 C$ 150
187 C$ 625
188 C$ 210
189 C$ 350
190 C$ 150
191 C$ 275
192 C$ 170
193 C$ 950
194 C$ 425
195 C$ 160
196 C$ 110
197 C$ 190
198 C$ 90
199 C$ 160
200 C$ 700
201 C$ 625

Lot No. Realized
202 C$ 325
203 C$ 700
204 C$ 625
205 C$ 1,150
206 C$ 40
207 C$ 60
208 C$ 75
209 C$ 160
210 C$ 65
211 C$ 95
212 C$ 140
213 C$ 1,900
214 C$ 170
215 C$ 1,600
216 C$ 475
217 C$ 1,800
218 C$ 675
219 C$ 65
220 C$ 100
221 C$ 325

Lot No. Realized
222 C$ 400
223 C$ 70
224 C$ 170
225 C$ 625
226 C$ 1,800
227 C$ 625
228 C$ 625
229 C$ 1,100
230 C$ 95
231 C$ 1,900
232 C$ 1,450
233 C$ 450
234 C$ 140
235 C$ 140
237 C$ 110
238 C$ 160
239 C$ 1,800
240 C$ 50
241 C$ 70
242 C$ 75

Lot No. Realized
243 C$ 300
244 C$ 55
245 C$ 75
246 C$ 725
247 C$ 80
248 C$ 110
249 C$ 150
250 C$ 60

Lot No. Realized
263 C$ 45
264 C$ 45
265 C$ 150
266 C$ 2,500
267 C$ 350
268 C$ 2,400
269 C$ 850
270 C$ 20

Lot No. Realized
283 C$ 500
284 C$ 210
285 C$ 3,300
286 C$ 1,450
287 C$ 1,450
288 C$ 1,450
289 C$ 275
290 C$ 525

Lot No. Realized
303 C$ 300
304 C$ 130
305 C$ 160
306 C$ 110
307 C$ 450
308 C$ 170
309 C$ 120
310 C$ 25

Lot No. Realized
323 C$ 170
324 C$ 375
325 C$ 425
326 C$ 275
327 C$ 375
328 C$ 475
329 C$ 1,900
330 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
343 C$ 625
344 C$ 2,700
345 C$ 900
346 C$ 55
347 C$ 250
348 C$ 80
349 C$ 425
350 C$ 80
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251 C$ 170
252 C$ 75
253 C$ 55
254 C$ 325
255 C$ 190
256 C$ 170
257 C$ 40
258 C$ 95
259 C$ 120
260 C$ 140
261 C$ 65
262 C$ 50

271 C$ 2,400
272 C$ 1,050
273 C$ 95
274 C$ 60
275 C$ 50
276 C$ 60
277 C$ 35
278 C$ 210
279 C$ 95
280 C$ 950
281 C$ 425
282 C$ 300

291 C$ 475
292 C$ 190
293 C$ 40
294 C$ 130
295 C$ 950
296 C$ 400
297 C$ 1,700
298 C$ 240
299 C$ 70
300 C$ 70
301 C$ 300
302 C$ 300

311 C$ 150
312 C$ 85
313 C$ 130
314 C$ 75
315 C$ 15
316 C$ 25
317 C$ 60
318 C$ 85
319 C$ 250
320 C$ 210
321 C$ 350
322 C$ 100

331 C$ 350
332 C$ 4,200
333 C$ 160
334 C$ 575
335 C$ 160
336 C$ 140
337 C$ 400
338 C$ 2,000
339 C$ 1,150
340 C$ 325
341 C$ 1,900
342 C$ 2,400

351 C$ 30
352 C$ 300
353 C$ 240
354 C$ 275
355 C$ 75
356 C$ 400
357 C$ 800
358 C$ 250
359 C$ 475
360 C$ 475
361 C$ 375
362 C$ 75

Lot No. Realized
363 C$ 180
364 C$ 325
365 C$ 90
366 C$ 70
367 C$ 300
368 C$ 950
369 C$ 725
370 C$ 575
371 C$ 500
372 C$ 140
373 C$ 575
374 C$ 525
375 C$ 300
376 C$ 100
377 C$ 500
378 C$ 425
379 C$ 325
380 C$ 100
381 C$ 1,800
382 C$ 220

Lot No. Realized
401 C$ 210
402 C$ 170
403 C$ 350
404 C$ 325
405 C$ 230
406 C$ 90
407 C$ 100
408 C$ 170
409 C$ 110
410 C$ 75
411 C$ 325
412 C$ 70
413 C$ 40
414 C$ 220
415 C$ 75
416 C$ 130
417 C$ 55
418 C$ 70
419 C$ 90
420 C$ 150

Lot No. Realized
421 C$ 425
422 C$ 250
423 C$ 95
424 C$ 200
425 C$ 45
426 C$ 130
427 C$ 120
428 C$ 650
429 C$ 950
430 C$ 230
431 C$ 220
432 C$ 120
433 C$ 65
434 C$ 50
435 C$ 150
436 C$ 150
437 C$ 180
438 C$ 110
439 C$ 120
440 C$ 275

Lot No. Realized
441 C$ 120
442 C$ 140
443 C$ 160
444 C$ 275
445 C$ 70
446 C$ 140
447 C$ 150
448 C$ 110
449 C$ 100
450 C$ 140
451 C$ 210
452 C$ 275
453 C$ 80
454 C$ 100
455 C$ 170
456 C$ 250
457 C$ 190
459 C$ 140
460 C$ 100
461 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
462 C$ 90
463 C$ 120
464 C$ 50
465 C$ 50
466 C$ 70
467 C$ 80
468 C$ 50
469 C$ 180
470 C$ 45
471 C$ 70
472 C$ 150
473 C$ 200
474 C$ 60
475 C$ 130
476 C$ 60
477 C$ 210
478 C$ 130
479 C$ 70
480 C$ 100
481 C$ 90

Lot No. Realized
482 C$ 65
483 C$ 65
484 C$ 190
485 C$ 110
486 C$ 65
487 C$ 55
488 C$ 65
489 C$ 100
490 C$ 130
491 C$ 90
492 C$ 850
493 C$ 85
494 C$ 80
495 C$ 250
496 C$ 190
497 C$ 50
498 C$ 90
499 C$ 240
500 C$ 325
501 C$ 180

Lot No. Realized
502 C$ 55
503 C$ 350
504 C$ 130
505 C$ 120
506 C$ 275
507 C$ 60
508 C$ 60
509 C$ 325
510 C$ 200
511 C$ 20
512 C$ 275
513 C$ 180
514 C$ 170
515 C$ 250
516 C$ 200
517 C$ 70
518 C$ 60
519 C$ 200
520 C$ 75
521 C$ 210

Lot No. Realized
522 C$ 170
523 C$ 50
524 C$ 60
525 C$ 250
526 C$ 400
527 C$ 85
528 C$ 85
529 C$ 90
530 C$ 110
531 C$ 400
532 C$ 110
533 C$ 180
534 C$ 575
535 C$ 110
536 C$ 65
537 C$ 80
538 C$ 400
539 C$ 90
540 C$ 70
541 C$ 110

Lot No. Realized
542 C$ 150
543 C$ 55
544 C$ 240
545 C$ 625
546 C$ 425
547 C$ 950
548 C$ 650
549 C$ 275
550 C$ 55
551 C$ 150
552 C$ 110
553 C$ 250
554 C$ 725
555 C$ 70
556 C$ 190
557 C$ 190
558 C$ 70
559 C$ 120
560 C$ 140
561 C$ 140

Lot No. Realized
562 C$ 250
563 C$ 55
564 C$ 160
565 C$ 425
566 C$ 30
567 C$ 130
568 C$ 425
569 C$ 250
570 C$ 150
571 C$ 100
572 C$ 275
573 C$ 55
574 C$ 300
575 C$ 85
576 C$ 140
577 C$ 50
578 C$ 140
579 C$ 200
580 C$ 120
581 C$ 325

Lot No. Realized
582 C$ 140
583 C$ 1,700
584 C$ 1,600
585 C$ 25
586 C$ 55
587 C$ 650
588 C$ 25
589 C$ 20
590 C$ 15
591 C$ 240
592 C$ 50
593 C$ 65
594 C$ 60
595 C$ 325
596 C$ 300
597 C$ 220
598 C$ 230
599 C$ 450
600 C$ 55
601 C$ 180

Lot No. Realized
602 C$ 475
603 C$ 120
604 C$ 40
605 C$ 70
606 C$ 60
607 C$ 190
608 C$ 55
609 C$ 40
610 C$ 15
611 C$ 130
612 C$ 35
613 C$ 85
614 C$ 50
615 C$ 110
616 C$ 95
617 C$ 35
618 C$ 95
619 C$ 40
620 C$ 20
621 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
622 C$ 45
623 C$ 50
624 C$ 45
625 C$ 30

Lot No. Realized
642 C$ 160
643 C$ 80
644 C$ 180
645 C$ 120

Lot No. Realized
662 C$ 50
663 C$ 110
664 C$ 170
665 C$ 160

Lot No. Realized
682 C$ 300
683 C$ 200
684 C$ 140
685 C$ 130

Lot No. Realized
702 C$ 110
703 C$ 300
704 C$ 325
705 C$ 200

Lot No. Realized
722 C$ 250
723 C$ 190
724 C$ 350
725 C$ 65
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626 C$ 60
627 C$ 35
628 C$ 170
629 C$ 20
630 C$ 45
631 C$ 35
632 C$ 150
633 C$ 100
634 C$ 110
635 C$ 55
636 C$ 170
637 C$ 60
638 C$ 130
639 C$ 325
640 C$ 85
641 C$ 45

646 C$ 70
647 C$ 40
648 C$ 65
649 C$ 170
650 C$ 100
651 C$ 60
652 C$ 120
653 C$ 60
654 C$ 140
655 C$ 60
656 C$ 475
657 C$ 70
658 C$ 300
659 C$ 75
660 C$ 55
661 C$ 55

666 C$ 130
667 C$ 150
668 C$ 75
669 C$ 250
670 C$ 275
671 C$ 400
672 C$ 325
673 C$ 90
674 C$ 80
675 C$ 120
676 C$ 130
677 C$ 350
678 C$ 75
679 C$ 180
680 C$ 300
681 C$ 525

686 C$ 100
687 C$ 170
688 C$ 50
689 C$ 90
690 C$ 150
691 C$ 550
692 C$ 95
693 C$ 55
694 C$ 50
695 C$ 725
696 C$ 75
697 C$ 210
698 C$ 300
699 C$ 120
700 C$ 70
701 C$ 55

706 C$ 900
707 C$ 110
708 C$ 200
709 C$ 110
710 C$ 70
711 C$ 110
712 C$ 100
713 C$ 130
714 C$ 40
715 C$ 110
716 C$ 95
717 C$ 110
718 C$ 100
719 C$ 160
720 C$ 110
721 C$ 1,500

726 C$ 65
727 C$ 130
728 C$ 70
729 C$ 130
730 C$ 95
731 C$ 130
732 C$ 130
733 C$ 110
734 C$ 90
735 C$ 20
736 C$ 100
737 C$ 55
738 C$ 75
739 C$ 240
740 C$ 85
741 C$ 150

Lot No. Realized
742 C$ 85
743 C$ 45
744 C$ 65
745 C$ 40
746 C$ 80
747 C$ 40
748 C$ 40
749 C$ 110
750 C$ 40
751 C$ 20
752 C$ 75
753 C$ 170
754 C$ 65
755 C$ 110
756 C$ 60
757 C$ 50
758 C$ 30
759 C$ 70
760 C$ 325
761 C$ 110

Lot No. Realized
762 C$ 75
763 C$ 30
764 C$ 40
765 C$ 20
766 C$ 60
767 C$ 75
768 C$ 85
769 C$ 35
770 C$ 150
771 C$ 210
772 C$ 35
773 C$ 425
774 C$ 240
775 C$ 85
776 C$ 35
777 C$ 35
778 C$ 35
779 C$ 25
780 C$ 85
781 C$ 100

Lot No. Realized
782 C$ 100
783 C$ 90
784 C$ 75
785 C$ 55
786 C$ 90
787 C$ 60
788 C$ 275
789 C$ 25
790 C$ 20
791 C$ 40
792 C$ 40
793 C$ 45
794 C$ 150
795 C$ 120
796 C$ 230
797 C$ 35
798 C$ 40
799 C$ 250
800 C$ 100
801 C$ 200

Lot No. Realized
802 C$ 30
803 C$ 35
804 C$ 40
805 C$ 350
806 C$ 90
807 C$ 120
808 C$ 400
809 C$ 85
810 C$ 45
811 C$ 160
812 C$ 65
813 C$ 95
814 C$ 70
815 C$ 210
816 C$ 65
817 C$ 75
818 C$ 100
819 C$ 90
820 C$ 95
821 C$ 60

Lot No. Realized
822 C$ 90
823 C$ 60
824 C$ 95
825 C$ 60
826 C$ 120
827 C$ 120
828 C$ 65
829 C$ 70
830 C$ 40
831 C$ 150
832 C$ 120
833 C$ 40
834 C$ 70
835 C$ 75
836 C$ 80
837 C$ 325
838 C$ 55
839 C$ 220
840 C$ 75
841 C$ 70

Lot No. Realized
842 C$ 30
843 C$ 75
844 C$ 80
845 C$ 120
846 C$ 70
847 C$ 475
848 C$ 100
849 C$ 400
850 C$ 45
851 C$ 200
852 C$ 50
853 C$ 45
854 C$ 110
855 C$ 230
856 C$ 110
857 C$ 110
858 C$ 250
859 C$ 160
860 C$ 60
861 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
862 C$ 25
863 C$ 50
864 C$ 40
865 C$ 95
866 C$ 80
867 C$ 80
868 C$ 170
869 C$ 100
870 C$ 95
871 C$ 110
872 C$ 50
873 C$ 375
874 C$ 50
875 C$ 85
876 C$ 160
877 C$ 150
878 C$ 55
879 C$ 85
880 C$ 80
881 C$ 25

Lot No. Realized
882 C$ 90
883 C$ 45
884 C$ 50
885 C$ 60
886 C$ 65
887 C$ 90
888 C$ 35
889 C$ 35
890 C$ 180
891 C$ 170
892 C$ 200
894 C$ 150
895 C$ 50
896 C$ 210
898 C$ 240
899 C$ 130
900 C$ 140
901 C$ 180
902 C$ 140
903 C$ 120

Lot No. Realized
904 C$ 85
905 C$ 70
906 C$ 75
907 C$ 65
908 C$ 120
909 C$ 45
910 C$ 50
911 C$ 150
912 C$ 85
913 C$ 55
914 C$ 300
915 C$ 475
916 C$ 65
917 C$ 130
918 C$ 95
919 C$ 95
920 C$ 110
921 C$ 80
922 C$ 275
923 C$ 325

Lot No. Realized
924 C$ 70
925 C$ 85
926 C$ 65
928 C$ 300
929 C$ 80
930 C$ 90
931 C$ 130
932 C$ 95
933 C$ 65
934 C$ 110
935 C$ 80
936 C$ 300
937 C$ 95
938 C$ 110
939 C$ 160
940 C$ 85
941 C$ 100
942 C$ 110
943 C$ 80
944 C$ 210

Lot No. Realized
945 C$ 140
946 C$ 130
947 C$ 110
948 C$ 325
949 C$ 40
950 C$ 300
951 C$ 110
952 C$ 375
953 C$ 400
954 C$ 170
955 C$ 110
956 C$ 275
957 C$ 85
958 C$ 85
959 C$ 110
960 C$ 45
961 C$ 75
962 C$ 20
963 C$ 80
964 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
965 C$ 210
966 C$ 150
967 C$ 65
968 C$ 425
969 C$ 575
970 C$ 100
971 C$ 450
972 C$ 800
973 C$ 200
974 C$ 110
975 C$ 240
976 C$ 160
977 C$ 725
978 C$ 210
979 C$ 180
980 C$ 250
981 C$ 625
982 C$ 210
983 C$ 220
984 C$ 300

Lot No. Realized Lot No. Realized Lot No. Realized Lot No. Realized Lot No. Realized Lot No. Realized
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985 C$ 325
986 C$ 190
987 C$ 130
988 C$ 300
989 C$ 400
990 C$ 450
991 C$ 500
2001 C$ 220
2002 C$ 130
2003 C$ 300
2004 C$ 450
2005 C$ 200
2006 C$ 170
2007 C$ 4,000
2008 C$ 75
2009 C$ 275
2010 C$ 160
2011 C$ 140
2012 C$ 120
2013 C$ 150

2014 C$ 160
2015 C$ 150
2016 C$ 130
2017 C$ 190
2018 C$ 65
2019 C$ 130
2020 C$ 140
2021 C$ 80
2022 C$ 130
2023 C$ 140
2024 C$ 110
2025 C$ 190
2026 C$ 140
2027 C$ 100
2028 C$ 130
2029 C$ 220
2030 C$ 65
2031 C$ 180
2032 C$ 160
2033 C$ 275

2034 C$ 80
2035 C$ 170
2036 C$ 45
2037 C$ 70
2038 C$ 190
2039 C$ 130
2040 C$ 250
2041 C$ 625
2042 C$ 110
2043 C$ 15
2044 C$ 160
2045 C$ 85
2046 C$ 110
2047 C$ 80
2048 C$ 325
2049 C$ 220
2050 C$ 75
2051 C$ 45
2052 C$ 75
2053 C$ 90

2054 C$ 55
2055 C$ 35
2056 C$ 90
2057 C$ 150
2058 C$ 60
2059 C$ 65
2060 C$ 300
2061 C$ 95
2062 C$ 95
2063 C$ 30
2064 C$ 140
2065 C$ 170
2066 C$ 325
2067 C$ 30
2068 C$ 35
2069 C$ 130
2070 C$ 325
2071 C$ 325
2072 C$ 300
2073 C$ 275

2074 C$ 80
2075 C$ 130
2076 C$ 95
2077 C$ 150
2078 C$ 70
2079 C$ 95
2101 C$ 85
2102 C$ 140
2103 C$ 275
2104 C$ 150
2105 C$ 70
2106 C$ 400
2107 C$ 575
2108 C$ 110
2109 C$ 30
2110 C$ 1,600
2111 C$ 325
2112 C$ 325
2113 C$ 350
2114 C$ 40

2115 C$ 40
2116 C$ 5
2117 C$ 35
2118 C$ 45
2119 C$ 85
2120 C$ 85
2121 C$ 80
2122 C$ 120
2123 C$ 60
2124 C$ 1,750
2125 C$ 130
2126 C$ 300
2127 C$ 425
2128 C$ 110
2129 C$ 150
2130 C$ 180
2131 C$ 100
2132 C$ 110
2133 C$ 85
2134 C$ 95

Lot No. Realized
2135 C$ 25
2136 C$ 180
2137 C$ 150
2138 C$ 300
2139 C$ 90
2140 C$ 55
2141 C$ 80
2142 C$ 150
2143 C$ 110
2144 C$ 110
2145 C$ 50
2146 C$ 35
2147 C$ 35
2148 C$ 80
2149 C$ 160
2150 C$ 55
2151 C$ 65
2152 C$ 70
2153 C$ 60
2154 C$ 30

Lot No. Realized
2155 C$ 45
2156 C$ 55
2157 C$ 325
2158 C$ 15
2159 C$ 60
2160 C$ 25
2161 C$ 45
2162 C$ 50
2163 C$ 110
2164 C$ 85
2165 C$ 120
2166 C$ 180
2201 C$ 45
2202 C$ 25
2203 C$ 45
2204 C$ 30
2205 C$ 140
2206 C$ 95
2207 C$ 100
2208 C$ 90

Lot No. Realized
2209 C$ 210
2210 C$ 550
2211 C$ 40
2212 C$ 95
2213 C$ 80
2214 C$ 50
2215 C$ 350
2216 C$ 60
2217 C$ 75
2218 C$ 70
2219 C$ 25
2220 C$ 230
2221 C$ 325
2222 C$ 130
2223 C$ 210
2224 C$ 45
2225 C$ 650
2226 C$ 170
2227 C$ 275
2228 C$ 210

Lot No. Realized
2229 C$ 120
2230 C$ 80
2231 C$ 65
2232 C$ 15
2233 C$ 60
2234 C$ 50
2235 C$ 80
2236 C$ 40
2237 C$ 130
2238 C$ 75
2239 C$ 95
2240 C$ 50
2241 C$ 40
2242 C$ 90
2243 C$ 100
2244 C$ 35
2245 C$ 55
2246 C$ 55
2247 C$ 160
2248 C$ 40

Lot No. Realized
2249 C$ 25
2250 C$ 35
2251 C$ 25
2252 C$ 50
2253 C$ 20
2254 C$ 140
2255 C$ 75
2256 C$ 200
2257 C$ 50
2258 C$ 100
2259 C$ 85
2260 C$ 100
2261 C$ 140
2262 C$ 55
2263 C$ 90
2264 C$ 160
2265 C$ 45
2266 C$ 35
2267 C$ 120
2268 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
2269 C$ 35
2270 C$ 30
2271 C$ 20
2272 C$ 35
2273 C$ 70
2274 C$ 40
2275 C$ 20
2276 C$ 25
2277 C$ 30
2278 C$ 85
2279 C$ 90
2280 C$ 55
2281 C$ 50
2282 C$ 75
2283 C$ 80
2284 C$ 55
2285 C$ 75
2286 C$ 60
2287 C$ 55
2288 C$ 40

Lot No. Realized
2289 C$ 180
2290 C$ 350
2291 C$ 55
2292 C$ 1,900
2293 C$ 90
2294 C$ 65
2295 C$ 80
2297 C$ 55
2298 C$ 110
2299 C$ 220
2300 C$ 55
2301 C$ 220
2302 C$ 5,400
2303 C$ 140
2304 C$ 160
2305 C$ 525
2306 C$ 65
2307 C$ 600

Lot No. Realized
2310 C$ 240
2311 C$ 625
2312 C$ 220
2313 C$ 220
2314 C$ 160
2315 C$ 120
2316 C$ 35
2317 C$ 110
2318 C$ 800
2319 C$ 150
2320 C$ 240
2321 C$ 90
2322 C$ 20
2323 C$ 400
2324 C$ 120
2325 C$ 240
2326 C$ 35
2327 C$ 120

Lot No. Realized
2330 C$ 450
2331 C$ 210
2332 C$ 240
2333 C$ 210
2334 C$ 210
2335 C$ 190
2336 C$ 160
2337 C$ 160
2338 C$ 220
2339 C$ 50
2340 C$ 90
2341 C$ 10
2342 C$ 90
2343 C$ 275
2344 C$ 160
2345 C$ 200
2346 C$ 30
2347 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
2350 C$ 40
2351 C$ 20
2352 C$ 210
2353 C$ 120
2354 C$ 70
2355 C$ 110
2356 C$ 130
2357 C$ 230
2358 C$ 425
2359 C$ 95
2360 C$ 230
2361 C$ 275
2362 C$ 95
2363 C$ 120
2364 C$ 180
2365 C$ 300
2366 C$ 40
2367 C$ 35

Lot No. Realized
2370 C$ 70
2371 C$ 70
2372 C$ 190
2373 C$ 85
2374 C$ 250
2375 C$ 110
2376 C$ 120
2377 C$ 160
2378 C$ 300
2379 C$ 275
2380 C$ 140
2381 C$ 65
2382 C$ 160
2383 C$ 160
2384 C$ 250
2385 C$ 220
2386 C$ 15
2387 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
2390 C$ 120
2391 C$ 170
2392 C$ 275
2393 C$ 475
2394 C$ 110
2395 C$ 65
2396 C$ 20
2397 C$ 65
2398 C$ 95
2399 C$ 40
2400 C$ 170
2401 C$ 275
2402 C$ 55
2403 C$ 160
2404 C$ 80
2405 C$ 110
2406 C$ 190
2407 C$ 160
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2308 C$ 120
2309 C$ 130

2328 C$ 55
2329 C$ 300

2348 C$ 240
2349 C$ 190

2368 C$ 375
2369 C$ 70

2388 C$ 15
2389 C$ 525

2408 C$ 25
2409 C$ 110

Lot No. Realized
2410 C$ 110
2411 C$ 100
2412 C$ 130
2413 C$ 50
2414 C$ 50
2415 C$ 30
2416 C$ 210
2417 C$ 110
2418 C$ 55
2419 C$ 170
2420 C$ 120
2421 C$ 30
2422 C$ 60
2423 C$ 45
2424 C$ 350
2425 C$ 700
2426 C$ 160
2427 C$ 75
2428 C$ 230
2429 C$ 240

Lot No. Realized
2430 C$ 40
2431 C$ 85
2432 C$ 45
2433 C$ 70
2434 C$ 120
2435 C$ 20
2436 C$ 25
2437 C$ 100
2438 C$ 110
2439 C$ 130
2440 C$ 275
2441 C$ 60
2442 C$ 70
2443 C$ 50
2444 C$ 65
2445 C$ 110
2446 C$ 50
2447 C$ 75
2448 C$ 180
2449 C$ 40

Lot No. Realized
2450 C$ 35
2451 C$ 15
2452 C$ 90
2453 C$ 65
2454 C$ 220
2455 C$ 45
2456 C$ 50
2457 C$ 170
2458 C$ 80
2459 C$ 220
2460 C$ 180
2461 C$ 80
2462 C$ 45
2463 C$ 15
2464 C$ 20
2465 C$ 20
2466 C$ 15
2467 C$ 85
2468 C$ 55
2469 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
2470 C$ 55
2471 C$ 55
2472 C$ 25
2473 C$ 30
2474 C$ 500
2475 C$ 85
2476 C$ 20
2477 C$ 50
2478 C$ 25
2479 C$ 20
2480 C$ 160
2481 C$ 10
2482 C$ 25
2483 C$ 20
2484 C$ 60
2485 C$ 5
2486 C$ 40
2487 C$ 40
2488 C$ 5
2489 C$ 95

Lot No. Realized
2490 C$ 15
2491 C$ 80
2501 C$ 400
2502 C$ 500
2503 C$ 55
2504 C$ 110
2505 C$ 240
2506 C$ 30
2507 C$ 65
2508 C$ 400
2509 C$ 325
2510 C$ 325
2511 C$ 240
2512 C$ 400
2513 C$ 190
2514 C$ 95
2515 C$ 100
2516 C$ 100
2517 C$ 275
2518 C$ 525

Lot No. Realized
2519 C$ 1,500
2520 C$ 275
2521 C$ 85
2522 C$ 475
2523 C$ 100
2524 C$ 375
2525 C$ 450
2526 C$ 1,100
2527 C$ 130
2528 C$ 50
2529 C$ 230
2530 C$ 275
2531 C$ 120
2532 C$ 400
2533 C$ 550
2534 C$ 170
2535 C$ 300
2536 C$ 240
2537 C$ 210
2538 C$ 75

Lot No. Realized
2539 C$ 85
2540 C$ 50
2541 C$ 55
2542 C$ 55
2543 C$ 100
2544 C$ 120
2545 C$ 180
2546 C$ 350
2547 C$ 65
2548 C$ 55
2549 C$ 475
2550 C$ 210
2551 C$ 120
2552 C$ 230
2553 C$ 160
2554 C$ 150
2555 C$ 160
2556 C$ 250
2557 C$ 150
2558 C$ 160

Lot No. Realized
2559 C$ 325
2560 C$ 55
2561 C$ 240
2562 C$ 90
2563 C$ 675
2564 C$ 150
2565 C$ 190
2566 C$ 130
2567 C$ 70
2568 C$ 70
2569 C$ 230
2570 C$ 425
2571 C$ 50
2572 C$ 65
2573 C$ 300
2574 C$ 110
2575 C$ 65
2576 C$ 60
2577 C$ 100
2578 C$ 25

Lot No. Realized
2579 C$ 130
2580 C$ 275
2581 C$ 200
2582 C$ 85
2583 C$ 80
2584 C$ 375
2585 C$ 500
2586 C$ 1,200
2587 C$ 160
2588 C$ 160
2589 C$ 45
2590 C$ 85
2591 C$ 200
2592 C$ 575
2593 C$ 400
2594 C$ 70
2595 C$ 220
2596 C$ 425
2597 C$ 190
2598 C$ 725

Lot No. Realized
2599 C$ 400
2600 C$ 700
2601 C$ 750
2602 C$ 750
2603 C$ 325
2604 C$ 425
2605 C$ 450
2606 C$ 100
2607 C$ 90
2608 C$ 400
2609 C$ 230
2610 C$ 230
2611 C$ 230
2612 C$ 140
2613 C$ 65
2614 C$ 10
2615 C$ 110
2616 C$ 40
2617 C$ 25
2618 C$ 25

Lot No. Realized
2619 C$ 90
2620 C$ 35
2621 C$ 110
2622 C$ 35
2623 C$ 140
2624 C$ 45
2625 C$ 150
2626 C$ 10
2627 C$ 30
2628 C$ 50
2629 C$ 15
2630 C$ 30
2631 C$ 50
2632 C$ 45
2633 C$ 45
2634 C$ 35
2635 C$ 200
2636 C$ 220
2637 C$ 180
2638 C$ 120

Lot No. Realized
2639 C$ 120
2640 C$ 300
2641 C$ 110
2642 C$ 180
2643 C$ 300
2644 C$ 70
2645 C$ 170
2646 C$ 210
2647 C$ 60
2648 C$ 60
2649 C$ 350
2650 C$ 80
2651 C$ 200
2652 C$ 210
2653 C$ 200
2654 C$ 150
2655 C$ 350
2656 C$ 450
2657 C$ 350
2658 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
2659 C$ 70
2660 C$ 75
2661 C$ 750
2662 C$ 50
2663 C$ 200
2664 C$ 65
2665 C$ 160
2666 C$ 350
2667 C$ 110
2668 C$ 90
2669 C$ 120
2670 C$ 150
2671 C$ 95
2672 C$ 325

Lot No. Realized
2679 C$ 130
2680 C$ 100
2681 C$ 95
2682 C$ 65
2683 C$ 110
2684 C$ 1,700
2685 C$ 35
2686 C$ 110
2687 C$ 130
2688 C$ 65
2689 C$ 60
2690 C$ 375
2691 C$ 170
2692 C$ 95

Lot No. Realized
2699 C$ 110
2700 C$ 275
2701 C$ 300
2702 C$ 525
2703 C$ 140
2704 C$ 60
2705 C$ 160
2706 C$ 110
2707 C$ 625
2708 C$ 90
2709 C$ 25
2710 C$ 170
2711 C$ 160
2712 C$ 150

Lot No. Realized
2719 C$ 950
2720 C$ 110
2721 C$ 120
2722 C$ 725
2723 C$ 625
2724 C$ 80
2725 C$ 70
2726 C$ 150
2727 C$ 30
2728 C$ 110
2729 C$ 45
2730 C$ 45
2731 C$ 400
2732 C$ 75

Lot No. Realized
2739 C$ 35
2740 C$ 30
2741 C$ 140
2742 C$ 170
2743 C$ 150
2744 C$ 230
2745 C$ 140
2746 C$ 95
2747 C$ 120
2748 C$ 35
2749 C$ 170
2750 C$ 160
2751 C$ 95
2752 C$ 250

Lot No. Realized
2759 C$ 110
2760 C$ 85
2761 C$ 90
2762 C$ 85
2763 C$ 140
2764 C$ 45
2765 C$ 120
2766 C$ 160
2767 C$ 425
2768 C$ 210
2769 C$ 375
2770 C$ 100
2771 C$ 50
2772 C$ 55
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2673 C$ 120
2674 C$ 220
2675 C$ 150
2676 C$ 95
2677 C$ 200
2678 C$ 120

2693 C$ 120
2694 C$ 40
2695 C$ 95
2696 C$ 130
2697 C$ 130
2698 C$ 150

2713 C$ 275
2714 C$ 325
2715 C$ 110
2716 C$ 80
2717 C$ 70
2718 C$ 350

2733 C$ 140
2734 C$ 40
2735 C$ 65
2736 C$ 170
2737 C$ 140
2738 C$ 95

2753 C$ 130
2754 C$ 120
2755 C$ 70
2756 C$ 220
2757 C$ 70
2758 C$ 375

2773 C$ 55
2774 C$ 75
2775 C$ 190
2776 C$ 75
2777 C$ 210
2778 C$ 200

Lot No. Realized
2779 C$ 60
2780 C$ 550
2781 C$ 725
2782 C$ 110
2783 C$ 150
2784 C$ 75
2785 C$ 45
2786 C$ 45
2787 C$ 80
2788 C$ 65
2789 C$ 30
2790 C$ 15
2791 C$ 190
2792 C$ 80
2793 C$ 650
2794 C$ 110
2795 C$ 35
2796 C$ 350
2797 C$ 110
2798 C$ 450

Lot No. Realized
2799 C$ 160
2800 C$ 120
2801 C$ 65
2802 C$ 60
2803 C$ 15
2804 C$ 30
2805 C$ 45
2806 C$ 65
2807 C$ 50
2808 C$ 110
2809 C$ 170
2810 C$ 65
2811 C$ 425
2812 C$ 110
2813 C$ 25
2814 C$ 625
2815 C$ 220
2816 C$ 55
2817 C$ 30
2818 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
2819 C$ 70
2820 C$ 85
2821 C$ 45
2822 C$ 55
2823 C$ 275
2824 C$ 85
2825 C$ 850
2826 C$ 525
2827 C$ 160
2828 C$ 45
2829 C$ 130
2830 C$ 35
2831 C$ 150
2832 C$ 200
2833 C$ 80
2834 C$ 55
2835 C$ 130
2836 C$ 240
2837 C$ 45
2838 C$ 200

Lot No. Realized
2839 C$ 475
2840 C$ 325
2841 C$ 220
2842 C$ 170
2843 C$ 950
2844 C$ 25
2845 C$ 95
2846 C$ 250
2847 C$ 275
2848 C$ 30
2849 C$ 180
2849A C$ 160
2850 C$ 210
2851 C$ 200
2852 C$ 400
2853 C$ 400
2854 C$ 450
2855 C$ 450
2856 C$ 475
2857 C$ 250

Lot No. Realized
2858 C$ 180
2859 C$ 90
2860 C$ 170
2861 C$ 150
2862 C$ 450
2863 C$ 180
2864 C$ 240
2865 C$ 300
2866 C$ 850
2867 C$ 725
2868 C$ 250
2869 C$ 400
2870 C$ 425
2871 C$ 425
2872 C$ 375
2873 C$ 160
2874 C$ 190
2875 C$ 100
2876 C$ 200
2877 C$ 100

Lot No. Realized
2878 C$ 110
2879 C$ 65
2880 C$ 130
2881 C$ 220
2882 C$ 400
2883 C$ 120
2884 C$ 130
2885 C$ 55
2886 C$ 110
2887 C$ 50
2888 C$ 45
2889 C$ 50
2890 C$ 50
2891 C$ 100
2892 C$ 120
2893 C$ 140
2894 C$ 210
2895 C$ 450
2896 C$ 100
2897 C$ 130

Lot No. Realized
2898 C$ 70
2899 C$ 50
2900 C$ 120
2901 C$ 100
2902 C$ 70
2903 C$ 55
3001 C$ 170
3002 C$ 190
3003 C$ 85
3004 C$ 120
3005 C$ 180
3006 C$ 130
3007 C$ 300
3008 C$ 160
3009 C$ 65
3010 C$ 80
3011 C$ 160
3012 C$ 70
3013 C$ 675
3014 C$ 1,100

Lot No. Realized
3015 C$ 90
3016 C$ 65
3017 C$ 55
3018 C$ 50
3019 C$ 80
3020 C$ 160
3021 C$ 75
3022 C$ 110
3023 C$ 95
3024 C$ 35
3025 C$ 1,100
3026 C$ 30
3027 C$ 55
3028 C$ 30
3029 C$ 150
3030 C$ 85
3031 C$ 75
3032 C$ 55
3033 C$ 75
3034 C$ 30

Lot No. Realized
3035 C$ 450
3036 C$ 300
3037 C$ 90
3038 C$ 4,600
3039 C$ 70
3040 C$ 40
3041 C$ 60
3042 C$ 220
3043 C$ 120
3044 C$ 65
3045 C$ 40
3046 C$ 140
3047 C$ 40
3048 C$ 170
3049 C$ 130
3050 C$ 90
3051 C$ 130
3052 C$ 170
3053 C$ 160
3054 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
3055 C$ 130
3056 C$ 220
3057 C$ 120
3058 C$ 130
3059 C$ 90
3060 C$ 180
3061 C$ 240
3062 C$ 50
3063 C$ 120
3064 C$ 210
3065 C$ 130
3066 C$ 110
3067 C$ 60
3068 C$ 50
3069 C$ 210
3070 C$ 75
3071 C$ 180
3072 C$ 75
3073 C$ 65
3074 C$ 130

Lot No. Realized
3075 C$ 45
3076 C$ 190
3077 C$ 600
3078 C$ 75
3079 C$ 65
3080 C$ 50
3081 C$ 50
3082 C$ 45
3083 C$ 35
3084 C$ 95
3085 C$ 230
3086 C$ 45
3087 C$ 90
3088 C$ 150
3089 C$ 35
3090 C$ 85
3091 C$ 60
3092 C$ 65
3093 C$ 35
3094 C$ 85

Lot No. Realized
3095 C$ 60
3096 C$ 70
3097 C$ 130
3098 C$ 110
3099 C$ 220
3100 C$ 50
3101 C$ 60
3102 C$ 55
3103 C$ 95
3104 C$ 35
3105 C$ 140
3106 C$ 220
3107 C$ 80
3108 C$ 75
3109 C$ 55
3110 C$ 30
3111 C$ 130
3112 C$ 80
3113 C$ 90
3114 C$ 40

Lot No. Realized
3115 C$ 90
3116 C$ 1,500
3117 C$ 50
3118 C$ 65
3119 C$ 70
3120 C$ 30
3121 C$ 45
3122 C$ 750
3123 C$ 130
3124 C$ 120

Lot No. Realized
3135 C$ 55
3136 C$ 110
3137 C$ 120
3138 C$ 110
3139 C$ 100
3140 C$ 90
3141 C$ 90
3142 C$ 110
3143 C$ 120
3144 C$ 95

Lot No. Realized
3155 C$ 140
3156 C$ 140
3157 C$ 200
3158 C$ 150
3159 C$ 70
3160 C$ 85
3161 C$ 100
3162 C$ 75
3163 C$ 110
3164 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
3175 C$ 45
3176 C$ 170
3177 C$ 95
3178 C$ 90
3179 C$ 140
3180 C$ 75
3181 C$ 70
3182 C$ 120
3183 C$ 170
3184 C$ 250

Lot No. Realized
3195 C$ 120
3196 C$ 95
3197 C$ 100
3198 C$ 170
3199 C$ 500
3200 C$ 65
3201 C$ 120
3202 C$ 140
3203 C$ 1,150
3204 C$ 180

Lot No. Realized
3215 C$ 130
3216 C$ 65
3217 C$ 140
3218 C$ 60
3219 C$ 85
3220 C$ 200
3221 C$ 80
3222 C$ 250
3223 C$ 1,600
3224 C$ 180
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3125 C$ 60
3126 C$ 55
3127 C$ 60
3128 C$ 60
3129 C$ 70
3130 C$ 220
3131 C$ 70
3132 C$ 200
3133 C$ 65
3134 C$ 95

3145 C$ 325
3146 C$ 160
3147 C$ 170
3148 C$ 350
3149 C$ 160
3150 C$ 75
3151 C$ 75
3152 C$ 180
3153 C$ 110
3154 C$ 50

3165 C$ 250
3166 C$ 475
3167 C$ 40
3168 C$ 50
3169 C$ 85
3170 C$ 50
3171 C$ 85
3172 C$ 85
3173 C$ 80
3174 C$ 170

3185 C$ 150
3186 C$ 160
3187 C$ 550
3188 C$ 45
3189 C$ 300
3190 C$ 80
3191 C$ 55
3192 C$ 60
3193 C$ 60
3194 C$ 120

3205 C$ 80
3206 C$ 80
3207 C$ 160
3208 C$ 240
3209 C$ 70
3210 C$ 90
3211 C$ 275
3212 C$ 110
3213 C$ 90
3214 C$ 95

3225 C$ 450
3226 C$ 160
3227 C$ 325
3228 C$ 375
3229 C$ 325
3230 C$ 625
3231 C$ 200
3232 C$ 150
3233 C$ 95
3234 C$ 575

Lot No. Realized
3235 C$ 80
3236 C$ 325
3237 C$ 230
3238 C$ 65
3239 C$ 180
3240 C$ 200
3241 C$ 130
3242 C$ 120
3243 C$ 60
3244 C$ 230
3245 C$ 100
3246 C$ 210
3247 C$ 1,200
3248 C$ 90
3249 C$ 1,500
3250 C$ 110
3251 C$ 150
3252 C$ 90
3253 C$ 325
3254 C$ 275

Lot No. Realized
3255 C$ 170
3256 C$ 180
3257 C$ 2,100
3258 C$ 170
3259 C$ 80
3260 C$ 95
3261 C$ 110
3262 C$ 230
3263 C$ 180
3264 C$ 60
3265 C$ 55
3266 C$ 130
3267 C$ 65
3268 C$ 55
3269 C$ 50
3270 C$ 35
3271 C$ 70
3272 C$ 60
3273 C$ 50
3274 C$ 45

Lot No. Realized
3275 C$ 80
3276 C$ 45
3277 C$ 240
3278 C$ 80
3279 C$ 35
3280 C$ 35
3281 C$ 90
3282 C$ 325
3283 C$ 675
3284 C$ 525
3285 C$ 220
3286 C$ 35
3287 C$ 50
3288 C$ 60
3289 C$ 140
3290 C$ 130
3291 C$ 180
3292 C$ 130
3293 C$ 75
3294 C$ 35

Lot No. Realized
3295 C$ 40
3296 C$ 275
3297 C$ 110
3298 C$ 150
3299 C$ 300
3300 C$ 120
3301 C$ 200
3302 C$ 90
3303 C$ 130
3304 C$ 65
3305 C$ 80
3306 C$ 60
3307 C$ 75
3308 C$ 90
3309 C$ 160
3310 C$ 325
3311 C$ 220
3312 C$ 80
3313 C$ 35
3314 C$ 140

Lot No. Realized
3315 C$ 40
3316 C$ 55
3317 C$ 45
3318 C$ 180
3319 C$ 80
3320 C$ 85
3321 C$ 120
3322 C$ 170
3323 C$ 40
3324 C$ 60
3325 C$ 60
3326 C$ 45
3327 C$ 2,100
3328 C$ 130
3329 C$ 750
3330 C$ 525
3331 C$ 250
3332 C$ 160
3333 C$ 250
3334 C$ 160

Lot No. Realized
3335 C$ 180
3336 C$ 90
3337 C$ 150
3338 C$ 70
3339 C$ 40
3340 C$ 90
3341 C$ 120
3342 C$ 200
3343 C$ 180
3344 C$ 170
3345 C$ 45
3346 C$ 35
3347 C$ 75
3348 C$ 80
3349 C$ 55
3350 C$ 70
3351 C$ 75
3352 C$ 700
3353 C$ 425
3354 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
3355 C$ 70
3356 C$ 140
3357 C$ 65
3358 C$ 110
3359 C$ 85
3360 C$ 140
3361 C$ 85
3362 C$ 110
3363 C$ 75
3364 C$ 90
3365 C$ 90
3366 C$ 160
3367 C$ 110
3368 C$ 55
3369 C$ 70
3370 C$ 110
3371 C$ 160
3372 C$ 140
3373 C$ 110
3374 C$ 50

Lot No. Realized
3375 C$ 150
3376 C$ 40
3377 C$ 750
3378 C$ 675
3379 C$ 110
3380 C$ 130
3381 C$ 110
3382 C$ 130
3383 C$ 50
3384 C$ 110
3385 C$ 140
3386 C$ 100
3387 C$ 45
3388 C$ 75
3389 C$ 45
3390 C$ 85
3391 C$ 130
3392 C$ 50
3393 C$ 70
3394 C$ 60

Lot No. Realized
3395 C$ 75
3396 C$ 130
3397 C$ 150
3398 C$ 400
3399 C$ 90
3400 C$ 55
3401 C$ 275
3402 C$ 65
3403 C$ 85
3404 C$ 100
3405 C$ 130
3406 C$ 75
3407 C$ 130
3408 C$ 375
3409 C$ 170
3410 C$ 275
3411 C$ 50
3412 C$ 120
3413 C$ 70
3414 C$ 100

Lot No. Realized
3415 C$ 30
3416 C$ 35
3417 C$ 60
3418 C$ 210
3419 C$ 130
3420 C$ 200
3421 C$ 130
3422 C$ 70
3423 C$ 35
3424 C$ 55
3425 C$ 130
3426 C$ 90
3427 C$ 80
3428 C$ 110
3429 C$ 45
3430 C$ 450
3431 C$ 80
3432 C$ 80
3433 C$ 30
3434 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
3435 C$ 140
3436 C$ 180
3437 C$ 160
3438 C$ 55
3439 C$ 40
3440 C$ 85
3441 C$ 150
3442 C$ 140
3443 C$ 55
3444 C$ 85
3445 C$ 250
3446 C$ 45
3447 C$ 150
3448 C$ 60
3449 C$ 50
3450 C$ 120
3451 C$ 275
3452 C$ 650
3453 C$ 325
3454 C$ 80

Lot No. Realized
3455 C$ 160
3456 C$ 110
3457 C$ 50
3458 C$ 85
3459 C$ 55
3460 C$ 60
3461 C$ 45
3462 C$ 65
3463 C$ 210
3464 C$ 140
3465 C$ 55
3466 C$ 95
3467 C$ 35
3468 C$ 100
3469 C$ 35
3470 C$ 70
3471 C$ 35
3472 C$ 30
3473 C$ 60
3474 C$ 60

Lot No. Realized
3475 C$ 50
3476 C$ 25
3477 C$ 80
3478 C$ 95
3479 C$ 120
3480 C$ 100

Lot No. Realized
3495 C$ 50
3496 C$ 160
3497 C$ 45
3498 C$ 55
3499 C$ 80
3500 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
3515 C$ 95
3516 C$ 90
3517 C$ 100
3518 C$ 250
3519 C$ 110
3520 C$ 475

Lot No. Realized
3535 C$ 55
3536 C$ 45
3537 C$ 90
3538 C$ 140
3539 C$ 40
3540 C$ 110

Lot No. Realized
3555 C$ 120
3556 C$ 150
3557 C$ 80
3558 C$ 55
3559 C$ 90
3560 C$ 350

Lot No. Realized
3575 C$ 55
3576 C$ 45
3577 C$ 60
3578 C$ 40
3579 C$ 65
3580 C$ 85
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3481 C$ 50
3482 C$ 65
3483 C$ 85
3484 C$ 80
3485 C$ 130
3486 C$ 130
3487 C$ 65
3488 C$ 325
3489 C$ 110
3490 C$ 130
3491 C$ 140
3492 C$ 110
3493 C$ 95
3494 C$ 80

3501 C$ 120
3502 C$ 250
3503 C$ 200
3504 C$ 75
3505 C$ 85
3506 C$ 110
3507 C$ 140
3508 C$ 110
3509 C$ 150
3510 C$ 70
3511 C$ 150
3512 C$ 65
3513 C$ 50
3514 C$ 85

3521 C$ 210
3522 C$ 85
3523 C$ 230
3524 C$ 75
3525 C$ 130
3526 C$ 350
3527 C$ 180
3528 C$ 275
3529 C$ 475
3530 C$ 85
3531 C$ 80
3532 C$ 65
3533 C$ 95
3534 C$ 50

3541 C$ 170
3542 C$ 70
3543 C$ 100
3544 C$ 100
3545 C$ 350
3546 C$ 150
3547 C$ 85
3548 C$ 70
3549 C$ 45
3550 C$ 55
3551 C$ 65
3552 C$ 275
3553 C$ 75
3554 C$ 40

3561 C$ 95
3562 C$ 85
3563 C$ 75
3564 C$ 50
3565 C$ 60
3566 C$ 85
3567 C$ 110
3568 C$ 90
3569 C$ 65
3570 C$ 140
3571 C$ 65
3572 C$ 375
3573 C$ 150
3574 C$ 55

3581 C$ 300
3582 C$ 60
3583 C$ 55
3584 C$ 60
3585 C$ 70
3586 C$ 70
3587 C$ 70
3588 C$ 65
3589 C$ 325
3590 C$ 50
3591 C$ 130
3592 C$ 100
3593 C$ 80
3594 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
3595 C$ 85
3596 C$ 60
3597 C$ 60
3598 C$ 80
3599 C$ 50
3600 C$ 130
3601 C$ 75
3602 C$ 70
3603 C$ 85
3604 C$ 65
3605 C$ 90
3606 C$ 75
3607 C$ 85
3608 C$ 95
3609 C$ 30
3610 C$ 25
3611 C$ 70
3612 C$ 75
3613 C$ 150
3614 C$ 110

Lot No. Realized
3615 C$ 190
3616 C$ 85
3617 C$ 300
3618 C$ 475
3619 C$ 160
3620 C$ 160
3621 C$ 140
3622 C$ 110
3623 C$ 210
3624 C$ 100
3625 C$ 230
3626 C$ 95
3627 C$ 375
3628 C$ 210
3629 C$ 65
3630 C$ 170
3631 C$ 60
3632 C$ 150
3633 C$ 300
3634 C$ 170

Lot No. Realized
3635 C$ 150
3636 C$ 425
3637 C$ 30
3638 C$ 475
3639 C$ 400
3640 C$ 30
3641 C$ 170
3642 C$ 300
3643 C$ 100
3644 C$ 170
3645 C$ 80
3646 C$ 190
3647 C$ 190
3648 C$ 150
3649 C$ 230
3650 C$ 85
3651 C$ 95
3652 C$ 180
3653 C$ 210
3654 C$ 450

Lot No. Realized
3655 C$ 170
3656 C$ 275
3657 C$ 300
3658 C$ 275
3659 C$ 300
3660 C$ 250
3661 C$ 150
3662 C$ 200
3663 C$ 325
3664 C$ 300
3665 C$ 350
3666 C$ 130
3667 C$ 210
3668 C$ 170
3669 C$ 180
3670 C$ 110
3671 C$ 65
3672 C$ 85
3673 C$ 110
3674 C$ 75

Lot No. Realized
3675 C$ 95
3676 C$ 20
3677 C$ 85
3678 C$ 130
3679 C$ 180
3680 C$ 65
3681 C$ 140
3682 C$ 20
3683 C$ 140
3684 C$ 30
3685 C$ 15
3686 C$ 110
3687 C$ 80
3688 C$ 85
3689 C$ 275
3690 C$ 150
3691 C$ 130
3692 C$ 160
3693 C$ 240
3694 C$ 60

Lot No. Realized
3695 C$ 130
3696 C$ 130
3697 C$ 180
3698 C$ 525
3699 C$ 275
3700 C$ 60
3701 C$ 300
3702 C$ 200
3703 C$ 160
3704 C$ 450
3705 C$ 75
3706 C$ 80
3707 C$ 55
3708 C$ 400
3709 C$ 210
3710 C$ 130
3711 C$ 75
3712 C$ 130
3713 C$ 275
3714 C$ 2,100

Lot No. Realized
3715 C$ 80
3716 C$ 250
3717 C$ 325
3718 C$ 240
3719 C$ 200
3720 C$ 300
3721 C$ 70
3722 C$ 150
3723 C$ 180
3724 C$ 75
3725 C$ 180
3726 C$ 325
3727 C$ 110
3728 C$ 250
3729 C$ 200
3730 C$ 200
3731 C$ 190
3732 C$ 130
3733 C$ 100
3734 C$ 95

Lot No. Realized
3735 C$ 160
3736 C$ 120
3737 C$ 160
3738 C$ 120
3739 C$ 375
3740 C$ 150
3741 C$ 110
3742 C$ 170
3743 C$ 160
3744 C$ 130
3745 C$ 35
3746 C$ 190
3747 C$ 30
3748 C$ 85
3749 C$ 75
3750 C$ 170
3751 C$ 140
3752 C$ 170
3753 C$ 85
3754 C$ 55

Lot No. Realized
3755 C$ 160
3756 C$ 130
3757 C$ 350
3758 C$ 180
3759 C$ 350
3760 C$ 250
3761 C$ 50
3762 C$ 400
3763 C$ 150
3764 C$ 210
3765 C$ 160
3766 C$ 170
3767 C$ 55
3768 C$ 140
3769 C$ 425
3770 C$ 180
3771 C$ 475
3772 C$ 35
3773 C$ 85
3774 C$ 300

Lot No. Realized
3775 C$ 475
3776 C$ 400
3777 C$ 90
3778 C$ 250
3779 C$ 375
3780 C$ 150
3781 C$ 160
3782 C$ 375
3783 C$ 325
3784 C$ 160
3785 C$ 425
3786 C$ 45
3787 C$ 65
3788 C$ 250
3789 C$ 190
3790 C$ 375
3791 C$ 100
3792 C$ 90
3793 C$ 900
3794 C$ 70

Lot No. Realized
3795 C$ 35
3796 C$ 50
3797 C$ 95
3798 C$ 325
3799 C$ 25
3800 C$ 40
3801 C$ 110
3802 C$ 210
3803 C$ 190
3804 C$ 180
3805 C$ 275
3806 C$ 210
3807 C$ 95
3808 C$ 190
3809 C$ 725
3810 C$ 80
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